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ABSTRACT

Optimal Cross-Layer Resource Allocation for Real-Time Video

Transmission over Packet Lossy Networks

Fan Zhai

Real-time video applications, such as videoconferencing, videophony, and on-demand

video streaming, have gained increased popularity. However, a key problem of video

transmission over the existing Internet and wireless networks is the incompatibility

between the nature of the network conditions and the QoS (Qualify of Service) re-

quirements (such as those in bandwidth, delay, and packet loss) of real-time video

applications. Cross-layer design is a natural approach to deal with the incompatibil-

ity problem. This approach aims to efficiently perform cross-layer resource allocation

(such as bandwidth, transmission energy, and buffers) by increasing the communica-

tion efficiency of multiple network layers.

Our focus is on the end-system design. We assume that the lower layers provide

a set of given adaptation components; from the encoder’s point of view, these com-

ponents can be regarded as network resource allocation “knobs”. Assuming that our

encoder can access and specify those adaptation components, we propose a resource-

distortion optimization framework, which optimally assigns cross-layer resources to

each video packet according to its level of importance.
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The proposed framework is general and flexible. Within the framework, we can

jointly consider the available error control components in different network infrastruc-

tures. In particular, we study the following problems: (1) joint source-channel coding

(JSCC) for real-time Internet video transmission, (2) joint source-channel coding and

power adaptation (JSCCPA) for real-time wireless video transmission, and (3) joint

source coding and packet classification (JSCCPC) for real-time DiffServ (differenti-

ated services) network video transmission. Besides single layer video source coding,

we also consider using scalable video source coding for further error resilience. In

addressing each of the above problems, we propose efficient algorithms for obtaining

the optimal solutions. The simulation results, as expected, demonstrate the benefits

of joint design of source coding and cross-layer resource allocation. In addition, the

proposed framework serves as an optimization benchmark against which the perfor-

mances of other sub-optimal systems can be evaluated, and also provides a useful tool

in assessing the effectiveness of different error control components in practical system

design.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Real-time video transmission is largely achieved through applications that impose an

end-to-end delay constraint on the video stream. Those real-time applications in-

clude conversational applications such as videoconferencing, distance learning, and

videophony. Such applications usually have strict end-to-end delay constraint, e.g.

less than 200 milliseconds. Real-time applications may also include streaming appli-

cations. Those applications allow the start of video playback before the whole video

stream has been transmitted with an initial setup time usually of a few seconds. All

those applications require real-time playback. That is, once the playback starts, it

must be continuous without interruption.

Real-time video applications have gained increased popularity since the intro-

duction of the first commercial products for Internet video streaming in 1995 [1].

As wireless networks are quickly becoming an important component of the mod-

ern communications infrastructure, Internet protocol (IP)-based architecture for the

1
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third-generation (3G) wireless systems grows to be the provider of the next genera-

tion wireless services such as voice, high-speed data, Internet access, and multimedia

streaming on all IP networks [2, 3]. The high bit rate support (54 and 22 Mbps in

IEEE 802.11a and 802.11b respectively) in the WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network)

standard makes it possible to transmit video in WLAN [4,5]. All the above-mentioned

cutting-edge developments, however, confront the high technical hurdles associated

with high bit rate, quality of service (QoS), and real-time requirements of video ap-

plications [6, 7].

1.1 Challenges for Real-Time Video Transmission

Generally speaking, the main challenge to the real-time video communications

is how to reliably transmit video packets over error-prone networks, where meeting

the transmission deadline is complicated by the variability in throughput, delay, and

packet loss in the network. In particular, a key problem of video transmission over

the existing Internet and wireless networks is the incompatibility between the nature

of the network conditions and the QoS requirements (such as those pertaining to

bandwidth, delay, and packet loss) of multimedia applications. With a best-effort ap-

proach, the current IP network was originally designed for data transmission, having

no guarantee of QoS for multimedia applications. Similarly, the current wireless net-

works were designed mainly for voice communication, which does not require as large

bandwidth as video applications do. Different types of IP applications have different

types of quality impairment under the same network conditions, and therefore call

for different QoS. For example, “elastic” applications such as web browsing, data file
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transfer, and electronic mail, are not sensitive to delay. However, for the deployment

of multimedia applications with video stream, which is more sensitive to delay but

more tolerant to packet loss, the lack of QoS guarantees in today’s Internet and wire-

less networks introduces huge complications [8, 9]. Specifically, several technological

challenges need to be addressed in designing a high-quality video transmission system.

First, to achieve acceptable delivery quality, transmission of a real-time video

stream typically has a minimum bandwidth requirement. However, the current In-

ternet does not provide bandwidth reservation to meet the bandwidth requirement.

At the same time, compared to wired links, wireless channels are much noisier due

to fading, multi-path, and shadowing effects, which result in a much higher bit error

rate (BER) and consequently an even lower throughput [6, 7].

Second, in the Internet, a packet can be lost due to congestion caused by buffer

overflow and excessive delay. In wireless networks, a packet with unrecoverable bit

errors is usually discarded at the link-layer according to the current standards. This

difficulty is not as severe for traditional IP applications such as data transfer and

email, where reliable transmission can always be achieved through retransmission, as

it is for real-time video applications, where retransmission-based techniques may not

be available due to the tight delay constraints.

Third, the network resources are limited and may vary with time and space.

Resource is a general term in communication networks. Network resources include

transmission bandwidth, buffers in the routers and switches, buffers at the sender

or the receiver end, computation capability for encoding, decoding and transcoding,

transmission cost in networks with pricing charge enabled, transmission power in

wireless communications, delay, etc. Some constraints on resource, such as buffer
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size, computation speed, and display precision at the user end, are “hard”; but other

constraints are “soft” in that they aim to make the system stable or to treat other

users in the communication system fairly. One example of a soft constraint at hand

is the TCP-friendly protocol used to perform congestion control for media delivery

applications, where the source bit rate is constrained so that all kinds of traffics can

fairly share the network resources [8].

1.2 Cross-Layer Resource Allocation

We can address the above challenges by enforcing error control, especially

through unequal error protection (UEP) for video packets that are usually of different

importance. Error control techniques, in general, include error resilient source coding,

forward error correction (FEC), retransmission, power control, network QoS support,

and error concealment. To maximize the error control efficiency, limited network

resources should be optimally allocated to video packets, which typically requires

cross-layer design.

The traditional layered protocol stack, where various protocol layers can only

communicate with each other in a restricted manner, has proved to be inefficient and

inflexible in adapting to the constantly changing network conditions [10]. For the

best end-to-end performance, multiple protocol layers should be jointly designed and

should be able to react to the channel conditions in order to make the end-system

network-adaptive.

In addition, conventional video communication systems have focused on video

compression, namely, rate-distortion optimized source coding, without considering
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other layers [11]. While these algorithms can produce significant improvements in

source-coding performance, they are inadequate for video communications over hostile

channels. This is because Shannon’s separation theorem [12], that source coding and

channel coding can be separately designed without any loss of optimality, does not

apply to general time-varying channels, or to systems with a complexity or delay

constraint (i.e. any real time system). Therefore, recent video coding research has

been focused on the investigation of joint design of end-system source coding with

manipulations in other layers, such as channel coding, power adaptation in wireless

networks, and QoS support from the network (e.g., differentiated services networks

and integrated services networks) [1].

One of the main characteristics of video is that different portions of the bit-

stream have different importance in their contribution to the quality of the recon-

structed video. For example, in an MPEG video bitstream, I (Intra) frames are more

important than P (Predictive) and B (Bi-directional predictive) frames. If the bit-

stream is partitioned into packets, Intra-coded packets are usually more important

than Inter-coded packets. If error concealment is used, the packets that are hard

to conceal are usually more important than easily concealable ones. In the scal-

able video bitstream, the base layer is more important than the enhancement layer.

Therefore, UEP is naturally preferable in video transmission. UEP commonly en-

ables a prioritized protection for video packets through different levels of FEC and/or

retransmission [13]. UEP can also be realized through prioritized transmission by

techniques based on transmitter power adaptation, channel/path diversity, or Diff-

Serv (Differentiated Services) [14,15].

Thus, in different network infrastructures, we consider different applicable error
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control components to support UEP. In particular, we jointly consider source coding

and cross layer resource allocation to perform optimal UEP.

1.3 Scope and Contributions

Figure 1.1 illustrates the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 7-layer commu-

nication model, where layer 5 (session layer), layer 6 (presentation layer) and layer 7

(application layer) are merged into one application layer to better describe our work.

The resulting 5-layer model is also called TCP (Transport Control Protocol) model.

The general functions of these layers are as follows.

Layer 5, 6, 7: The application layer–This layer provides applications services

to user and programs, such as file transfers, http, electronic mail, etc.

Layer 4: The transport layer–This layer provides transparent transfer of data

between hosts and is responsible for end-to-end error-correction and flow control.

TCP and UDP (User Data Protocol) work at this level.

Layer 3: The network layer–This layer deals with network addressing and

routing of data between two hosts and any congestion that might develop.

Layer 2: The link (or data-link) layer–This layer defines the format of data

on the network. In IP-based wireless networks, the link layer is divided into two sub-

layers: the MAC (Medium Access Control) layer and LLC (Logical Link Control)

layer. The MAC sublayer is responsible for communications between stations by

coordinating medium access. The LLC sublayer manages frame synchronization,

error correction, and flow control.

Layer 1: The physical layer–It deals with physical aspects such as physical
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media, electrical impulse, transmitter power, modulation and etc.
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Figure 1.1: OSI networking model.

This dissertation is about the end system design for real-time video applica-

tions. Such end system design consists of three major components: video codec, rate

control or congestion control, and error control. This dissertation focuses on error con-

trol. More specifically, our focus is on the interaction between the video encoder and

the underlying layers. Thus the decoder-based techniques, such as post-processing,

joint source-channel decoding [16], and receiver-driven channel coding [17,18] are not

discussed in this dissertation. With respect to cross-layer design at the sender side,

traditionally, there are two approaches to address the challenges described above for

video communications. In the networking community, the approach is to develop pro-

tocols and mechanisms to adapt the network to the video applications. One example

is to modify the mechanisms implemented in the routers/switches to provide QoS

support to guarantee bandwidth, bounded delay, delay jitter, and packet loss (such

as DiffServ and InteServ) for video applications. Another example is to use additional
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components such as an overlay network (e.g., an edge proxy which provides appli-

cation layer functions like transcoding, rate adaptation, FEC ect.). The networking

community approach is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

In the video community, on the other hand, the approach is to adapt the

end system to the network, which is what we employ in this dissertation. We focus

on the end-system design for video communications based on the current, recently

proposed, and emerging network protocols and architectures. We assume that the

lower layers provide a set of given adaptation components; from the encoder’s point

of view, these components can be regarded as network resource allocation “knobs”.

Based on the assumption that our encoder can access and specify those resource

allocation knobs, the major contribution of this dissertation is a proposed general

resource-distortion optimization framework, which assigns network resources from

multiple layers to each video packet according to its level of importance. Depending

on different adaptation components, this framework is embodied in the forms of joint

source-channel coding, joint source coding and rate adaptation, joint source-channel

coding and power adaptation, joint source coding and packet classification etc. Within

the framework, error resilient source coding, channel coding, and error concealment

are jointly considered.

In particular, we study the following problems using the proposed framework:

(1) joint source-channel coding (JSCC) for Internet video transmission, (2) joint

source-channel coding and power adaptation (JSCCPA) for wireless video transmis-

sion, and (3) joint source coding and packet classification (JSCCPC) for DiffServ

(differentiated services) network video transmission. Besides single layer video source

coding, we also consider scalable video source coding for further error resilience. In
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addressing these problems, we propose efficient algorithms for obtaining the opti-

mal solutions. The simulation results, as expected, demonstrate the benefits of joint

design of source coding and cross layer resource allocation.

The proposed framework proves to be general and flexible. It allows for the

comparison of different error control techniques (such as pure FEC, pure retrans-

mission, and hybrid FEC and selective retransmission), and different packetization

schemes. For example, in the JSCC work, FEC and application layer retransmission

can each achieve an optimal result depending on the packet loss rates and round-

trip-time. But when the two are jointly employed in the proposed hybrid technique,

improved results are obtained due to the increased flexibility. The framework is also

applicable to the emerging network architectures (such as DiffServ), in which source

coding can be jointly designed with packet classification.

The proposed framework provides an optimization benchmark against which

the performances of other sub-optimal systems can be evaluated. It also provides

a useful tool for assessing the effectiveness of different error control components in

practical system design. For example, in the JSCCPA study, the simulation results

suggest that channel coding and power adaptation each has its effective working

region. Thus, in a practical wireless video streaming system, under certain conditions,

adjusting only channel coding or power control, but not both, might be adequate to

achieve near-optimal results.
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1.4 Dissertation Organization

The rest of dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents the necessary background information. We give a general

overview of video communication systems, communication networks, and error control

techniques.

Chapter 3 describes the details of end-system design based on cross-layer

resource allocation. Particularly, we propose a general and unified resource-distortion

optimization framework, where error resilient source coding, channel coding, power

adaptation, network QoS, and error concealment are jointly considered.

Chapter 4 studies the problem of joint source-channel coding for video trans-

mission over the Internet. Two problems are specifically addressed: application-layer

packetization and application-layer hybrid FEC and selective retransmission.

Chapter 5 studies the problem of joint source-channel coding and power adap-

tation for video transmission over IP-based wireless networks.

Chapter 6 studies the problem of joint source coding and packet classification

for video transmission over DiffServ networks.

Chapter 7 extends the work in Chapter 4, 5, and 6 to scalable video. In par-

ticular, we study the joint source-channel coding for Internet scalable video transmis-

sion, and optimal power allocation for energy efficient wireless video communications

based on MPEG-4 FGS video.

Chapter 8 draws conclusions with a summary of the research results, contri-

bution of this dissertation, and future research directions.



Chapter 2

Background

To introduce the background for the dissertation, in this chapter, we first give a

brief overview of video communication systems, followed by that of communication

networks. In the end, we briefly discuss the error control techniques for video com-

munications.

2.1 Video Communication Systems

As shown in Fig. 2.1, a video communication system has five major compo-

nents: 1) The source encoder that compresses video and audio signals into media

packets, which are sent directly to lower layers or uploaded to the media server for

storage and later transmission on demand; 2) The application layer in charge of chan-

nel coding, packetization, and etc.; 3) The transport layer that performs congestion

control and delivers media packets from the sender to the receiver for the best pos-

sible user experience, while sharing network resources fairly with other users; 4) The

11
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transport network which delivers packets to the client; 5) The receiver that decom-

presses and renders the video packets, and implements the interactive user controls

based on the specific applications [1, 13].

�
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Figure 2.1: Video transmission system architecture.

At the sender end, video packets (referred to as source packets) are generated

by a video encoder. The source bit rate is constrained by a rate controller that is

responsible for allocating bits to each video frame or packet. This bit rate constraint

is set based on the estimated channel state information (e.g., available channel band-

width) reported by the lower layers. After passing through the network protocol stack

(e.g. RTP/UDP/IP), transport packets are fed into a first-in-first-out (FIFO) encoder

buffer before entering a packet lossy network, which can be the Internet, a wireless

network, or a heterogeneous network. The network may have multiple channels (e.g.,

a wireless network) or paths (e.g., a network with path diversity), or support QoS

(e.g., integrated services or differentiated services networks). Some packets may be
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dropped in the network due to congestion, or at the receiver because of excessive de-

lay or unrecoverable bit error in a wireless network. To combat packet losses, parity

check packets used for FEC may be generated in the application/transport layer. In

addition, lost packets may be retransmitted if applicable. Packets that reach the de-

coder on time are buffered in the decoder buffer. We define an initial setup time (also

referred to as the maximum end-to-end delay), Tmax, as the duration between the

time when the first packet is captured at the encoder and its playback at the decoder.

The longer the initial setup time, the more robust the system is to channel variations.

The setup time is application dependent, and is limited by how long a user is willing

to wait for the video to be displayed. The transport layer and application layer are

responsible for de-packetizing the received transport packets from the decoder buffer,

channel decoding (if FEC is used), and forwarding the intact and recovered video

packets to the video decoder. The video decoder then decompresses video packets

and displays the resulting video frames in real-time (i.e., the video is displayed con-

tinuously without interruption at the decoder). The video decoder typically employs

error detection and concealment techniques to mitigate the effects of packet loss.

Next, we discuss each component of the video communication system in detail.

2.1.1 Video Encoder

The source encoder takes raw video data and compresses the media source by

reducing the temporal and spatial redundancy. In the past, due to the significant

development of digital video applications, several successful standards have emerged

under the joint force of academia and industry. There are two main families of video

compression standards: the H.26x family and the MPEG (Moving Picture Experts
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Group) family. These standards are application-oriented and address a wide range of

issues such as bit rate, complexity, picture quality, and error resilience.

The H.26x family of standards, developed by the International Telecommuni-

cations Union-Telecommunications Sector (ITU-T), aim at telecommunication appli-

cations and have developed from ISND and T1/E1 service to embrace PSTN (Public

Switched Telephone Network), mobile wireless networks, and LAN/Internet network

delivery. The first standard of this family is H.261 (’90), which was designed for video

communications at rates of p× 64 kbps where 6 ≤ p ≤ 30 with low coding delay [19].

The H.263 standard (’95) (typically operates below 64 kbps), albeit originally designed

for very low bit rate applications, could provide a significant improvement over H.261

at any bit rate [20]. As an extension of H.263, H.263+ and H.263++ (’97) [21] pro-

vide 12 new negotiable modes and additional features such as unrestricted motion

vector mode, slice structure mode, scalability, etc. These modes and features further

improve compression performance and error resilience. H.26L, an on-going standard,

aimed to achieve substantially higher video quality than the existing video standards

at all bit rates [22]. It was merged with MPEG-4 AVC (Advanced Video Coding),

which we will discuss later.

The other family of standards is MPEG, developed by the MPEG group of

International Standards Organization (ISO). MPEG-1 standard (’94) was designed

for CD-ROM applications with rates below 1.5 Mbps [23]. MPEG-2 (’95), also called

H.262, was designed for DVD, HDTV (High Definition Television) and digital satel-

lites applications with rates between 2 and 20 Mbps [24]. As a big improvement,

MPEG-4 visual (MPEG-4 part 2) standard(’99) [25], which extends to object-based

video, aims at low bit rate applications as well as interactive multimedia applications.
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The goal of MPEG-4 standard is to support new functionalities, such as improved

coding efficiency, error robustness, and content-based access, manipulation, and scal-

ability. The newest standard is H.264/AVC, aiming to provide the state-of-the-art

compression technologies. It is the result of the merger between the MPEG-4 group

and the ITU H.26L committee in 2001, known as JVT (Joint Video Team), and is a

logical extension to the previous standards adopted by the two groups. Thus, it is

also called H.264, AVC or MPEG-4 part 10 [26]. The standardization of H.264/AVC

is still ongoing. For an overview and comparison of the video standards, see [27].

MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 standards target the multimedia content description inter-

face, which is different from traditional multimedia coding. It is important to note

that all the standards are decoder standards, i.e., they standardize the syntax for

the representation of the encoded bitstream and define the method for decoding pro-

cess, but leave substantial flexibility in the design of the encoder. This limitation on

the scope of standardization allows the maximal latitude of optimization for specific

applications [26].

Nevertheless, from the compression point of view, all the above mentioned

video compression standards share the same block diagram, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

This type of video codec follows the so-called block-based hybrid motion-compensated

approach, where each video frame is presented in block-shaped units of associated

luma and chroma samples (16 × 16 region) called MBs (macroblocks). As shown in

Fig. 2.2(a), the core of the encoder is motion compensated prediction (MCP). The first

step in MCP is motion estimation (ME), aiming to find the region from the previous

frame that best matches each MB in the current frame. The offset between the MB

and the prediction region is known as a motion vector. The motion vectors form
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a motion field, which is entropy encoded. The second step is motion compensation

(MC), where the reference frame is produced by applying the motion field to the

previously reconstructed frame. The prediction error, known as the displaced frame

difference (DFD), is obtained by subtracting the reference frame from the current

frame.

Following MCP, there are three major blocks to process the DFD, namely,

transform, quantization, and entropy coding. The key reason in using transform

is to decorrelate the data so that the associated energy in the transform domain

is more compact and thus the resulting transform coefficients are easier to encode.

DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) is one of the most widely used transforms in im-

age and video coding due to its high transform coding gain and low computational

complexity. Quantization introduces loss of information, and is the primary source of

actual compression. Quantized coefficients are entropy encoded, e.g. using Huffman

or Arithmetic coding. As shown in the figure, the DFD is first divided into 8 × 8

blocks, and DCT is then applied to each block, with resulting coefficients quantized.

In these standards, a given MB can be intraframe coded, interframe coded using

motion compensated prediction, or simply replicated from the previously decoded

frame. These prediction modes are denoted as INTRA, INTER, and SKIP mode, re-

spectively. Quantization and coding are performed differently for each MB according

to its mode. Thus, the coding parameters for each MB are typically represented by

its prediction mode and quantization parameter.

In the decoder, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b), the quantized DCT coefficients are

inversed DCT (IDCT) transformed to obtain a reconstructed version of the DFD;

the reconstructed version of the current frame is obtained by adding DFD to the
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Figure 2.3: Video transmission system block diagram.

previously reconstructed frame.

2.1.2 Delay Components

In a video transmission system, the end-to-end delay (i.e., the time between

when a frame is captured at the encoder and when it is displayed at the decoder)

should be constant, if the encoder and decoder are to operate at the same frame rate

of F frames per second [28]. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the end-to-end delay T of each

frame can be decomposed into

T = ∆Te + ∆Teb + ∆Tn + ∆Tdb + ∆Td, (2.1)

where ∆Te, ∆Teb, ∆Tn, ∆Tdb, and ∆Td are, respectively, the encoder delay, encoder

buffer delay, network delay, decoder buffer delay, and decoder delay for each frame

[28,29]. Rate control mechanisms are needed to perform bit allocation among frames

to ensure that the encoder and decoder buffer do not overflow or underflow.

We assume that a rate controller specifies a deadline by which each frame must

be transmitted. We then translate the frame deadline into a delay constraints for each

packet. Let M be the number of packets in a video frame and k the packet index.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the processing times for both encoding
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and decoding a packet are constant and equal to Tp = 1/(MF ). Note that the k-th

packet enters the encoder buffer after the previous (k−1) packets and itself have been

processed (i.e., at time kTp). In addition, in order for the corresponding frame to be

displayed on time, this packet must arrive at the decoder in time to allow itself and

the following M−k packets to be processed (i.e., (M−k+1)Tp before display) [28,29].

Thus, for each packet to experience constant end-to-end frame delay, it must be that

∆Teb(k) + ∆Tn(k) + ∆Tdb(k) = T − kTp − (M − k + 1)Tp = T − (M + 1)Tp. (2.2)

In order to avoid decoder buffer underflow, i.e., to satisfy ∆Tdb(k) ≥ 0, the total

encoder buffer delay and network delay must be

∆T (k) = ∆Teb(k) + ∆Tn(k) ≤ Tmax, (2.3)

where Tmax = T − (M + 1)Tp. For simplicity, we assume a sufficiently large decoder

buffer, so that we do not need to consider decoder buffer overflows.

2.1.3 Rate Control

At a certain available transmission rate1, the task of rate control is to smartly

allocate bit budget between frames (frame-level rate control) and within each frame

(MB-level rate control) in order to maximize the overall transmission quality. Basi-

cally, the number of bits should be allocated to frames and MBs according to their

contents. For example, more bits are usually needed to encode the frames and MBs

with scene change, high motion, or rich details. We want to limit our discussion to

frame-leve rate control; thus the term “rate control” refers only to frame-level rate

control hereof.
1The detection of the available transmission rate is achieved by congestion control, which is

discussed in Sect. 2.2.2.
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Rate control has been studied from the memory perspective, i.e., designing

rate control to avoid overflowing of the available encoder and decoder buffers [30,31].

Alternatively, it can also be studied from the perspective of end-to-end delay [28,32,

33]. From the design perspective, rate control techniques can usually be classified

into two categories: heuristic model-based [30, 34–36] and Lagrange multiplier-based

[31, 37–39]. From the transport perspective, according to [13], rate control can be

classified into three categories, namely, source-based, receiver-based, and hybrid rate

control. Readers can refer to [13] for details. In this dissertation, since we focus

on error control, we have not designed our own frame-level rate controller. In order

to evaluate the performance of our proposed system, we can either adopt some rate

controller, e.g., Test Model 5 (TM5) [30], or omit it and fix the bit budget or delay

constraint for each frame at the same level.

2.1.4 Distortion Measurement

All the video compression standards discussed above are based on lossy com-

pression. In this context, video quality should be evaluated in terms of the difference

between the original picture and the reconstructed one in the decoder. Generally

speaking, human vision system should be taken into account in the metric. The

development of perceptually relevant image quality metrics is an active field of re-

search [40, 41]. However the design of perceptual metrics for video is even harder

because video is usually much more complicated than still images [42]. The mean

squared error (MSE) and the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) are used for report-

ing results in most of the image and video processing literature. In the case of an

image f(m,n) of dimension M ×N and its corresponding reconstruction f̂(m,n), the
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Figure 2.4: (a) Original frame (b) Reconstructed frame in the encoder (c) Recon-
structed frame in the decoder (QCIF Foreman sequence, frame 92).

MSE is defined as,

MSE =
1

MN

M
∑

m=1

N
∑

n=1

[f(m,n) − f̂(m,n)]2. (2.4)

PSNR is inversely related to MSE as shown below

PSNR(dB) = 10 log
2552

MSE
, (2.5)

where 255 is the maximum intensity value of a pixel for an 8-bit image.

Although these metrics are defined without reference to any human perception

model, it has been reported [11] that compression systems optimized for MSE perfor-

mance also yield good perceptual quality. Note that the framework presented in this

dissertation can adapt to any video quality metric.

In a error prone channel, the reconstructed images at the decoder usually dif-

fer from those at the encoder due to packet losses, as shown in Fig. 2.4. In this

case, instead of using the distortion between the original image and the reconstructed

image at the encoder to evaluate the video quality, we consider the end-to-end dis-

tortion. That is, we measure the distortion between the original image, f (i), and the

reconstructed image at the decoder, f̃ (i), where the superscript (i) denotes the frame
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index. The expectation is calculated with respect to the probability of packet loss.

Specifically, by omitting the frame index, we calculate the end-to-end distortion for

packet k as

E[Dk] =
1

K

K
∑

j=1

[fj − f̃j]
2, (2.6)

where the subscript j denotes the pixels that belong to packet k, and K is the number

of pixels in packet k. Alternatively, E[Dk] can be written as

E[Dk] = (1 − ρk)E[DR,k] + ρkE[DL,k], (2.7)

where E[DR,k] is the expected distortion when the packet is received correctly, E[DL,k]

is the expected distortion when the packet is lost, and ρk is the probability of loss for

the k-th packet. Due to channel losses and error propagation, the reference frames

at the decoder and the encoder may not be the same. Thus, both DL,k and DR,k are

random variables.

2.2 Communication Networks

In this section, we briefly introduce the major components of the current IP

networks, and focus on the major functions provided by these components in support-

ing real-time video transmission. We first describe the network protocols at multiple

layers, and then discuss the network interface. In the end, we introduce the channel

models used in our simulations.
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2.2.1 Network Protocols

Figure 2.5 shows the protocol stack used for an IP network. We focus on the

multiple layers network protocols that are related to real-time video transmissions.

Internet Protocol

Internet Protocol is currently the most commonly used network layer proto-

col [43]. It provides connectionless delivery services, which means that each packet is

routed separately and independently regardless of its source or destination. In addi-

tion, IP provides best-effort and thus unreliable delivery services. IP defines a set of

standards for data transmission. First, it defines the format of the basic unit of data

transmission that can be sent to the network. The normal size for an IP header is 20

bytes, plus options and padding. Furthermore, IP defines a set of rules that regulate

the conditions in which a datagram can be discarded. It works with ICMP (Internet

Control Message Protocol), which is responsible for generating error messages when

an error occurs during transmission. The transport layer protocols, such as TCP or
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UDP (User Datagram Protocol), deal with error packets based on the error message

that they receive.

Transport Control Protocol

TCP is a connection-oriented and reliable service. It is full-duplex, and differ-

ent connections between the same pair of hosts are differentiated by the port numbers

being used [44].

TCP provides reliability by means of a window-based positive acknowledge-

ment (ACK) with a go-back-N retransmission scheme. A window of small size is

imposed on the data stream. Data within the window can be transmitted without

acknowledgements. Once acknowledgements are received, the window slides across

the data to incorporate new messages. The size of the sliding windows is varied in

order to perform flow control on the data. If data is received out of sequence, it is

resequenced by means of sequence numbers that are synchronized at the connection

establishment. Duplicated segments are discarded. Note that TCP is one of the few

transport-layer protocols that has its own congestion control mechanisms.

User Datagram Protocol

UDP is an alternative to the TCP in the transport layer, and, together with IP,

is sometimes referred to as UDP/IP. Like TCP, UDP is connection-oriented. Unlike

TCP, however, UDP does not provide reliable transmission. First, it does not provide

sequencing of the packets as the data arrives. This means that the application that

uses UDP must be able to ensure that the entire message has arrived and is in the right

order. Second, UDP does not enforce retransmission of the lost packets. Nevertheless,
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TCP introduces unbounded delay due to persistent retransmission, which may not

be suitable for applications that have strict delay constraint. For this reason, UDP

is widely used in real-time video applications.

UDP also differs from TCP in that it does not have its own congestion control.

Thus, when UDP/IP is used, additional congestion control needs to be deployed on

top of UDP to constraint the bit rate for the applications. This function is discussed

in detail in the next section. We also emphasize here that UDP is suitable for video

applications not only because of the strict delay constraint, but also due to the QoS

requirements. Compared with traditional elastic applications such as web browsing

and electronic mails, real-time video applications are much more sensitive to delay

but more tolerant to packet loss.

In addition, UDP has, although optionally, a checksum capability to verify

that the data has arrived intact. Usually, only intact packets are forwarded to the

application layer. This makes sense for wired IP networks, where entire packets may

be lost due to buffer overflow. However, packets present bit errors in a wireless IP

network. In this case, those packets with bit errors may still be useful for applications.

For example, if the bit errors occur at the DCT coefficients part and the motion

vectors are intact, these motion vectors would be helpful for either reconstructing

the corresponding packet or concealing the neighboring packets. For this reason,

modifications of the current UDP have been proposed and studied. One proposed

study is called UDP Lite [45]. Note that in IP-based wireless networks, video packets

can also be transported by UDP protocol [46].
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Real-time Transport Protocol

RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) runs on the top of UDP/IP for real-

time applications. It provides end-to-end network transport functions suitable for

applications transmitting real-time data, such as audio, video or simulation data,

over multicast or unicast networks. It can be used for media-on-demand as well as

interactive services. RTP consists of a data part and a control part. The latter is

called RTCP (Realtime Transport Control Protocol) [47].

The data part of RTP is a thin protocol providing support for real-time ap-

plications, including timing reconstruction, loss detection, security and content iden-

tification. RTCP provides support for data delivery in a manner scalable to large

multicast networks. This support includes time-stamping, sequence numbering, iden-

tification, as well as multicast-to-unicast translators. It offers QoS feedback from

receivers to the multicast group as well as support for the synchronization of different

media streams.

While UDP/IP is RTP’s initial target networking environment, efforts have

been made to make RTP transport-independent so that it can be used with other

protocols. In addition, RTP does not address the issue of resource reservation or QoS

control; instead, it relies on resource reservation protocols such as RSVP (Resource

ReSerVation Protocol) [47].

Real-Time Streaming Protocol

The Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) is an application level protocol

that establishes and controls one or more time-synchronized continuous media delivery

with real-time constraints. According to the RFC 2326 [48], RTSP acts as a network
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remote control for multimedia servers. Controls include absolute positioning within

the media stream, play, stop, pause, fast forward and possibly device control. One

example of RTSP applications is RealPlayer.

RTSP does not depend on any specific transport mechanisms, although typ-

ically RTSP requests are sent using TCP. However, for real-time video and audio

applications, RTSP can be used in conjunction with RTP/UDP.

2.2.2 Network Interface

The module between applications and networks, known as the network inter-

face, consists of all the five major layers, namely, application layer, transport layer,

network layer, link layer and physical layer. The main functionalities of the net-

work interface are to take the compressed video bitstream, perform packetization,

and send these packets to the receiver through the network by certain deadline im-

posed by applications, while meeting a constrained rate based on the estimation of

network conditions. Common issues concerning the network interface include pack-

etization, channel coding, retransmission, congestion control, packet loss detection,

sender-driven or receiver-driven rate adaptation and etc [1]. We next discuss those

functionalities, i.e., packetization, network condition estimation, and congestion con-

trol, in details.

Packetization

In the sender of a video transmission system, video packets (also termed as

source packets) are generated by a video encoder. We refer to this stage as source
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packetization. In the application layer, source packets can be re-packetized into in-

termediate packets (e.g., for the reason of interleaving or FEC). Parity check packets

used for FEC may also be generated in this layer. After source packets pass through

the network protocol stack (e.g. RTP/UDP/IP), they form transport packets be sent

over the network. The functionality of packetization that converts source packets to

transport packets in the transport layer is referred to as transport packetization. In

this section, we only discuss source packetization, since we employ the same source

packetization scheme in all the work reported in this dissertation except for scalable

video in Chapter 7. However, the transport packetization schemes used in different

applications are different; detailed discussion for each application is left to the ensuing

chapters. Next, we introduce the general rules for source packetization for real-time

video applications.

First, each video packet should be independently encoded without using pre-

dictive coding across packets, so that each packet can be independently decoded, and

packets introduce boundaries that can be used to limit the propagation of errors in the

received bitstream. The RTP standard is based on the concept of Application Level

Framing introduced in [49]. The idea is that packetization should take into account

natural boundaries in the data set by the application layer. For video applications,

general rules for generating packetization schemes to be used with RTP can be found

in [50, 51]. Examples for specific video format can be found in [52] for MPEG-1/2

streams, [53] for MPEG-4, [54] for H.261, and [51] for H.264/AVC.

In setting packet size, the fragmentation limit of intermediated nodes on IP

networks should be taken into account. In the Internet, the maximum transfer unit

(MTU), which is the maximum size of a packet that can be transmitted without being
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split/recombined at the transport and network layer, is 1500 bytes. For wireless net-

works, the MTU size is typically much smaller and 100 bytes are commonly assumed

in most research including JVT’s wireless common conditions [51]. On one hand, it

is not necessary to limit the size of source packets to the size limitation imposed by

RTP, since big or small source packets can be fragmented or aggregated in the IP

layer to adapt to the appropriate RTP packet size. However, if IP fragmentation is

employed, protection efficiency will be lost, because the techniques based on UEP,

such as data partitioning, are obviously not available. Additionally, the creation of

one big source packet at the encoder end introduces coding efficiency through pre-

dictive coding across MBs. Such efficiency will be lost when small source packets are

created at the encoder end2 and aggregated in the IP layer to adapt to the RTP size

limitation3. For the above reasons, translation of one source packet directly into one

RTP packet is usually preferred in most real-time video applications.

In addition, in order to use RTP/UDP/IP protocols, a typical RTP packet in IP

networks requires a header of approximately 40 bytes per packet [55]. To minimize

packetization overhead, the size of the payload data should be substantially more

than the header size. Therefore, considering the fragmentation limit of intermediated

nodes on the IP networks, the conceivable lower and upper bounds for the payload

data per packet over the Internet may be one row of MBs and one entire coded frame,

respectively.

Following the above rules, in our simulations, we consider a packetization

2Note that predictive coding across source packets is prohibited.
3Note that source packets much smaller than the RTP size limit do not have to be aggregated

in the IP layer. But aggregation improves efficiency when a fixed RTP/UDP/IP header has to be
attached to each RTP packet.
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scheme where each GOB (group of blocks)4 is coded as one source packet, and ev-

ery source packet is independently decoded. This may not be as efficient if larger

packet size is chosen, but is highly robust to channel errors [56]. On the other hand,

we choose packets with natural boundaries instead of fixed packet size to efficiently

utilize error concealment. In the chosen packetization scheme, the decoder clearly

knows the packet boundaries, and lost motion information can be easily estimated

through the received neighboring packets. Note that the work in this dissertation can

be extended to include other packetization schemes. The only requirement is that

the packet boundaries are known a priori, i.e., which MBs are grouped into the same

packet.

Network Monitoring

The network monitoring techniques can be classified into active/passive, on-

demand/continuous, or centralized/distributed monitoring according to different clas-

sification criteria [7].

Channel State Information (CSI) is usually estimated through the feedback

channel (e.g., using RTCP). Specifically, from the headers of the transmitted and

feedback packets, the parameters, such as sequence number, time stamp, and packet

size etc., can be collected at a regular time interval. Based on those parameters,

CSI that are used for applications [such as packet loss ratio, network round-trip-

time (RTT), retransmission timeout (RTO), and available network bandwidth] are

estimated. One example is given in [8].

As for IP-based wireless networks, e.g., the 3G wireless networks, one of the

4Since in H.263 standard [20], one row of MBs is called GOB, in the following text, GOB and
one row of MBs will be used interchangeably.
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main services provided by the physical layer is the measurement of various radio

link quantities, such as radio-link BER, channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Doppler

spectrum, and channel capacity. In order to facilitate the efficient support of QoS for

video applications, these measurements are reported to the upper layer for channel

state estimation from the perspective of link-layer or transport-layer. Translation of

physical-layer channel measurements to the upper layer channel models is necessary

because the physical-layer channel models do not explicitly characterize a wireless

channel in terms of the necessary QoS required by the video applications, such as data

rate and delay. One such scheme is presented in [46] to account for CSI estimation

for video applications in using UDP. Another scheme is the link-layer channel model

termed effective capacity (EC) developed in [57]. In this work a wireless link is

modeled by two EC functions, namely, the probability of nonempty buffer and the

QoS exponent of a connection; a simple and efficient algorithm is proposed to estimate

those EC functions from the physical-layer channel model.

Congestion Control

Congestion control refers to the strategy employed to limit the sender’s trans-

mission rate to avoid the overwhelming of network resource by too much traffic.

Congestion control is an indispensable component in most communication systems

operating over best-effort networks. To transport media over the IP network effi-

ciently, and to use the resource fairly, all IP service systems are expected to react to

congestion by adapting their transmission rates. A good review of congestion control

can be found in [13].

Congestion control used for multicast video is usually based on receiver-driven
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and hybrid techniques (combining both sender-driven and receiver-driven techniques)

[58]. Receiver-driven techniques can further be classified into prob-based [59] and

model-based [60]. Receiver-driven congestion control is typically applied to layered

multicast video. Congestion control techniques used for unicast video, on the other

hand, are usually sender-driven with two general categories: sender-based [58] and

model-based [8]. We next discuss in detail sender-driven congestion control techniques

used for unicast video, which is our focus in this dissertation.

Among the two approaches for sender-driven congestion control, the drawback

of sender-based approach is its non-smooth transmission pattern. This is because it

performs alternatively between additive rate increase and multiplicative rate decrease

(AIMD), which may not be suitable to transmit continuous media. Thus, model-based

TCP-friendly congestion control is usually recommended for video transmission over

VBR (Variable Bit Rate) channels. In addition, since the Internet today is dominated

by TCP traffic, it is very important for multimedia streaming to be “TCP-friendly”,

meaning that a media flow must generate similar flow throughput as TCP traffic

under the same condition with lower latency.

One example of the stochastic TCP model can be used to estimate the network

throughput, which represents the throughput of a TCP sender as a function of steady

packet loss probability and RTT, as shown below [8,61,62].

RT =
PacketSize

µR

√

2εR/3 + 3(µR + 4σR)εR(1 + 32ε2
R)
√

3εR/8
(2.8)

Where εR, µR, and σ2
R are short-term estimates of the packet loss probability, the

mean RTT, and the variance of RTT, respectively. The formula (2.8) gives the upper

bound of the sending rate RT in bits per sec. The advantage of this approach is its

TCP-friendliness and its simplicity. Certainly, there are other forms of model-based
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congestion controls. But any congestion control scheme will include some kind of

channel estimation, e.g., estimation of channel parameters such as εR, µR, and σ2
R.

To further smooth out the sending rate fluctuation to facilitate video applica-

tions, Wu et al. proposed a heuristic method adjusting the sending rate based on the

estimated bandwidth, network congestion degree, etc. [8] By using that method, the

sending rate can be increased or decreased very smoothly according to the network-

related information. Similar methods of smooth and fast rate adaptation congestion

control can be found in [63,64].

In a DiffServ network, different QoS channel has different associated estimated

parameters, thus different sending rates are available for different classes. Conse-

quently, based on throughput estimation models, that will result in different trans-

mission rate for different QoS classes.

As for wireless networks, one model is presented in [46] to estimate the UDP

throughput RT by assuming two-state Markov chain behavior of the success and

failure of link-layer packets. In this model, RT is dependent on transport-channel

bit rate and the probability of successful UDP packet given that the previous packet

was successful or failed, respectively. The relationship between packet transition

probabilities and link-layer frame transition probabilities can be found in [46].

IP-Based Wireless Network Interface

Wireless IP networks are usually divided into two categories: indoor systems

based on IEEE 801.11 Wireless LANs (WLANs) and outdoor systems based on the

emerging 3G and 4G wireless networks [65]. Here, we highlight some major differences

of wireless IP networks from the Internet, in terms of the functionalities provided to
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support real-time video communications.

It is well known that the application-layer or transport-layer ARQ is usually

not suitable for real-time video transmissions. But the MAC (Media Access Control)

layer retransmission can react to changing channels faster and lead to smaller delay

than its upper layers. Therefore, the MAC layer retransmission might be applicable

for real-time video transmission. In IEEE 802.11 WLAN, the maximum number of

MAC layer retransmissions, i.e., the retransmission limit, can be changed adaptively

per packet to provide throughput, reliability, and delay tradeoffs. Note that FEC is

not employed in the MAC layer of the current IEEE 802.11 WLAN. However, there

are eight modulation and channel coding modes defined in the physical layer.

Retransmissions in the 3G and 4G systems, such as CDMA2000, are more

complicated. In such systems, after an IP packet is generated by passing through

the transport layer and network layer, it is fragmented into PDUs (Packet Data

Unit) in the link layer. The link layer protocol is called RLC (Radio Link Control),

which is a kind of Selective Repeat ARQ. RLC defines the frame length of PDU as

336 bits, which is the unit for retransmission. The key component here affecting

performance is the behavior of the layer 2 ARQ protocol. In addition, FEC and

interleaving (e.g., RCPC/CRC is used to provide error protection and check) may be

provided in layer 1. The FEC rate and interleaving length may vary depending on

the CSI, the available bandwidth, and the delay constraint. The PDU loss becomes

visible to the upper layers after interleaving and FEC are processed by layer 1 [6].

In addition, similar to IEEE 802.11, retransmission can be realized in the MAC layer

to better react to the changing channels. Thus, besides TCP, there are two levels of

retransmission implemented in the link layer, which makes the performance evaluation
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of such systems very challenging [66].

Since the focus of this work is on the application layer, we will not go to details

of the link-layer retransmission including MAC layer retransmission. Instead, we as-

sume that the function of link-layer retransmissions are disabled to avoid introducing

extra latency. We further assume that physical-layer or link-layer FEC parameters

can be accessed by the application layer so that they can be jointly decided with

application layer and transport layer.

2.2.3 Network Channel

In wired networks, channel errors are usually in two forms: packet loss and

packet truncation. In wireless networks, besides packet loss and packet truncation,

bit error is another common source of error. Packet loss and truncation usually come

from network traffic and clock drift. Bit corruption is due to the noisy air channel [67].

This dissertation focuses on packet loss in the wired link and bit error in the wireless

channel.

The network is modeled as an independent time-invariant packet erasure chan-

nel with random delays, as in [9,62]. As discussed in [67,68], the wireless channel can

also be treated as a packet erasure channel at the IP level, as it is “seen” by the appli-

cations. This is because IP-based wireless networks typically operate using a 32-bit

Ethernet (802.2) CRC, and all packets failing that CRC check are rejected [67, 68].

Thus, we assume that packets with errors are not forwarded to the multimedia ap-

plication. In real-time video applications, a packet is also considered lost if it does

not arrive at the decoder on time. Thus the packet loss probability is made up

of two components: the packet loss probability in the network and the probability
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that the packet experiences excessive delay. Combining these two factors, the overall

probability of loss for packet k is

ρk = εk + (1 − εk)P{∆Tn(k) > τ}, (2.9)

where εk is the probability of packet loss in the network, ∆Tn is the network delay

for the packet k, and τ is the maximum allowable network delay for this packet.

Packet losses in the network can be modeled in various ways, e.g., a Bernoulli

process, a 2-state or k-th order Markov chain, etc. [69] The delay at network links is

randomly varying. There is considerable experimental evidence that the time distri-

bution of packet arrivals follows a self-similar law where the underlying distributions

are heavily-tailed rather than following a Poisson distribution [15, 70]. The network

delay could be modeled, for example, by a shifted Gamma distribution with heavy

tail [9, 62, 71]. In addition, we assume that the probability of packet loss due to con-

gestion (but not due to delay) does not change within the transmission of one packet,

and that the delay of each channel is independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) for

each transmitted packet.

Internet

In our simulations, packet loss in the Internet is modeled by a Bernoulli process,

i.e., each packet is independently lost with probability ε. For simplicity, by ignoring

the heavy tail, the network delay in our simulations is modeled as a shifted Gamma

distribution with rightward shift γ and parameters n and α, defined as

f(τ |received) =
α

Γ(n)
(α(τ − γ))(n−1)e(−α(τ−γ)) for τ ≥ γ, (2.10)
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where n is the number of routers, γ is the total end-to-end processing time, and α is

the parameter of exponentially distributed waiting time in each router that is modeled

as an M/M/1 queue. The short-term estimates of n, γ and α can be obtained by

periodically estimating the mean and variance of the forward trip time with the use

of a TCP-friendly protocol. For more details, see [8, 61,62].

Wireless Channel

Compared to their wire-line counterparts, wireless channels exhibit higher bit

error rates, typically have a smaller bandwidth, and experience multi-path fading

and shadowing effects. At the IP level, by assuming constant network delay, we

only consider packet loss due to unrecoverable bit error. In this setting, one network

parameter that can be specified is the transmission power used in sending each packet.

For a fixed transmission rate, increasing the transmission power will increase the

received SNR and result in a smaller probability of packet loss. This relationship

could be determined empirically or modeled analytically. For example, in [72], an

analytical model based on the notion of outage capacity [73] is used. In this model, a

packet is lost whenever the fading realization results in the channel having a capacity

less than the transmission rate. Assuming a Rayleigh fading channel, the resulting

probability of packet loss is given by

εk = 1 − exp

(

1

PkS(θk)
(2R/W − 1)

)

,

where R is the transmission rate (in source bits per sec), W is the bandwidth, and

S(θk) is the normalized expected SNR given the fading level, θk. Another way to

characterize channel state is to use bounds for the bit error rate with regard to a

given modulation and coding scheme; for example, in [74, 75], a model based on the
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error probability of BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying) in a Rayleigh fading channel

is used. In this dissertation, we employ the latter due to practical considerations.

Consider using uncoded BPSK modulation scheme over a flat Rayleigh fading

channel plus an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) process. The BER, pe,

assuming ideal interleaving, can be expressed as

pe =
1

2
(1 −

√

aEb

N0 + aEb

), (2.11)

where Eb is the bit energy, N0 is the noise power spectrum density, and a is the

expected value of the square of the Rayleigh distributed channel gain [76]. Likewise,

for an AWGN channel, the BER can be written as

pe = Q(

√

2Eb

N0

), (2.12)

where Q(x) = 1√
2π

∫∞
x

e
−x2

2 dx [76]. Letting m be the symbol length in bits (for

example, m=4 or 8) and independent bit errors, the symbol error probability can be

written as ps = 1 − (1 − pe)
m.

Usually in wireless channel, video packets are protected by channel codes

through redundant symbols within packets. A packet will be treated as lost if the

corrupted symbol in this packet cannot be recovered. Assuming independent bit er-

rors (i.e., the additive noise and fading are each i.i.d. and independent of each other),

the loss probability for a transport packet in the wireless channel can be calculated

as

βk = 1 − (1 − pb)
Bk , (2.13)

where pb is the BER after channel decoding. In our work on wireless video, we em-

ploy RCPC (Rate-Compatible Punctured Convolutional) codes to perform link-layer
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protection, since they are widely used in providing intra-packet FEC due to its great

performance and flexible implementation of the RCPC encoder and decoder. Both

the theoretical bounds and simulation method of BER for RCPC codes can be found

in [77, 78]. Note that the probability of packet loss βk is a function of transmission

power level, source coding parameter, and the channel coding rate selected for this

packet [since pb is a function of the channel BER pe and channel coding rate rk, where

pe is calculated from (2.11) or (2.12), depending on which channel model is used].

Hybrid Channel

Now we consider calculating the probability of loss for a source packet in a

hybrid wireless-wired network, which consist of both wired link and wireless link,

as shown in Fig. 2.6. At the IP level, as in [79], the network can be modeled as

the combination of two independent packet erasure channels: the wired part with

loss rate αk and the wireless part with loss rate βk. The overall loss probability of

transport packet k in the network is then equal to

εk = αk + (1 − αk)βk. (2.14)

2.3 Error Control Techniques

Video applications typically exhibit much higher latencies than that of voice.

This is due to the strong inter-dependencies among video streams introduced by

motion compensation. Predictive video encoding algorithm is employed in motion

compensation to achieve high compression by reducing temporal redundancies be-

tween successive frames. Furthermore, predictive coding is also employed to reduce
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Figure 2.6: Black diagram of a hybrid wireless/wired network.

spatial statistical redundancies, as exampled by differential encoding of DC values

of DCT coefficients, quantizer parameters, and motion vectors. Generally speaking,

the higher the compression ratio, the greater the sensitivity of video stream to chan-

nel errors. Errors caused by motion information loss can propagate temporally and

spatially due to the use of predictive coding, until prediction loop is restarted or syn-

chronization is recovered [80]. For this reason, compressed video packets are sensitive

to packet loss and are usually of different importance; thus, error control is critical in

design consideration.

Error control generally includes error resilient resource coding, FEC, retrans-

mission, and error concealment [13,80]. The structure of error control components in

a video transmission system is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. Each of the above error control

approaches is designed to deal with a lossy packet channel. Next we discuss each

approach in detail.
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of error control components in video transmission system

2.3.1 Error Resilient Source Coding

Error resilient source coding refers to the technique of adding redundancy

at the source coding level to prevent error propagation and limit the distortion

caused by packet losses. This technique is usually composed of resynchronization

marking, data partitioning and reversible variable-length coding (RVLC) for wireless

video [56, 81, 82]. For packet-switched networks, error resilient source coding may

include the encoding mode selection for each packet [81, 83–85], the use of scalable
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video coding [74, 86], or multiple description coding (MDC) [87, 88]. In addition,

packet dependency control has been recognized as a powerful tool to increase error

robustness. The common methods of packet dependency control are long-term mem-

ory (LTM) prediction for MBs, the reference picture selection (RPS), the intra-MB

insertion, and video redundancy coding (VRC) [1].

Layered video coding produces a hierarchy of bitstreams, where the different

parts of an encoded stream have unequal contributions to the overall quality. Layered

coding has inherent error resilience benefits, especially if the layered property can be

exploited in transmission, where, for example, available bandwidth is partitioned to

provide UEP for different layers with different importance. This approach is com-

monly referred to as layered coding with transport prioritization [89]. In addition to

the obvious benefits of scalability, layered coding with transport prioritization is one

of the most popular and effective schemes for facilitating error resilience in a video

transport system [55,80].

MDC, another approach to improve error resilience [87], refers to a form of

compression where a signal is coded into a number of separate bitstreams, each of

which is referred to as a description. MDC has two important characteristics. First,

each description can be decoded independently to give a usable reconstruction of the

original signal. Second, combining more descriptions that are correctly received im-

proves the decoded signal quality. A point worth mentioning is that each description

is independent of each other and is typically of roughly equal importance. Thus,

MDC does not require prioritized transmission. MDC will be beneficial if uncorre-

lated multiple paths are employed, since the use of multiple paths increases the chance

of receiving at least a video of usable quality. The disadvantage of MDC is its low
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compression efficiency compared to conventional single description coding (SDC).

In contrast to the above work, we study the error resilient source coding prob-

lem by using optimal mode selection within a rate-distortion (R-D) optimization

framework, as in [81,84,85,90]. The gist of optimal mode selection method is to find

the trade-off between coding efficiency and error robustness, since different prediction

modes typically result in different levels of coding efficiency and robustness.

2.3.2 Forward Error Correction

Although error resilient source coding is a powerful tool to achieve robustness

against packet loss, adaptation at the source cannot always overcome the large vari-

ations in channel condition and is also limited by the delay in the feedback as well

as low level of accuracy in estimating the bottleneck bandwidth. Another way to

deal with packet loss is to use error correction techniques by adding channel coding

redundancy. Two basic techniques are used: FEC and Automatic Repeat reQuest

(ARQ). Each has its own benefits in error robustness and network traffic load [17,91].

Of the two error correction techniques, FEC is usually preferred for real-time video

applications due to the strict delay requirements and semi-reliable nature of video

streams [13, 56]. For this reason, FEC-based techniques are currently being con-

sidered by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) as a proposed standard in

supporting error resilience [92].

The FEC method used depends on the requirement of the system and the

nature of the channel. FEC can usually be applied across packets (in the application

or transport layer) and within packets (in the link layer) [93]. In applying inter-

packet FEC, parity packets are usually generated in addition to source packets to
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perform cross-packet FEC, which is usually achieved by erasure codes. In the link

layer, redundant bits are added within packet to perform intra-packet prediction from

bit errors.

For Internet applications, many researchers have considered using erasure codes

to recover packet losses [55, 94, 95]. In such approaches, a video stream is first parti-

tioned into segments; each segment is packetized into a group of m packets. A block

code is then applied to the m packets to generate additional l redundant packets

(also called parity packets) resulting in a n-packet block, where n = m + l. With

such a code, the receiver can recover the original m packets if a sufficient number

of packets in the block are received. The most commonly studied erasure codes are

Reed-Solomon (RS) codes, which have good erasure correcting properties and are

widely used in practice [55,94,95]. Another class of erasure codes that have recently

been considered for network applications are Tornado codes, which have slightly worse

erasure protecting properties, but can be encoded and decoded much more efficiently

than RS codes [89]. In this dissertation, we consider systematic RS codes, but the

basic framework could easily be applied to other codes.

An RS code is represented as RS(n, m), where m is the number of source

symbols and (n − m) is the number of parity symbols. An RS code can be used to

correct both errors and erasures, if an erasure occurs where the position of an error

symbol is known. An RS(n, m) decoder can correct up to (n − m)/2 errors or up to

(n−m) erasures, regardless of which symbols are lost. The code rate of an RS(n, m)

code is defined as m/n. For Internet applications, the channel errors are typically in

the form of packet erasure, so an RS(n, m) code applied across packets can recover

up to (n−m) lost packets. Thus, with packet losses modeled by a Bernoulli random
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process, the block failure probability (i.e., the probability that at least one of the

original m packets is in error) is

Pb(n,m) = 1 −
n−m
∑

j=0

P (n, j) = 1 −
n−m
∑

j=0

(

n

j

)

εj(1 − ε)n−j,

where ε is the probability of packet loss before error recovery, and P (n, j) represents

the probability of j errors out of n transmissions. The protection capability of an RS

code depends on the block size and the code rate. These are limited by the extra delay

introduced by FEC. The block length, n, can be determined based on the end-to-end

system delay constraints [96].

As for wireless networks, channel coding is applied within each packet to pro-

vide protection. Source bits in a packet are first partitioned into m symbols, and

then (n − m) parity symbols are generated and added to the source bits to form a

block. In this case, the noisy wireless channel causes symbol error within packets

(but not erasure). As a result, the block error probability for an RS (n, m) code can

be expressed as

Pb(n,m) = 1 −

(n−m)/2
∑

j=0

P (n, j) = 1 −

(n−m)/2
∑

j=0

(

n

j

)

pj
s(1 − ps)

n−j,

where ps is the symbol error rate. The packet loss probability is then ε = Pb(n,m).

Note that ε is a function of the chosen quantizer and channel coding protection

parameters for a packet, since the number of source symbols, m, depends on the

source coding parameters selected for this packet.

Another popular type of code used to perform link-layer FEC is RCPC codes

[93]. RCPC codes, first introduced in [77], are adopted in the level 3 of H.223 and

H.324 annex C (mobile multiplexer), as a part of the mobile version of H.324 [97].
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A family of RCPC codes is described by the mother code of rate 1/N and memory

M with generator tap matrix of dimension N by (M + 1). Together with N , the

puncturing period G determines the range of code rates as R = G/(G + l) where

l can vary between 1 and (N − 1)G. The RCPC codes are punctured codes of the

mother code with puncturing matrices a(l) = (aij(l)) (of dimension N × G) with

aij(l) ∈ (0, 1) where 0 denotes puncturing.

The decoding of convolutional codes is most commonly achieved through the

Viterbi algorithm, which is a maximum-likelihood sequence estimation algorithm.

The Viterbi upper bound for the bit error probability is

pb ≤
1

G

∞
∑

d=dfree

cdpd

where dfree is the free distance of the convolutional code, pd is the probability that

the wrong path at distance d is selected, and cd is the number of paths at Hamming

distance d from the all-zero path. dfree and cd are parameters of the convolutional

code, while pd depends on the type of decoding (soft or hard) and the channel. The

theoretical bounds of BER for RCPC codes can be found in [77, 78]. In the work of

wireless video, we use the simulated BER. The method for simulation can be found

in [74, 77, 78]. We consider using RCPC codes to perform link-layer FEC, but the

proposed framework could easily be applied to RS or other codes as well.

2.3.3 Retransmission

For error correction, FEC is usually preferred for real-time video applications

due to the strict delay requirements and semi-reliable nature of video streams [13,56].

However, FEC cannot completely avoid packet loss due to limits on the block-size
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dictated by the application’s delay constraints. FEC also incurs constant overhead

even when there are no losses in the channel. In addition, the appropriate level of

FEC heavily depends on the accurate estimation of the channel’s behavior. On the

other hand, ARQ can automatically adapt to the channel loss characteristics by trans-

mitting only as many redundant packets as are lost. Thus, if the application has a

relatively loose end-to-end delay constraint (e.g., on-demand video streaming which

can tolerate relatively large delay due to a large receiver buffer and long delay for

playback), ARQ may be more applicable. Even for real-time applications, delay con-

strained application-layer ARQ has been shown to be useful for some situations such

as in LAN, where RTT is relatively small [62, 91, 98, 99]. Various delay-constrained

retransmission schemes for unicast and multicast have been discussed in [13].

2.3.4 Transmission Power Control

In wireless channels, besides FEC, through the use of transmitter power, the

characteristics of the wireless channel as seen by the video encoder can be changed

accordingly. Thus, prioritized transmission can be achieved through adjusting trans-

mitter power for each packet. Specifically, for a fixed transmission rate5, increasing

the transmission power will increase bit energy and consequently decrease BER, as

shown in (2.11) and (2.12). Conversely, for a fixed level of energy, increasing the

transmission rate leads to higher BER but allows more data to be sent in a given

time period. In addition to BER, the transmission rate affects transmission delay

incurred by each packet. Furthermore, allocating different transmission power and

transmission rate to the transmission of different packets results in different levels of

5Here we denote the transmission rate for the source in source bits per second, thus the corre-
sponding BER is the source BER.
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loss probability for different packets. Thus, in an energy-efficient wireless video trans-

mission system, transmission power may need to be balanced against video delivery

quality and delay to achieve the best video quality [75,100,101]. For example, in [75]

a model was considered where the transmission power and transmission rate6 were

both adapted.

2.3.5 Network QoS Support

Error control can also be achieved through the QoS support from the network,

since video packets with different importance levels can be transmitted with different

QoS guarantees. Architectures supporting QoS have been under discussion for over

a decade. Recently, two representative approaches have been proposed in IETF: the

integrated service (IntServ) with the resource reservation protocol (RSVP) [102,103]

and the differentiated services (DiffServ or DS) [14, 104]. IntServ supports QoS by

reserving resources for individual flow in the network. The main disadvantage of

IntServ is that it does not scale well to large networks with thousands of reserved

flows, where each router must maintain per-flow state information.

In contrast, DiffServ supports QoS by allocating resources discriminatorily to

aggregated traffic flows based on multiple service classes [14, 15, 104]. Basically, the

sender assigns a priority tag (a DS byte) to each packet, indicating the QoS class to

which the packet belongs. Upon arriving at a router, a packet is queued and routed

based on its assigned class. Consequently, the DiffServ approach allows different QoS

to cater to different classes of aggregated traffic flows. Typically, a packet assigned

to a high QoS class is less likely to be dropped or delayed at a router than a packet

6The source transmission rate was adapted by changing the amount of FEC applied to each
packet using RCPC.
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assigned to a low QoS class. These per hop behaviors lead to an end-to-end statistical

differentiation between QoS classes [14,15].

Aside from the approaches using QoS support to provide error control, path

diversity is another architecture proposed to overcome network congestion and server

overload [105]. When MDC is combined with path diversity, where the different

descriptions are explicitly sent over different routes to a client, robustness can be

achieved. Path diversity exploits the fact that losses on the two paths are likely to be

uncorrelated. In another word, while any network link may suffer from packet loss,

there is a much smaller chance that two network paths may simultaneously suffer

from losses. Path diversity can be achieved using a relay infrastructure, a source-

based routing, or content delivery network (CND) [105].

2.3.6 Error Concealment

Error concealment refers to post-processing technique employed by the de-

coder. Since human eyes can tolerate a certain degree of distortion in video signals,

error concealment is a viable technique in handling packet loss. These methods can

be broadly classified into spatial and temporal domain approaches [106]. In spa-

tial approaches, missing data is reconstructed using neighboring spatial information,

whereas in temporal approaches, the lost pixel is reconstructed from that in the

previous frame. It was shown in [83] that temporal replacement usually results in

lower perceptual distortion than spatial interpolation. Most temporal concealment

techniques use temporal replacement based on the motion information of neighbor-

ing MBs [56]. These techniques attempt to estimate the missing motion information

from neighboring spatial regions in order to perform motion compensation to conceal
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errors. Several estimates have been studied, e.g., using the average, median, and

Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimates, or a side-matching criterion [106]. In [107],

it was found that using the median estimate for motion compensation results in bet-

ter subjective quality than the averaging technique in most cases. This is also the

technique employed in the H.263 Test Model [108].

We consider a simple but efficient error concealment scheme similar to the

ones in [55, 72]. In our simulations, we use temporal replacement error concealment

strategy. The motion vector is spatially causal, i.e., the decoder will only use the

information from previously received packets in concealing a lost packet. When a

packet is lost, the concealment motion vector for an MB in the lost packet will be

the median value of the three motion vectors of its top-left, top, and top-right MBs.

If the previous packet is also lost, then the concealment motion vector is zero, i.e.,

the MB in the same spatial location in the previously reconstructed frame is used to

conceal the current loss. For this concealment scheme, the expected distortion for the

k-th packet, E[Dk], can be described as

E[Dk] = (1 − ρk)E[DR,k] + ρk(1 − ρk−1)E[DC,k] + ρkρk−1E[DZ,k] (2.15)

where E[DC,k] and E[DZ,k] are the expected distortions after concealment when the

previous packet is either received correctly or lost, respectively. In Chapter 3, we

discuss how E[DR,k], E[DL,k], and E[DZ,k] are calculated in detail.



Chapter 3

Optimal Cross-Layer Resource

Allocation

In this chapter, we present a resource-distortion optimization framework, which jointly

considers source coding and various error control components at multiple network lay-

ers to achieve the best video quality. This framework forms the basis for the entire

dissertation, i.e., the studies in the following chapters are various applications of this

framework in different network infrastructures.

3.1 Introduction

An important aspect of communication networks is their dynamic behavior.

In order to efficiently utilize limited network resources such as buffer, bandwidth,

spectrum and energy, the end system needs to be adaptive to the changing network

conditions. Adaptation represents the ability of network protocols and applications to

51
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observe and respond to the channel variations. Central to adaptation is the concept

of cross-layer design [10]. The conventional layered protocol stack, where various pro-

tocol layers can only communicate with each other in a restricted manner, has proved

to be inefficient and inflexible in adapting to the constantly changing network con-

ditions. Cross-layer design of multimedia transmission aims to improve the system’s

overall performance by jointly considering multiple protocol layers.

For real-time video applications, cross-layer design may involve the video en-

coder and all the underlying network layers. The encoder can adjust its behavior,

e.g., its flow rate or the amount of overhead devoted to error resilience, by selecting

the source coding parameter for each video packet based on the changing network

conditions. This technique is usually referred to as error resilient source coding.

Adaptation can also take place in the underlying layers, such as the application layer

and transport layer, e.g., by adding redundancy for forward error correction (FEC) or

employing Automatic Repeat reQurest (ARQ) to retransmit lost packets [109]. For

wireless networks, ARQ can also operate in the link layer, and FEC and modulation

modes in the physical layer, e.g., the pan-European GSM system [110] and IEEE

802.11a [5, 111]. Information derived from the application, such as its QoS require-

ments and the priorities of the packets it produces, can be used in coordinating the

behavior of the lower layers to increase resource utilization efficiency. Specifically, the

amount of overhead devoted to FEC, the persistence level of the link-layer or MAC-

layer ARQ mechanism, the transmitter power, transmission rates, and modulation

modes should be adapted according to each application’s latency and reliability re-

quirements, as well as the traffic load. Note that the efficiency of adaptation heavily

depends on the accuracy of CSI estimate.
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Rather than designing source and channel coding separately, a recent trend in

video coding research is to do joint source-channel coding. The main reason behind

it is that Shannon’s separation theorem does not strictly hold due to the delay and

complexity constraints [1, 12, 13]. Joint source-channel coding has been extensively

studied in the literature [13, 46, 74, 81, 86, 95, 112–118]. A more general framework of

JSCC would be joint source-network coding (JSNC) in the study of video transmission

over networks. JSNC requires the source coding to be adapted to the complicated

network conditions through the interaction of network layers.

This dissertation is devoted to the field of cross-layer resource allocation for

real-time video transmission applications, where the emphasis is on the interactions

between different network layers, so as to improve the performance of video delivery

given the resource constraints. Our focus is on the end-system design. We assume that

the lower layer provides a set of given adaptation components. Our goal is to specify

how the end-system should use these components to jointly allocate resources. What

types of components are available depends on the specific application and network

infrastructure. For example, for video transmission over wireless channels, transmis-

sion power, modulation or transmission rate in the physical layer may be specified

in the application layer. For Internet-based video transmission, FEC priority could

be decided in the application layer with regard to which source packet should be

given higher protection. For video transmission over a DiffServ network, the packet

transport priority could be adapted in the application to achieve priority QoS for

video packets that are of different importance. All those cross-layer resource alloca-

tion problems can be accommodated in the proposed resource-distortion optimization

framework.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 3.2 we present the

resource-distortion optimization framework. We then briefly discuss related work of

the area of cross-layer resource allocation for video transmission systems in Sect. 3.3.

A key component in the optimization framework is the metric used for evaluating

video quality. In Sect. 3.4 we review approaches for distortion estimation and charac-

terization in packet-based video communication systems. In order to show the advan-

tage of the framework, in Sect. 3.5, we give an example of joint source-channel coding

for real-time Internet video transmission, namely, integrated joint source-channel cod-

ing (IJSCC) framework. We show by both analysis and simulations the advantage of

the IJSCC framework in comparison with a sequential JSCC approach.

3.2 Resource-Distortion Optimization Framework

Let Q be the set of the source coding parameters, which include the predic-

tion mode and quantization step size. The network resource parameter set is defined

as R. Let µ and ν denote the vector of source coding parameters and network re-

source parameters for one frame, respectively. The formulation of resource-distortion

optimized joint source-network coding can be formally written as,

min
{µ∈Q,ν∈R}

E[D(µ,ν)]

s.t. C(µ,ν) ≤ C0

T (µ,ν) ≤ T0,

(3.1)

where E[D] is the total expected distortion for one frame, and C0 and T0 are the cost

constraint and transmission delay constraint, respectively, for that frame. The cost

constraint C0 is usually explicitly determined by specific application. For example,
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for the application of transmitting video from a mobile device to the base station,

energy constraint comes from the battery life of the mobile device. For the application

of DiffServ-based video transmission, the cost constraint comes from the negotiation

of the user and the ISP (Internet Service Provider) through the SLA (Service Level

Agreement). Unlike the cost constraint, the transmission delay constraint T0 is more

implicitly determined by the applications. For the applications with very short end-

to-end delay constraints such as videoconferencing, the initial setup time Tmax is

usually very small (i.e., there is little additional buffering time in the receiver). For

such applications, T0 is very strict and usually around one frame’s time, 1/F , where

F is the frame rate. However, for the applications that have relatively loose end-to-

end delay such as on-demand video streaming, Tmax is generally much longer than

one frame’s time, thank to the additional buffering at the receiver. In this case,

T0 is not that strict and usually varies around 1/F according to the video content

(e.g., complicated frames usually need more bits to encode, or, alternatively, more

transmission delay to transmit), the dynamics of the encoder buffer and the playback

buffer at the receiver. The determination of T0 for a video group is achieved by rate

control. Because rate control is usually separately designed from error control, we

skip this component for simplicity in this dissertation. However, we recognize that

rate control is a very important component in the overall end-system design.

The proposed resource-distortion optimization framework is general and can

be used for the joint consideration of error resilient source coding, error concealment

and cross-layer resource allocations1. We emphasize that in this framework, all the

1These cross-layer resource allocations are limited to those layers whose resource allocation pa-
rameters can be specified and controlled in the application layer. This usually requires new protocols
that enable the application layer to specify those adaptation components at the lower layers.
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available error control components are fully integrated. In this chapter, we focus on

the discussion of the framework itself. The next three chapters are devoted to three

special cases of cross-layer resource allocations in different network infrastructures.

3.3 Related Work

Cross-layer resource allocation for video transmission systems is an active and

growing field of research. In order to give the readers a big picture of the work in

this area, we briefly highlight the related work of each adaptation scenario for real-

time video applications herein. More detailed discussion of the development in each

direction is given in the ensuing chapters.

Error resilient source coding: Error resilient source coding has been stud-

ied for a long time. Earlier work on this packet dependency control regime includes

long-term memory (LTM) prediction for MBs for increased error-resilience [119], the

reference picture selection (RPS) mode in H.263+ standard [21] and the emerging

H.264/AVC standard [26], the redundancy coding (VRC) technique (intra-MB inser-

tion) in H.263+ standard [108, 120] and MPEG-4 standard [35], and the Intra re-

freshment and synchronization algorithm [121]. In [38,81,83–85,90,122] this problem

has been studied in a rate-distortion optimization framework, where the optimization

is achieved through source coding mode selection for each MB. In the above work,

the goal is to select the source coding mode for each MB by taking into account the

probability of packet loss in the channel and the error concealment technique used by

the decoder in order to reduce the expected distortion at the receiver. Another pool

of literature targeting at bit-based channels, such as resynchronization marking, data
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partitioning, and RVLC [81], is beyond the scope the discussion here. For a review

of such work, readers can refer to [56,82]

Joint source-channel coding: Similar to error resilient source coding, joint

source-channel coding has been extensively studied in literature [55,74,112–114,123].

In general, JSCC is accomplished by designing the quantizer and entropy coder for

given channel errors, such as the work in [112]. For image and video signals, JSCC

focuses on the optimal bit allocation between source coding and channel coding given

channel loss characteristics [13]. In [113, 116], JSCC is studied for wavelet image

transmission over the Internet, where the source and channel coding bits are allocated

to minimize the expected end-to-end distortion. In [55], JSCC for Internet scalable

video is studied, where error resilient source coding and FEC are jointly considered.

The similar problem of scalable video transmission over bit-based channels is studied

in [123] based on a 3D scalable codec and [74] based on the H.263+ codec. Our

recent work in [86] studied this problem by jointly considering error resilient source

coding and FEC based on scalable video. We also take ARQ into account in the

study in [124] for non-scalable video.

Joint source coding and packet scheduling: The problem of packet

scheduling for video transmission has been studied in [18, 62, 101, 125–127]. The

goal of [125,126] is to minimize the total amount of transmission energy while meet-

ing the delay constraints. In [101,127], this problem is studied by jointly considering

both the physical layer power control and scheduling along the adaptation of source

coding parameters. Recent work by Chou et al. provides a flexible framework to

allow rate-distortion control of packet transmissions [18, 62]. In that work, the video

streaming system can allocate time and bandwidth resources among packets in a way
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that minimizes a Lagrangian cost function of expected rate and distortion based on

the packets’ deadlines, transmission histories, the channel characteristics, the packets’

interdependencies, and the each packet’s associated distortion reduction.

Joint source coding and packet classification: With the emerging ar-

chitecture of DiffServ employed in the Internet to support QoS, the DiffServ-aware

video streaming system has been of interest recently [9, 29, 128–131]. In [128], an

adaptive packet forwarding mechanism is proposed for a DiffServ network with QoS

accommodation by mapping video packets onto different DiffServ service levels. This

framework does not incorporate video source coding. The authors in [129] proposed

a rate-distortion optimized packet marking technique to deliver MPEG-2 video se-

quences (only INTRA frames were used in this work) in a DiffServ IP network. Their

goal was to minimize the bandwidth consumption in the premium class while achiev-

ing nearly constant perceptual quality. This work was extended by taking into ac-

count inter-frame motion compensation in [130]. Neither [129] nor [130] considers the

selection of source coding parameters. In [62] and [9], cost-distortion optimized multi-

media streaming over DiffServ networks is studied. Although the proposed framework

in [62] and [9] is very general, it is based on pre-encoded media. Thus the selection

of encoding parameters is not considered, and neither is error concealment included.

In [29], a similar problem is studied based on an assumption that the channel is

modeled by a Bernoulli random process, in which packets are lost with some known

constant probabilities. Distinguishable from the above studies, in our work [131], we

have proposed a novel framework, which incorporates the packet delay management

into the calculation of packet loss probability, with joint selection of encoding param-

eters and packet scheduling priority. Our study aims at minimizing the end-to-end
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distortion at given total cost and transmission delay constraints.

Joint source-channel coding and power adaptation: Besides channel

coding, transmission power is another component that has been widely studied in the

joint design with source coding to adapt to the changing wireless channel [72, 117,

127, 132–134]. Energy efficient wireless video transmission has been studied in [72].

The goal is to adjust the source coding parameters and the allocation of transmitter

power in order to spend the minimal amount of energy necessary in transmitting a

video sequence subject to an expected distortion and delay constraint. In [127], the

selection of source coding parameters is jointly considered with transmitter power and

rate adaptation, as well as packet transmission scheduling for energy efficient wire-

less video streaming. A joint source coding and power control approach is presented

in [134] for optimally allocating source coding rate and bit energy normalized with

respect to the multiple-access interference noise density in the context of 3G CDMA

networks. The work in [134] did not address error resilient source coding and chan-

nel coding. Joint source-channel coding and transmission power allocation has been

studied in [117] for progressive image transmission. A joint FEC and transmission

power allocation scheme for layered video transmission over a multiple user CDMA

network is proposed in [135] based on the 3D-SPIHT codec. In [46, 132] a regime of

joint source channel coding with optimal power consumption is studied to transmit

scalable video over a 3G wireless network, where the channel-adaptive hybrid scheme

of UEP and delay constrained ARQ is proposed to achieve the minimal power as-

sumption with distortion and bit rate constraint in [132]. An adaptive cross-layer

protection scheme is presented in [111] for robust scalable video transmission over

802.11 wireless LANs, where application-layer FEC, the MAC (media access control)
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retransmission limit, and packet sizes are jointly considered.

3.4 End-to-End Distortion

In our simulations, the distortion measurement is based on per-pixel accurate

distortion calculations, which ensure accurate estimation of the overall end-to-end

distortion [83, 84, 90]. The expected distortion for the k-th packet can be calculated

as the average of the expected distortions of all the pixels in this packet, as follows,

E[Dk] =
1

K

K
∑

i=1

E[di] (3.2)

where di is the distortion of the i-th pixel, and K is the number of pixels of packet k.

3.4.1 ROPE Algorithm

Assuming the MSE criterion, the distortion measurement based on the ROPE

algorithm (Recursive Optimal Per-pixel Estimate) [84] is used to calculate the overall

expected distortion level of pixel i in frame n

E[d
(n)
i ] = E[(f

(n)
i − f̃

(n)
i )2] = (f

(n)
i )2 − 2f

(n)
i E[f̃

(n)
i ] + E[(f̃

(n)
i )2] (3.3)

The parameters used in this subsection are defined as in Table 3.1.

The first and second order expected values of one pixel are recursively calcu-

lated using the ROPE algorithm. Their calculations depend on the specific packeti-

zation scheme, error concealment method used, and the pixel’s prediction mode. For

example, in using the packetization scheme and error concealment scheme descried in

Chapter 2, E[f̃
(n)
i ] with INTRA, SKIP and INTER mode are defined as below. The
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f
(n)
i : i-th pixel of the n-th original frame

f̃
(n)
i : i-th pixel of the n-th expected reconstructed frame

f̂
(n)
i : i-th pixel of the n-th reconstructed frame

f̃
(n−1)
l : l-th pixel of the (n-1)-th expected reconstructed frame,

which is appointed by the decoded motion vector

f̃
(n−1)
j : j-th pixel of the (n-1)-th expected reconstructed frame,

which is appointed by the concealment motion vector

d
(n)
i : distortion of the i-th pixel of the n-th frame

ê
(n)
i : i-th quantized residue of the n-th frame

Table 3.1: Notations used in the ROPE algorithm.

second-order expected value, E[(f̃
(n)
i )2], can be defined in the similar fashion.

INTRA: E[f̃
(n)
i ] = (1 − ρk)E[f̂

(n)
i ] + ρk(1 − ρk−1)E[f̃

(n−1)
j ] + ρkρk−1E[f̃

(n−1)
i ] (3.4)

SKIP: E[f̃
(n)
i ] = (1 − ρk)E[f̃

(n−1)
i ] + ρk(1 − ρk−1)E[f̃

(n−1)
j ] + ρkρk−1E[f̃

(n−1)
i ] (3.5)

INTER: E[f̃
(n)
i ] = (1 − ρk)(ê

(n)
i + E[f̃

(n−1)
l ]) + ρk(1 − ρk−1)E[f̃

(n−1)
j ] + ρkρk−1E[f̃

(n−1)
i ]

(3.6)

Here we emphasize that the inter-frame error propagation due to channel errors

has been captured in this distortion characterization. This is because in order to

calculate the expected distortion of the current frame, all that needs to be determined

is the first order and second order information of each pixel’s values in the previous

frame due to the nature of motion compensation. For the study of the accuracy of

this distortion measurement, readers can refer to the original paper [84].

We next consider an extension of the original ROPE algorithm to the scenario

where channel feedback is available such that which packet is lost or received is known

to the encoder.
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3.4.2 Distortion Estimation Based on Feedbacks

Although the distortion for packet k, Dk, is usually a random variable, based on

the given feedback information, it could be deterministic. This occurs when packet

k and all the associated packets in the previous frames serving as its prediction

are acknowledged and have not been further retransmitted. Thus, the expectations

in (2.7) need to be re-calculated based on the updated probability distribution of

channel losses given the available feedback. For example, if one packet is known to

have been received, its probability of loss becomes 0; if one is lost, its loss probability

becomes 1 if no further retransmission for this packet has been initiated. Based on

the updated probabilities of packet loss, the expected distortion of all packets in the

encoder buffer is recursively re-calculated as in (2.7). For simplicity, assume that the

RTT is constant. In using the extended ROPE model like this, the error propagation

due to packet loss (after 1 RTT) can be fully captured and, as a consequence, the

effect of previously lost packets on the future frames is taken into account. This

can be shown in Fig. 3.1, where frame n − 2 has been acknowledged so that the

distortions up to frame n − 2 are all deterministic and those in the following frames

are still random variables. If retransmission is allowed, distortion estimation will

become more complicated because the retransmission should be accounted for in the

calculation of the updated probability distribution of packet losses. This is discussed

in more detail in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of feedback effect on the distortion calculation.

3.5 Joint Source-Channel Coding

In this section, we analyze in detail the motivation of the proposed resource-

distortion optimization framework (3.1) and the reason why we claim that it is a fully

integrated framework for the study of joint source-network coding. As a special case

of joint source-network coding, we use joint source-channel coding as an example to

study the key properties of this framework. We name our framework for this special

case as integrated joint source-channel coding (IJSCC).

The basic idea of JSCC is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. When the channel is error

free, increasing the bit rate leads to decreasing distortion, as in standard R-D theory

[11,136]; this is shown by the lowest curve in Fig. 3.2. However, when channel errors

are present, this trend may not hold, since the overall distortion contains both source

distortion and channel distortion. As more bits are allocated to source coding, fewer
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will be left for channel coding, which leads to less protection and higher channel

distortion. As shown in Fig. 3.2, an optimal bit allocation exists between source and

channel coding. Note that different channel error rates result in different optimal

allocations. This is indicated by the points (R2, D2) and (R3, D3) on the two curves

with different channel error rates.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of joint source-channel coding.

For image and video applications, JSCC has three tasks: finding an optimal

bit allocation between source coding and channel coding at given channel loss charac-

teristics; designing the source coding to achieve the target source rate; and designing

the channel coding to achieve the required robustness [85].

Most of the JSCC work to date has focused on the bit allocation between

source and channel coding, such as in [46,74,94,115,117]. Source coding is performed

based on the given bit budget, after the bit allocation between source and channel is

completed. The optimization of source coding can be achieved in the form of mode

selection by taking into account the residual packet loss rate after channel coding, such
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as in [55,83,84]. We argue that the above studies, however, do not fully consider the

interaction between source coding and channel coding. More specifically, they do not

take into account how error resilient source coding affects the bit allocation between

source and channel. In this work, we consider the IJSCC framework, where error

resilient source coding, channel coding, and error concealment are jointly considered

in a tractable optimization setting.

In this section, we discuss approaches for jointly optimizing error resilient

source coding and channel coding. First, we discuss approaches that sequentially

achieve optimal bit allocation between source and channel coding, and then opti-

mize the source coding given the resulting bit budget. Next we present our IJSCC

framework which optimizes both the bit allocation and source coding in a single step.

3.5.1 Sequential Joint Source-Channel Coding

Let Q be the set of source coding parameters, and the FEC parameter set

is defined as R = {(N1,M), ..., (Nq,M)}, where q is the number of available code

options. Let the superscript (n) denote the frame index, and the subscripts s and c

stand for source and channel, respectively. The sequential two-step JSCC can then

be formally presented as

min
{ν∈R}

E[D(n)(ν)]

s.t. T (n)(ν) =B(n)
s (µ(ν))/RT + B(n)

c (ν)/RT ≤ T
(n)
0 ,

(3.7)

and

min
{µ∈Q}

E[D(n)(µ)]

s.t. T (n)
s (µ) = B(n)

s (µ)/RT ≤ T
(n)
s,0 ,

(3.8)
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where E[D] is the expected distortion; RT is the transmission rate; Bs and Bc are

the source bits and channel bits, respectively; T is the associated transmission delay;

T0 and Ts,0 are the transmission delay constraint for the whole frame (including both

source and channel bits) and the source bits, respectively. In (3.7), the constraint is

on the total transmission delay for the n-th frame, T (n); in (3.8), the constraint is

on the source transmission delay2, T
(n)
s . Several channel coding techniques have been

considered for solving (3.7). For work utilizing pre-encoded video, such as [94, 95],

source coding is fixed. Thus, the objective in these works is to minimize the channel

induced distortion, and the second step (3.8) is not necessary. For work on coding the

source on the fly, one way to characterize the distortion in (3.7) is to use a source R-D

model, as in [74, 115]. For example, a universal R-D model is used in [74]. In [115],

the distortion is expressed as the sum of source and channel distortion, both of which

are model-based. By assuming uncorrelated source and channel distortion, the first-

step of the minimization in [115] aims at minimizing the channel distortion, while the

second-step minimizes the source distortion. There has also been considerable work in

the area of JSCC for wavelet-based scalable video coders, such as [113,116,135]. The

inherent prioritization of information in a wavelet-based video bitstream makes the

implementation of JSCC more straightforward. For block-based motion compensated

video coding, JSCC is more challenging because the relative importance of packets is

not explicitly available.

The above studies, however, do not optimally account for how error resilient

source coding affects the bit allocation between source and channel. The goal of JSCC

is to optimally add redundant bits in the source (error resilience source coding) and the

2Note both of these constraints can also be interpreted as specifying bit budgets of T
(n)
0 RT and

T
(n)
s,0 RT .
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channel (channel coding) to achieve the best trade-off between error robustness and

compression efficiency. The optimal way to achieve this requires jointly considering

error resilient source coding and channel coding. It is clear that such an integrated

approach should be superior to the sequential approach in (3.7) and (3.8).

3.5.2 Integrated Joint Source-Channel Coding

Next we present our IJSCC framework for jointly optimizing error resilient

source coding and channel coding. That is, instead of separating the overall expected

distortion into source distortion and channel distortion, as in (3.7) and (3.8), we

consider the interaction between these components.

A related framework is presented in [55] for jointly considering error resilient

source coding and channel coding. In that work, the distortion measurement is model-

based, where the concealment distortion for each block is calculated by weighting the

distortions of the surrounding blocks in the previous frame(s) that overlap with the

motion-compensated block (with the weights proportional to the overlap area). Here,

we recursively calculate packet distortion based on (2.7), which takes into account

both source distortion and channel distortion, as well as error propagation due to

channel errors3. Our objective is to minimize the total expected distortion for the

n-th frame, given a transmission delay constraint, i.e.,

min
{µ∈Q,ν∈R}

E[D(n)(µ,ν)]

s.t. T (n)(µ,ν) = B(n)(µ,ν)/RT ≤ T
(n)
0 ,

(3.9)

where B(n) represents the total bits used for both source coding and channel coding,

3The effect of error propagation can be fully captured based on the acknowledgement information
after 1 RTT’s delay.
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and T
(n)
0 is the transmission delay constraint for this frame.

In calculating the expected distortion for each source packet, the loss proba-

bility for the source packet ρ needs to be determined. The relationship between the

source packet loss probability and transport packet loss probability depends on the

specific transport packetization scheme and channel coding chosen [118].

3.5.3 Solution Algorithm

By using a Lagrange multiplier λ ≥ 0, (3.9) can be converted into an uncon-

strained problem as,

min
{µ∈Q,ν∈R}

M
∑

k=1

J
(n)
k =

M
∑

k=1

E[D
(n)
k ] + λ

M
∑

k=1

T
(n)
k , (3.10)

where M is the number of packets in the frame. Note that the transmission delay for

the k-th packet, T
(n)
k = B

(n)
k /RT , takes into account the associated channel bits used

to protect this packet. The convex hull solution of this relaxed problem can be found

by choosing an appropriate λ to satisfy the transmission delay constraint. This can

be done using standard techniques such as a bisection search [136]. We can write the

problem as:

min
{µ∈Q,ν∈R}

M
∑

k=1

J
(n)
k = min

{ν∈R}
{ min
{µ∈Q}

M
∑

k=1

J
(n)
k (µ,ν)}. (3.11)

Given a specific λ, minimization of (3.11) can be divided into two steps: bit allocation

for FEC and the optimal mode selection based on the remaining delay. Note that

this differs from solving (3.7) and (3.8) in that the bit allocation for FEC takes into

account the effect of this choice on source coding. The optimal mode selection can

be found using a dynamic programming (DP) approach. The DP can be viewed as a

shortest path problem in a trellis, where each stage corresponds to the mode selection
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for a given packet [131, 136]. Note that by using the error concealment strategy

described in Sect. 2.3.6, the distortion E[Dk] depends on the encoding modes selected

for the previous source packet. Thus, the Lagrangian
∑M

k=1 J
(n)
k (µ,ν) in (3.11) is not

separable. In this case, the time complexity is O(|M × |R|× |Q|2), where | · | denotes

the cardinality of the set inside [136].

3.5.4 Experimental Results

In the simulations, we use an H.263+ codec [21] to perform source coding,

and we consider the QCIF format (176×144) Foreman sequence. Rate control is

not implemented in the video streaming system. Thus, every frame has the same

transmission delay constraint of one frame’s duration, i.e., T
(n)
0 = TF . We assume

that after 1 RTT, channel feedback is available to the encoder in the form of which

packets are received or lost. We consider applications that require a short end-to-

end delay, Tmax, and the RTT is set equal to two frames. Under that situation, the

feedback delay is long enough to preclude retransmissions.

Four systems are compared: i) system 1, which uses the proposed framework

to jointly consider error resilient source coding and channel coding; ii) system 2,

which performs error resilient source coding, but with fixed rate channel coding; iii)

system 3, which performs only channel coding, but no error resilient source coding

(i.e., source coding is not adapted to the modified channel characteristics after error

recovery); and iv) system 4, which performs sequential JSCC. All four systems are

optimized in the following manners. System 2 performs optimal error resilient source

coding to adapt to the channel errors (with fixed rate channel coding). System 3

selects the optimal channel coding rate to perform FEC and does optimal source
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coding (without considering residue packet loss after channel coding) at the given bit

budget. In the sequential JSCC, channel coding and error resilient source coding are

performed sequentially, i.e., bit allocation between source and channel is performed

with no awareness of error resilient source coding as in (3.7), and error resilient source

coding is performed thereafter given the bit budget as in (3.8).

We illustrate the performance of the four systems in Fig. 3.3 at RT = 480 kbps

and the frame rate F = 30 fps. Here, we plot the average PSNR against different

packet loss rates. All four systems have the same transmission delay constraints and

transmission rate. It can be seen in Fig. 3.3(a) that system 1 outperforms system 2

with different pre-selected channel coding rates. In addition, system 1 outperforms the

optimized system 2 (the upper bound of system 2 with different pre-defined channel

rates) with different channel coding rates by up to 0.4 dB. This is due to the flexibility

of system 1 in varying the channel coding rate in response to the channel conditions.

In Fig. 3.3(b), we can see that system 3 has higher average PSNR than system

2 without channel coding. Such a result is expected because FEC can change the

channel characteristics to a greater extent (e.g., an RS(7, 5) code can change the

packet loss probability from 10% to 1.1%) compared to error resilient source coding,

which can only adapt to the channel characteristics to a limited degree. Also, as

shown in Fig. 3.3(b), system 1 outperforms systems 3 and 4 with up to around 0.4

dB and 0.3 dB, respectively. The gain in system 1 compared to system 4 is due to

the joint consideration of source coding and channel coding. The gain in system 4 in

comparison to system 3 comes from the adaptation of source coding to the modified

channel characteristics after error recovery (system 3 does not employ error resilient

source coding).
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Figure 3.3: Average PSNR vs. transport packet loss probability (a) System 1 vs.
System 2 with indicated channel rates (b) System 1 vs. System 2, 3 and 4 (RT = 480
kbps, F = 30 fps, cr in the legend denotes channel rates).
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Figure 3.4: Average PSNR vs. transport packet loss probability (a) System 1 vs.
System 2 with indicated channel rates (b) System 1 vs. System 3 and 4 (RT = 480
kbps, F = 15 fps, cr in the legend denotes channel rates).
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Figure 3.4 shows the same performance comparisons at a lower frame rate of

F = 15 fps. Since the average bit budget per frame is given by RT /F , this results in

greater bit budget per frame. In this case, when the channel loss rate increases, the

PSNR curve for system 2 without channel coding deviates from those with channel

coding at a much higher rate compared to the situation in Fig. 3.3. The low bit

budget in Fig. 3.3 restricts the use of channel coding, because a majority of the bits

are needed for source coding. When the bit budget gets larger, the system becomes

more flexible in its ability to allocate bits to the channel to improve the overall system

performance.

The effect of bit budget is better illustrated in Fig. 3.5, where the PSNR is

plotted against the transmission rate. It can be clearly seen that as the transmission

rate increases (i.e., the bit budget per frame increases), the gap between the curves of

systems 2 (without channel coding) and the other systems (with channel coding) also

increases. Again, as shown Fig. 3.5(a), system 1 outperforms system 2 with different

pre-selected channel coding rates and system 3 and 4 at various transmission rates.

The gain of the IJSCC system (system 1) compared with system 3 (without

performing error resilient source coding) or system 4 (the sequential JSCC) may not

be very significant. This is because in all systems, we perform the optimization by

jointly considering several available error control components such as error conceal-

ment. Thus, absence of one of the error control components, as in system 3, or lack

of the joint consideration of source and channel coding, as in system 4, may not have

a very significant effect due to mitigation of other error control components in the

system. Another observation is that in practical situations where computation re-

sources are constrained, application of the integrated system may not be necessary
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Figure 3.5: Average PSNR vs. transmission rate (a) System 1 vs. System 2 with
indicated channel rates (b) System 1 vs. System 3 and 4 (ε = 0.15, F = 15 fps, cr in
the legend denotes channel rates).
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if the additional gain does not outweigh the additional computational complexity.

Nevertheless, the integrated system can still be useful in practical situations in that

it provides an optimization benchmark against which the performances of other sub-

optimal systems can be evaluated.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter presented a general resource-distortion optimization framework

for studying joint source-network coding. By assuming that the encoder can access

and specify the resource allocation parameters in the underlying layers, the cross-

layer resources are optimally allocated according to the optimization framework so

as to achieve the best video quality. This is an application-layer based approach that

achieves cross-layer design for real-time video communications.

The proposed framework not only provides an optimization benchmark against

which the performances of other sub-optimal systems can be evaluated, but also gives

rise to a useful tool in assessing the effectiveness of different adaptation components

in practical system design. Specifically, we took the IJSCC framework, which is

a special case of the resource-distortion optimization framework for Internet video

transmission, as an example. Through both analysis and simulations, we showed

the advantage of the IJSCC framework over the traditional sequential approaches.

Depending on the available network adaptation parameters in different applications,

we next study the problems of real-time video transmission over the Internet, wireless

networks, and DiffServ networks.



Chapter 4

Joint Source-Channel Coding for

Internet Video Transmission

In this chapter, we study cross-layer resource allocation problem for Internet video

transmission, where the available error control components we consider are error

resilient source coding, channel coding, and error concealment. We focus on channel

coding in this work. In particular, we study two problems. The first one is application-

layer packetization schemes that provide FEC. The second is hybrid error control that

consists of FEC and retransmission. The study is carried out in the resource-distortion

optimization framework presented in Chapter 3.

4.1 Introduction

Real-time video applications, such as on-demand video streaming, videophony

and videoconferencing, have gained increased popularity. However, it is well known
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that the best effort design of the current Internet makes it difficult for the network

to provide the QoS needed by these applications. A direct approach dealing with

the lack of QoS is to use error control, where different error control components can

be implemented in different network layers. Error control techniques for Internet

video transmission in general include error resilient source coding at the encoder,

channel coding (FEC and ARQ) at the application layer, and error concealment at

the receiver. In this chapter, we jointly consider a combination of these error control

approaches. Our study, however, focuses on the channel coding.

With FEC, the packet loss probability can be modeled as specifying a loss

probability per packet as a function of the FEC choice. The details of this model will

depend on how transport packets are formed from the available video packets. In the

first part of this chapter, we study the performance of two application-layer packe-

tization schemes that provide FEC. Note that the packetization we discuss here is

transport packetization, whose functionality is to convert source packets to transport

packets. Source packetization, which is about how source packets are formed at the

encoder, is discussed in Sect. 2.2.2.

In addition to FEC, retransmission-based error control may also be used in

the form of ARQ protocols. Such protocols are only useful if the application can

tolerate sufficient delay, such as in the case of on-demanding streaming. When ARQ

protocols are used, the decision whether to retransmit a packet or send a new one

forms another channel coding parameter, which also affects the probability of loss

as well as the transmission delay. In the second part of this chapter, we study the

performance of pure FEC, pure retransmission, and hybrid FEC and retransmission

in achieving protection.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss application-layer

packetization in Sect. 4.2 and hybrid application-layer error control in Sect. 4.3. Sec-

tion 4.4 summarizes this chapter.

4.2 Application-Layer Packetization

For Internet video, in performing FEC, parity packets are usually generated

in addition to source packets to perform cross-packet FEC, such as in [55, 95]. We

refer to this approach as scheme 1. Alternatively, a source packet can be partitioned

into different transport packets to achieve prioritized protection. This scheme has

been studied for scalable video such as MPEG-4 FGS and 3D wavelet-based video

[68, 94, 116]. Unlike scheme 1, this scheme is seldom used for non-scalable video. In

this section, we consider this approach as a means to flexibly provide prioritized FEC

for non-scalable video, which is henceforth referred to as scheme 2.

In terms of application-layer packetization, there are other dimensions such

as packet size as in [55, 111, 114] that may be taken into account in optimization.

In this study, we are mainly interested in the performance comparison of the above

mentioned two type of schemes in providing FEC for non-scalable video. In using the

resource-distortion optimization framework, we will show that either packetization

scheme may be optimal depending on the packet loss rate.

4.2.1 Packetization Schemes

Next we discuss the packetization schemes.

Scheme 1: Figure 4.1(a) illustrates packetization scheme 1 for a frame, where
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one row corresponds to one GOB. In this packetization scheme, one GOB is directly

packetized into one transport packet by the attachment of a transport packet header.

Since the source packet sizes Bs,k (shown by the shaded area in Fig. 4.1(a)) are usually

different, the maximum packet size of a block (a group of packets protected by one

RS code) is determined first, then all the packets are padded with stuffing bits in the

tail parts to make the size equal. The stuffing bits are removed after the parity codes

are generated and thus are not transmitted [55,96]. The resulting parity packets are

all of the same size (maximum packet size mentioned above). Each source packet in

Fig. 4.1(a) is protected by an RS(N , M) code.
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Figure 4.1: Packetization schemes: (a) scheme 1: one row corresponds to a GOB and
one transport packet. (b) scheme 2: one row corresponds to a GOB, and one column
corresponds to a transport packet.

In this scheme, a source packet is regarded as lost after error recovery at the

receiver only when the corresponding transport packet is lost and the block containing

the lost transport packet cannot be recovered. Therefore, the probability of source
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packet loss ρ after error recovery is defined as

ρ = ε(1 −
N−1−M
∑

i=0

(

N − 1

i

)

εi(1 − ε)N−1−i) =
N
∑

i=N−M+1

i

N

(

N

i

)

εi(1 − ε)N−i, (4.1)

where ε is the probability of transport packet loss. Note that in scheme 1, all source

packets in a given frame have the same probability of loss, ρ. Next, we consider a

packetization scheme that can easily provide UEP for any packet.

Scheme 2: In this scheme, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b), one row corresponds to

one GOB (source packet), and one column corresponds to one transport packet. The

source bits and parity bits for the k-th source packet are denoted by Bs,k and Bc,k,

respectively. The source bits, Bs,k, are distributed into vk transport packets and the

redundancy bits, Bc,k, are distributed into the remaining ck transport packets, as

shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Assuming the symbol length is m bits, lk =
Bs,k

mvk
is defined as

the length that the k-th source packet occupies in each transport packet, as shown in

Fig. 4.1(b).

When the k-th source packet is protected by an RS(N , vk) code, the probability

of losing this source packet is given by

ρk =
N
∑

i=N−vk+1

(

N

i

)

εi(1 − ε)N−i. (4.2)

Notice that (4.2) differs from (4.1) in that in this case a particular source packet

can not be recovered if fewer than vk transport packets from a block are received.

However, with packetization scheme 1, when fewer than M transport packets arrive,

a particular source packet may still be received if its corresponding transport packet

is not lost. The difference between these approaches is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, which

shows the residual packet loss probability versus the probability of transport packet
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Figure 4.2: Residual packet loss probability of scheme 1 and 2 at different transport
packet loss rate and channel rate.

loss with different channel codes for packetization scheme 1 and 2. It is not surprising

to see that at any given transport packet loss probability, scheme 1 always produces a

lower residual packet loss probability than scheme 2. In addition, as shown in Fig. 4.2,

when the channel code rate gets lower, the difference in residual error between scheme

1 and 2 becomes smaller.

However, this does not necessarily mean that packetization scheme 1 outper-

forms scheme 2. In applying scheme 2, each source packet is protected differently,

resulting in UEP for the source packets in a frame. This is a major difference from

scheme 1. Due to its flexibility in supporting prioritized protection for different source

packets, scheme 2 is widely used in layered or progressive video transmission [68,116].

In Sect. 4.2.3 we demonstrate the advantage of using scheme 2 for single layer video

communications when the probability of packet loss is large.
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We next study the performance of these two packetization schemes within the

IJSCC framework (3.9) presented in Sect. 3.5.2.

4.2.2 Solution Algorithm

As discussed in Sect. 3.5.3, the convex hull solution of (3.9) can be found by

solving (3.10) with the appropriate Lagrange multiplier that satisfies the required

transmission delay constraint. Given a Lagrange multiplier, the relaxed minimiza-

tion problem (3.10) itself can be solved using DP as in (3.11). Due to the different

structures of packetization, the DP takes different forms.

For simplicity, we omit the frame index in the following equations. In packe-

tization scheme 1, the FEC parameter for one frame is a scalar. Thus, the DP can

be solved in two steps: optimal channel coding rate selection resulting in bit alloca-

tion between the source and channel coding given the total bit rate constraint, and

optimal mode selection given the source bit rate constraint, shown as below.

min
{µ∈Q,ν∈R}

M
∑

k=1

Jk = min
{ν∈R}

M
∑

k=1

Jk(µ
∗|ν) = min

{ν∈R}

{

min
{µ∈Q}

M
∑

k=1

Jk(µk−1, µk)

}

. (4.3)

While in using packetization scheme 2, the FEC parameter for a frame is a vector,

thus, we have

min
{µ∈Q,ν∈R}

M
∑

k=1

Jk = min
{µ∈Q,ν∈R}

M
∑

k=1

Jk(µk−1, µk, νk−1, νk), (4.4)

where µ0 and ν0 are defined as any constants since they do not play any role in

the simulations. Note that the cost function Jk for packet k in (4.3) and (4.3) are

dependent on the parameter(s) selected for packet k and k − 1. This is due to

the use of error concealment described in Sect. 2.3.6, based on which the expected
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distortion for one packet depends on the probability of loss for this packet and the

previous one, as shown in (2.15). The resultant time complexity for (4.3) and (4.4)

are O(M · |R| × |Q|2) and O(M · |R ×Q|2), respectively [136].

4.2.3 Experimental Results

We consider the QCIF format Foreman sequence with at frame rate of 30 fps.

Rate controller is not implemented in the video streaming system. Thus, every frame

has the same transmission delay constraint of one frame’s duration, i.e., T
(n)
0 = TF .

We assume that channel feedback is available to the encoder in the form of which

packets are received or lost. An RTP/UDP/IP header of 40 bytes is included for each

transport packet. In this work, we assume that the receiver responds to a lost or

corrupt packet with a negative acknowledgement (NAK), and responds to a correctly

received packet with a positive acknowledgement (ACK). All acknowledgements are

assumed to arrive correctly after one round-trip-time (RTT), i.e., the feedback delay

is a constant and the feedback channel is error free. Note that this assumption also

holds for Sect. 4.3. For simplicity, we set RTT= 2TF in this work, which is long

enough to preclude retransmissions.

Under both schemes, error resilient source coding and FEC are jointly consid-

ered within the resource-distortion optimization framework, i.e., they both perform

optimal UEP to minimize the expected distortion at given transmission delay con-

straints. The difference is that in scheme 2, UEP can be achieved from GOB to

GOB, whereas in scheme 1, the protection ratio is the same for all GOBs within one

frame, although it can vary from frame to frame. We illustrate the performance of

the two systems in Fig. 4.3, where we plot the average decoded PSNR of the Foreman
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sequence against transport packet loss rates at channel transmission rates 360 kbps

and 480 kbps, respectively.

It can be seen that at low loss rates, packetization scheme 1 performs better.

This is because scheme 1 results in a lower residual packet loss probability than

scheme 2 at various channel code rates. However, when the packet loss probability

increases, scheme 2 starts to outperform scheme 1. The gain comes from two sources:

1) scheme 2 is more flexible in performing UEP than scheme 1; 2) in scheme 1, the size

of the parity packets has to be the maximum size of the source packets. A substantial

number of bits are wasted in the application of scheme 1, because some part of the

parity packets are used to protect the stuffing bits. Another observation is that the

cross point of packet loss probability at higher transmission rates is smaller. This

is because at higher transmission rate, more bits are available for each packet, thus

the effect of overhead limiting the flexibility of packetization scheme 2 becomes less

significant. Table 4.1 shows the protection ratio averaged over all frames from the

optimization using the two packetization schemes at RT =360 kbps.

Prob of transport packet loss 0 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

Protection ratio using scheme 1 0 0.02 0.12 0.21 0.27 0.30
Protection ratio using scheme 2 0 0.10 0.20 0.26 0.31 0.35

Table 4.1: Protection ratios in using packetization scheme 1 and 2 (RT =360 kbps).
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Figure 4.3: Performance comparison of packetization scheme 1 and 2: (a) RT =360
kbps (b) RT =480 kbps.
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4.3 Hybrid FEC and Selective Retransmission

In this section, we focus on channel coding. As discussed in Chapter 2, each

of the two error correction mechanisms, FEC and ARQ, has its own benefits in error

robustness and network traffic load [17, 91]. In this work, we consider hybrid FEC

and ARQ. More specifically, we consider the hybrid of FEC and application-layer

selective retransmission in performing optimal error control. Our goal is to study

the efficiency and effectiveness of these two error correction techniques in different

network situations (such as packet loss probability and network round trip time) and

application requirements (such as end-to-end delay).

4.3.1 Related Work

With regard to related work on hybrid FEC/retransmission, in [62], a general

cost-distortion framework is proposed to study several scenarios such as DiffServ,

sender-driven retransmission and receiver-driven retransmission. Here, we take into

account source coding and error concealment, which are not considered in [62]. For

wireless IP networks, a link-layer hybrid FEC/ARQ scheme is considered in [137] and

an application-layer hybrid FEC/ARQ technique based on heuristics is presented for

video transmission in [91], which is based on heuristic methods. A receiver-driven

hybrid FEC/Pseudo-ARQ mechanism is proposed for Internet multimedia multicast

in [17]. Another related work is [99], which considers scalable video; pure ARQ is

used for the base layer and pure FEC is used to protect the enhancement layer.

Our work differs from the above in that we consider application-layer sender-driven
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retransmission, where lost packets are selectively retransmitted according to a rate-

distortion optimized policy.

4.3.2 Problem Formulation

Assume that there are up to A frames in the sender’s buffer that are eligible

for retransmission. Let σ
(n)
k ∈ {0, 1} denote the retransmission parameter for the

k-th source packet in frame n, where 0 denotes no retransmission and 1 denotes

retransmission. Let σ
(n) = {σ

(n)
1 , ..., σ

(n)
M } denote the retransmission parameter vector

for frame n, and σ = {σ(n−A), ...,σ(n−1)} the vector for the A frames. For video

transmission applications, usually a higher-level rate controller is used to constrain

the bits, or equivalently the transmission delay for each frame. For simplicity, let

T
(n)
0 be the transmission delay for the n-th frame obtained from the rate controller.

Following the structure of the IJSCC framework in (3.9), we consider the following

problem formulation

min
{µ,ν,σ}

A
∑

i=0

E[D(n−i)] =
A
∑

i=1

E[D(n−i)(σ(n−i))] +
M
∑

k=1

E[D
(n)
k (µ,ν)]

s.t.
A
∑

i=1

M
∑

k=1

σ
(n−i)
k T

(n−i)
k +

M
∑

k=1

T
(n)
k ≤ T

(n)
0 .

(4.5)

Gains might be obtained by grouping the retransmitted packets and the packets in the

current frame together to perform FEC. However, this introduces additional delay for

the retransmitted packets and considerably complicates the solution of the problem.

In this work, we only consider FEC for the current frame.

The above formulation is for an optimization scheme with a sliding window of

size A+1 frames. The optimization window shifts at the frame level instead of at the

packet level, since the latter usually leads to much higher computation complexity.
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In addition, the packets in one frame typically have the same deadline for playback.

In this formulation, when processing each frame, we assume that all the raw data

for the frame is available in a buffer, and the optimization (retransmission policy

for the first A frames based on feedback, and source coding and FEC for the current

frame) is performed on the A+1 frames in the window. After optimization is done, the

retransmitted packets and the transport packets in the current frame (including source

packets and parity packets) are transmitted over the network. After the transmission

of these packets, the window shifts forward by one frame, and the optimization is

solved again based on the updated feedback.

When each frame is encoded, the probability of packet loss for all the past A

frames is updated based on the received feedback. For example, if one packet is known

to be received, its probability of loss becomes 0; if one is lost, its loss probability

becomes 1 if no further retransmission for this packet has been initiated. Based

on the updated probabilities of packet loss, the expected distortion of all packets

in the encoder buffer is recursively re-calculated as in (2.7). In using this model,

the error propagation due to packet loss (after 1 RTT) can be fully captured and

consequently the effect of previously lost packets on the future frames is taken into

account. Since each time we do not consider re-encoding the past A frames, the

complexity in updating the expected distortion is not significant.

Additional gain may be obtained by considering the future frames when the

current frame is encoded. For example, by doing so, the effect of the parameter

decisions in the optimization window on future frames can be taken into account.

This will generally result in better performance due to the motion-compensation

dependencies of video frames. However, this leads to a very complicated and usually
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intractable problem. In addition, for a real-time application, future frames may not

be available when the current frame is encoded.

4.3.3 Calculation of Packet Loss Probability

We discuss next how to calculate the probability of packet loss ρk in order to

find the expected distortion in (2.7). For a packet in the current frame, the probability

of packet loss can be defined as ρ
(n)
k = ρ

(n)
k,FECρ

(n)
k,RET , where ρ

(n)
k,FEC and ρ

(n)
k,RET denote

respectively the probability of packet loss due to FEC and retransmission. ρ
(n)
k,FEC

is defined in (4.1). The probability of loss in future retransmissions can only be

estimated since the acknowledgement information and retransmission decisions (note

that lost packets are selectively retransmitted) are not available in the encoding of

the current frame. In this work, we give an approximate formula to estimate it, i.e.,

ρ
(n)
k,RET = εm̃, where m̃ denotes the estimate of the total number of retransmissions for

the k-th packet, m. Note that m is not a constant and is dependent on how ρ
(n)
k,RET

itself is calculated and the future video content. In addition, the effect of packet

recovery due to other packets’ retransmissions should also be taken into account

when calculating ρ
(n)
k,RET . However, it is almost impossible to accurately estimate this

factor due to the use of block code. In our estimation formula, although this factor

is not explicitly indicated, it has been taken into account by the estimate of m̃. In

this work, we use an estimate of m̃ developed from simulations. Figure 4.4 shows the

performance of the hybrid FEC/retransmission system versus m for the QCIF format

Foreman sequence and Akiyo sequence (here m is fixed for the entire sequence). In

both tests, the number of frames that are eligible for retransmissions is A = 4 and the

frame rate is 15 fps. The transmission rate is 480 kbps and 360 kbps, respectively.
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Based on these results, we use m̃, calculated by m̃ = A
(1+RTT)2

, where RTT is the

round-trip-time in the units of one frame’s duration TF ; this appears to provide good

performance and is used subsequently. Note that the maximum number of available

retransmission opportunities is bA/(1 + RTT)c. In addition, from Fig. 4.4, we can

see that the system performance is not very sensitive to the choice of m̃.

In considering the possible retransmission of packets in the current frame, the

expected additional transmission delay used for retransmission in the future should

be taken into account; it is calculated by E[∆T
(n)
k ] =

∑M
k=1 m̃ρ

(n)
k,FECT

(n)
k . The delay

constraint in (4.5) is modified accordingly.

For a lost packet in the past frames, we let ρ
(n−i)
k = ρ

(n−i)
k,UPDρ

(n−i)
k,RET for i =

1, ..., A, where ρ
(n−i)
k,UPD is the updated probability of packet loss based on feedback and

ρ
(n−i)
k,RET is the probability of packet loss due to retransmissions. Assume that one past

frame is protected by an RS(N , M), and L packets are lost. Let J = L + M − N

and V be the number of retransmitted packets in that frame. Taking into account

the RS codes, the calculation of ρ
(n−i)
k,RET is different for the lost packets that are either

retransmitted or those that are not. If V < J , we have

ρ
(n−i)
k,RET = εσ

(n−i)
k ;

if V = J , we have

ρ
(n−i)
k,RET =







ε if σ
(n−i)
k = 1

1 − (1 − ε)J if σ
(n−i)
k = 0;

and if V > J we have

ρ
(n−i)
k,RET =







∑V
j=V −J+1

j
V

(

V
j

)

εj(1 − ε)V −j if σ
(n−i)
k = 1

∑V
j=V −J+1

(

V
j

)

εj(1 − ε)V −j if σ
(n−i)
k = 0.
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Figure 4.4: Average PSNR vs. m in the hybrid FEC/retransmission system; (a) and
(b) QCIF Foreman sequence at F = 15 fps, RT = 480 kbps and A = 4, (c) and (d)
QCIF Akiyo sequence at F = 15 fps, RT = 360 kbps and A = 4.
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Note that when the above formulas are derived, the effect of future possible retrans-

mission is ignored. The effect of future retransmissions could be included by replacing

ε with εm̃, as in the estimation of ρ
(n)
k,RET for the current frame. However, we noticed

that due to the limited window size, the maximum number of possible retransmis-

sions is relatively small (3 in our simulations). In that case, the possibility that one

packet is retransmitted twice is very small. Furthermore, by ignoring this factor in

the calculation of ρ
(n−i)
k,RET , the system tends to retransmit the lost packets rather than

waiting for a second chance of retransmission, which usually leads to better system

performance. We next present our solution to this formulation.

4.3.4 Solution Algorithm

By using a Lagrange multiplier λ ≥ 0, (4.5) can be converted into an uncon-

strained problem as,

min
{µ∈Q,ν∈R,σ∈P}

A
∑

i=0

J (n−i)

=
A
∑

i=1

E[D
(n−i)
k (σ(n−i))] +

M
∑

k=1

E[D
(n)
k (µ,ν)]

+ λ

{

A
∑

i=1

M
∑

k=1

σ
(n−i)
k T

(n−i)
k +

M
∑

k=1

T
(n)
k

}

(4.6)

Given an appropriate λ, we can write the problem as:

min
{µ∈Q,ν∈R,σ∈P}

A
∑

i=0

J (n−i)

= min
{σ∈P}

A
∑

i=1

J (n−i)(σ(n−i)) + min
{ν∈R}

{

min
{µ∈Q}

M
∑

k=1

J
(n)
k (µ,ν)

}

,

(4.7)
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where J (n−i) = E[D
(n−i)
k ] + λ

∑M
k=1 σ

(n−i)
k T

(n−i)
k and J

(n)
k = E[D

(n)
k (µ,ν)] + λT

(n)
k .

There are three minimizations in (4.7). They correspond to the bit allocation for

retransmission, bit allocation for FEC, and the optimal mode selection for the current

frame based on the remaining delay. The first and second steps can be solved by

using exhaustive search, and the optimal mode selection can be found using a DP

approach. Note that by using the error concealment strategy described in Sect. 2.3.6,

the time complexity is O(|2L×|R|×M ×|Q|2), where L is the number of lost packets

in the optimization window. If the error concealment strategy does not introduce

dependency across source packets, the time complexity would be O(|2L×|R|×M×|Q|)

[136].

4.3.5 Experimental Results

Four schemes are compared: i) neither FEC nor retransmission (NFNR), ii)

pure retransmission, iii) pure FEC, and iv) Hybrid FEC and selective Retransmission

(HFSR). All four systems are optimized using the IJSCC framework. Although the

IJSCC framework in (4.5) is general, in our simulations, we restrict a packet’s retrans-

mission only when its NAK has been received. In all experiments of this subsection,

we consider the QCIF Foreman sequence and set A = 4.

Sensitivity to RTT

Figure 4.5 shows the performance of the four systems in terms of PSNR versus

RTT, with different levels of channel loss rate. We set RT = 480 kbps and F = 15

fps. As expected, the HFSR system offers the best overall performance. It can also

be seen that the pure retransmission approach is much more sensitive to variations
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in the RTT than FEC. In addition, at low ε and low RTT, the pure retransmission

approach outperforms the pure FEC system, as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). However, when

the channel gets worse and the RTT becomes larger, the pure FEC system starts

to outperform the pure retransmission system, as shown in Fig. 4.5(b). This means

that retransmission is suitable for those applications where the RTT is short and

channel loss rate is low, which confirms the observation in [91]. The disadvantage of

retransmission when the RTT gets longer stems from two factors: 1) Given the same

value of A, which is decided by the initial setup time Tmax, the number of retransmis-

sion opportunities becomes smaller; 2) Errors accumulated due to error propagation

from the motion compensation become larger, and consequently retransmission of lost

packets becomes less efficient.

Sensitivity to packet loss rate

In Fig. 4.6, we plot the performance of the four systems in terms of PSNR

versus probability of transport packet loss for different values of RTT when RT = 480

kbps and F = 15 fps. The RTT is set equal to TF and 3TF in Fig. 4.6(a) and

(b), respectively. It can be seen that the HFSR system achieves the best overall

performance of the four. The resulted PSNR in the pure retransmission system drops

faster than the pure FEC system, which implies retransmission is more sensitive

to packet loss rate. In addition, the pure retransmission system only outperforms

the pure FEC system at low ε. When the channel loss rate is high, FEC is more

efficient since retransmission techniques require frequent retransmissions to recover

from packet loss, which results in high bandwidth consumption and is also limited

by the delay constraint. For example, when RTT= 3TF and A = 4, each lost packet
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Figure 4.5: Average PSNR vs. RTT, RT = 480 kbps, F = 15 fps (a) ε=0.02 (b)
ε = 0.2.
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has only one chance for retransmission, which is not enough to recover many losses

when ε = 0.3. However, when the channel loss rate is small and the RTT is small,

retransmission becomes more efficient, since FEC typically requires a fixed amount

of bandwidth overhead. Consequently, the pure retransmission system performs close

to the HFSR system, as shown in Fig. 4.6(a).

Sensitivity to transmission rate

Figure 4.7 shows the performance of the four systems in terms of PSNR versus

transmission rate when ε = 0.2 and F = 15 fps. The RTT is set equal to TF and 3TF

in Fig. 4.7(a) and (b), respectively. As shown in Fig. 4.7(a), when RTT= TF , the

pure retransmission system outperforms the pure FEC system by up to 0.4 dB when

the transmission rate is less than 450 kbps. When the transmission rate is greater

than 450 kbps, the pure FEC system starts to outperform the pure retransmission

system by up to 0.5 dB. When the RTT becomes longer, as shown in Fig. 4.7(b),

although the pure FEC system always outperforms the pure retransmission system,

the difference between the two systems increases from 1.2 dB to 1.8 dB when the

transmission rate increases from 240 kbps to 540 kbps, which means that FEC is

more sensitive to variations in the transmission rate. These observations imply that

FEC is more efficient than retransmission when the transmission rate becomes greater

(resulting in a higher bit budget per frame). As discussed in Sect. 3.5.4, this is due

to the constant overhead introduced by FEC, which restricts the use of FEC. When

the bit budget gets larger, however, the system becomes more flexible in its ability to

allocate bits to the channel to improve the overall performance. In addition, it can

be seen that the HFSR system achieves the best overall performance of the four.
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Figure 4.6: Average PSNR vs. probability of transport packet loss ε, RT = 480 kbps,
F = 15 fps (a) RTT=TF (b) RTT=3TF .
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Although we only showed simulation results based on the QCIF Foreman se-

quence, extensive experiments have been carried out and similar results were obtained

using other test sequences such as Akiyo, Container, and Carphone.

In summary, given our simulation settings, retransmission is suitable for short

network RTT, low probability of packet loss, and low transmission rate, while FEC is

more suitable otherwise. In general, our proposed hybrid FEC and selective retrans-

mission scheme is able to find the best combination of the two.

4.4 Conclusions

This chapter addressed the problem of optimal application-layer error control

for real-time video transmission over the Internet. We jointly considered error re-

silient source coding at the encoder, FEC and retransmission at the application layer,

and error concealment at the receiver, to achieve the best video quality. In particular,

we have compared the efficiencies of two packetization schemes in providing FEC for

packetized video applications. Simulation results showed that packetization scheme 2,

which is widely used for scalable video coding, is also suitable for non-scalable video,

especially at high packet loss rates, because of its efficiency and flexibility in providing

UEP. In addition, we have studied the performance of different application-layer error

control scenarios such as pure FEC, pure ARQ, and hybrid FEC/selective retrans-

mission. Through simulations, we have illustrated how sensitive each error correction

technique is to the variations of network RTT, packet loss rate, and transmission rate.

Simulation results also showed that the proposed hybrid FEC/retransmission system

achieved better performance than pure FEC and pure retransmission systems.



Chapter 5

Joint Source-Channel Coding and

Power Adaptation for Energy

Efficient Wireless Video

Communications

In this chapter, we study efficiently transmitting video over a hybrid wireless/wire-

line network by optimally allocating resources across multiple protocol layers. The

resource-distortion optimization framework here is in the form of joint source-channel

coding and power adaptation (JSCCPA), where error resilient source coding, channel

coding, and transmission power allocation are jointly designed to compensate for

channel errors. The focus of this work is on the channel coding and transmission

power adaptation. In particular, we consider the combination of two types of channel

coding – inter-packet coding (at the transport layer) to provide protection against

100
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packet dropping in the wire-line network and intra-packet coding (at the link layer)

to provide protection against bit errors in the wireless link. In both cases, we allow

the coding rate to be adaptive to provide unequal error protection at both the packet

and frame level. In addition to both types of channel coding, we also compensate

for channel errors by adapting the transmission power used to send each packet. An

efficient algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation and the method of alternating

variables is proposed to solve the resulting optimization problem. Simulation results

are shown to illustrate the advantages of joint optimization across multiple layers.

5.1 Introduction

We consider streaming applications with relatively strict delay constraints; for

such applications, FEC is the preferred channel coding technique to recover packet

losses. The type of FEC method used depends on the requirements of the application

and the nature of the channel. Packet loss in an IP-based hybrid wireless/wire-line

network typically has two components: packet loss due to congestion in the wired

channel and unrecoverable bit errors due to fading in the wireless channel [67, 79].

One way to combat these two types of packet loss is to use both inter-packet and intra-

packet protection. To protect against packet loss in the wired link, inter-packet FEC is

performed at the transport layer through the generation of parity packets in addition

to source packets. This is usually achieved by using erasure codes. In the link layer,

redundant bits are added within a packet to provide intra-packet protection from bit

errors in the wireless link [93]. The combination of the above two techniques, i.e., intra

and inter-packet FEC, is termed as product code FEC (PFEC). A PFEC scheme is
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proposed in [138] to combat channel variations in progressive image transmission. In

that work, intra-packet FEC is achieved through a concatenated CRC/RCPC code,

and inter-packet FEC through a systematic Reed-Solomon (RS) code. In [139], an

efficient algorithm is provided for finding an optimal equal error protection (EEP)

solution for packetized progressive image transmission. Our work considers the use

of PFEC in video coding and transmission. An important contribution here is the

consideration of UEP for video packets in using PFEC.

Besides FEC, transmitter power adjustment also affects the characteristics of

the wireless channel as seen by the video encoder. Allocating different transmitter

power levels to different packets results in different probabilities of loss or delay for

these packets. For video transmission over wireless networks, the efficient utilization of

transmission energy is a critical design consideration [140]. Thus, transmission power

needs to be balanced against delay to achieve the best video delivery quality [100,101].

If the encoder can specify the transmission power (at the physical layer) for each

transmission bit or packet, the question is how to minimize the end-to-end distortion

by optimally allocating bandwidth (bits) between source coding and channel coding,

and optimally allocating energy (power) to each packet.

With regard to related work of cross-layer design for energy efficient wireless

multimedia communications, joint error resilient source coding (quantization param-

eter and mode selection) and power management for energy efficient wireless video

transmission has been studied in [72], premised on a perfect channel coding mecha-

nism. In [127], the selection of source coding parameters is jointly considered with

transmitter power and rate adaptation, and packet transmission scheduling for energy

efficient wireless video streaming. A joint source coding and power control approach
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is presented in [134] for optimally allocating source coding rate and bit energy nor-

malized with respect to the multiple-access interference noise density in the context of

3G CDMA networks. The work in [134] did not address error resilient source coding

and channel coding. Joint source-channel coding and transmission power allocation

has been studied in [117] for progressive image transmission. A joint FEC and trans-

mission power allocation scheme for layered video transmission over a multiple user

CDMA network is proposed in [135] based on the 3D-SPIHT codec. Source coding

and error concealment are not considered in that work. Joint source-channel coding

and processing power control for transmitting layered video over a 3G wireless net-

work is studied in [46]. An adaptive cross-layer protection scheme is presented in [111]

for robust scalable video transmission over 802.11 wireless LANs, where application-

layer FEC, the MAC (media access control) retransmission limit, and packet sizes are

jointly considered.

We jointly consider cross-layer error control components, including error re-

silient source coding, channel coding, transmitter adaptation, and error concealment

in the JSCCPA framework [75]. In this framework, we consider how to optimally al-

locate bits between source coding, transport-layer FEC and link-layer FEC, together

with power adaptation in the physical layer, to achieve the best video quality at the

receiver end given an energy and transmission delay constraint. To tackle the re-

sulting optimization problem with two constraints, an efficient algorithm based on

Lagrangian relaxation is proposed.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first describe product FEC

in Sect. 5.2. In Sect. 5.3 the problem formulation of JSCCPA is presented. Sec-

tion 5.4 presents the proposed solution algorithm. Experimental results are discussed
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in Sect. 5.5. Finally, we summarize this chapter in Sect. 5.6.

5.2 Product Code FEC

In the transport layer, we consider a systematic RS code to provide inter-packet

protection. A popular family of codes used to perform link-layer FEC with variable

code rates are RCPC codes [77], which are used in this work.

In the product FEC scheme considered here, the first step is to perform RS

coding at the transport layer. The same as scheme 1 described in Sect. 4.2.1, after

packetization at this stage, each source packet is protected by an RS(N , M) code, as

shown in Fig. 5.1(a). In the link layer, each packet (including the parity packets) is

padded with parity bits. As shown in Fig. 5.1(b), by using a particular RCPC code

with rate rk, the length of packet k is then Bk = Bs,k + Bc,k = Bs,k/rk.

5.2.1 Calculation of Transport Packet Loss Probability

Next, we discuss how to calculate the probability of loss for each transport

packet. Let pb be the bit error rate (BER) after link-layer channel decoding, i.e., pb

is the BER as seen by the application. Assuming independent bit errors (i.e., the

additive noise and fading are each i.i.d. and independent of each other), the loss

probability for a transport packet in the wireless channel can be calculated as

βk(µk, νk, ηk) = 1 − (1 − pb)
Bs,k , (5.1)

where Bs,k is the number of source bits in this transport packet. Note that the

probability of packet loss βk is a function of source coding parameter, the intra-packet

channel coding rate, and transmission power level selected for this packet (since pb is
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Figure 5.1: (a) Step 1: Transport layer RS coding; (b) Step 2: Link layer RCPC
coding.
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a function of the channel BER before channel decoding pe and channel coding rate

rk, where pe is calculated from (2.11) or (2.12), depending on which channel model

is used). Let α denote the packet loss rate in the wired part. At the IP level, as

in [79], the network can be modeled as the combination of two independent packet

erasure channels: the wired part with loss rate α and the wireless part with loss rate

β. Thus, the overall loss rate of a transport packet is then equal to

εk(µk, νk, ηk) = α + (1 − α)βk(µk, νk, ηk). (5.2)

5.2.2 Calculation of Source Packet Loss Probability

We next discuss how to translate the transport packet loss probability εk

into the source packet loss probability ρk. Let Q, Γ, R, and P be the sets of

allowable source coding parameters, RS coding parameter, RCPC coding parame-

ters, and transmission power levels, respectively. Let µk ∈ Q, γ ∈ Γ, νk ∈ R,

and ηk ∈ P represent the corresponding parameters selected for the k-th packet.

Following the same notation used in [139], let Qt
j(N), j = 1, ..., N , t = 1, ...,

(

N
j

)

denote the t-th subset with j elements of Q(N) = {1, ..., N}, and Qt
j its comple-

ment. For example, if N = 3, then Q(3) = {1, 2, 3}, Q1
1(3) = {1}, Q2

1(3) = {2},

Q3
1(3) = {3}, Q1

2(3) = {1, 2}, Q2
2(3) = {1, 3}, Q3

2(3) = {2, 3}, Q1
3(3) = {1, 2, 3}. Let

Ij(N, k) = {Qt
j ⊆ Q(N)|k ∈ Qt

j(N), |Qt
j| = j}, then the loss probability of a source

packet can be written as

ρk(µ, γ,ν,η) =

N(γ)
∑

j=N(γ)−M+1

Ploss,k(N(γ), j)

=
N
∑

j=N−M+1

∑

Qt
j∈Ij(N,k)







∏

i∈Qt
j

εi

∏

l∈Qt
j

(1 − εl)






,

(5.3)
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where Ploss,k(N, j) is the probability that the k-th packet is not correctly decoded by

the RCPC decoder and the total number of transport packets that are not correctly

received from the group of N packets is j. Let µ = {µ1, µ2, ..., µM} denote the vector

of source coding parameters for the M source packets, and ν = {ν1, ν2, ..., νN} and

η = {η1, η2, ..., ηN} the vectors of RCPC coding rates and power levels for the N

transport packets in a frame, respectively. Note that the calculation of ρk(µ, γ,ν,η)

itself is rather complicated, as shown in (5.3). In addition, ρk not only depends on

the source coding parameter, intra-packet FEC parameter, and power level parameter

selected for that packet, but also on the parameters chosen for all the other packets

in the frame. This complicated inter-packet dependency stems from two factors. The

first complication is due to the fact that the loss probability of a transport packet

εk(µk, νk, ηk) = α + (1 − α)βk(µk, νk, ηk) differs from packet to packet1. The second

complication is due to the inter-packet dependency introduced by inter-packet FEC.

Together, these make the expected distortion for one packet depend on the parameters

selected for all the packets in the same frame.

5.3 Problem Formulation

We first consider real-time video transmission from a mobile device to a re-

ceiver through a heterogeneous wireless network, as shown in Fig. 2.6. In this case,

the efficient utilization of transmission energy is a critical design consideration [140].

In addition, each video packet should meet a delay constraint in order to reach the

1As shown in (5.1), the loss probability for a transport packet in the wireless channel βk(µk, νk, ηk)
is a function of the source coding parameter, the link-layer FEC parameter, and the transmission
power level selected for this packet [since pb is a function of the channel BER pe and the link-layer
channel rate rk, where pe is calculated from (2.11)].
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receiver in time for playback. In an energy-efficient wireless video transmission sys-

tem, transmission power needs to be balanced against delay to achieve the best video

quality [100]. Specifically, for a given transmission rate, increasing the transmission

power will increase the energy per bit and consequently decrease BER, as shown in

(2.11), resulting in a smaller probability of packet loss. On the other hand, for a

fixed transmission power, increasing the transmission rate will increase the BER but

decrease the transmission delay needed for a given amount of data (or allow more

data to be sent within a given time-period). Therefore, in order to efficiently utilize

resources such as energy and bandwidth, those two adaptation components should be

jointly designed.

By jointly considering error resilient source coding µ, transport-layer FEC γ,

link-layer FEC ν, power adaptation η, and error concealment, the JSCCPA problem

is formulated as:

min
{µ∈Q,γ∈Γ,ν∈R,η∈P}

E[D] =
M
∑

k=1

E[Dk(µ, γ,ν,η)]

s.t. C =

N(γ)
∑

k=1

BkPk(ηk)/RT ≤ C0

T =

N(γ)
∑

k=1

Bk/RT ≤ T0,

(5.4)

where Bk and Pk are, respectively, the number of bits (including both source bits and

channel bits) and the power level for the k-th packet; M and N are, respectively, the

number of source packets and the total number of transport packets in one frame;

RT is the transmission rate; and C0 and T0 are the energy and transmission delay

constraint for the frame, respectively.

As a special case, we also focus on the last hop of a wireless network and
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consider transmitting real-time video from a mobile device to the base station over a

single wireless link; this is likely to be the bottleneck of the whole video transmission

system. In Sect. 5.5.1, we show through simulations that inter-packet FEC is not

helpful in this case (at least for the cases we have simulated). Thus, in this special

case, we do not use transport-layer FEC. By jointly considering error resilient source

coding, link-layer FEC, and power adaptation, we formulate a JSCCPA problem given

below for video transmission over a wireless link,

min
{µ∈Q,ν∈R,η∈P}

E[D] =
M
∑

k=1

E[Dk(µ,ν,η)]

s.t. C =
M
∑

k=1

Bk(µk, νk)Pk(ηk)/RT ≤ C0

T =
M
∑

k=1

Bk(µk, νk)/RT ≤ T0.

(5.5)

Note that in this case, we have ρk(µk, νk, ηk) = βk(µk, νk, ηk), which means that the

probability of loss for one packet depends only on the parameters selected for this

packet. Consequently, the expected distortion for one packet depends only on the

parameters selected for this packet and its previous packet, based on (2.15).

5.4 Solution Algorithm

In this section, we present solutions for (5.4) and (5.5) based on Lagrangian

relaxation. Depending on the complexities of the inter-packet dependencies, the re-

sulting two minimization problems can be efficiently solved using an iterative descent

algorithm that is based on the method of alternating variables for multivariate mini-

mization [141] and deterministic dynamic programming, respectively.
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5.4.1 Lagrangian Relaxation

First, we formulate a Lagrangian dual for (5.4) by introducing Lagrange mul-

tipliers, λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0, for the transmission energy and delay constraints,

respectively. The resulting Lagrangian is

L(µ, γ,ν,η, λ1, λ2) = E[D] + λ1(C − C0) + λ2(T − T0) (5.6)

and the corresponding dual function is

g(λ1, λ2) = min
{µ∈Q,γ∈Γ,ν∈R,η∈P}

L(µ, γ,ν,η, λ1, λ2). (5.7)

Note that the Lagrangian may not be separable because the distortion for the k-th

packet, E[Dk], may depend on the parameters chosen for the other packets. The dual

problem to (5.4) is then given by

max
λ1≥0,λ2≥0

g(λ1, λ2). (5.8)

Solving (5.8) will provide a solution to (5.4) within a convex hull approximation.

Assuming we can evaluate the dual function for a given choice of λ1 and λ2, a solution

to (5.8) can be found by choosing the correct Lagrange multipliers. This can be

accomplished by using a variety of methods such as cutting-plane or sub-gradient

methods [142]. Alternatively, based on the observed structure of this problem, we

propose the following heuristic approach, which is considerably more efficient than

the above-mentioned methods.

Figure 5.2 illustrates four possible cases of the energy contour C = C0 and the

delay contour T = T0 in the λ1 − λ2 plane, where C0 and T0 are the transmission

energy and transmission delay constraints for one frame, respectively. The shaded
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Figure 5.2: Four cases of cost and delay contours.
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area indicates the valid choices of (λ1, λ2) that satisfy both constraints. The triangle

point in each figure represents the location of the optimal solution. To derive our

heuristic, let us assume that this problem has no duality gap. In this case, from

complementary slackness, the optimal solution must lie at one of the points where

the contours intersect the axis or at the intersection of the contours2. In Fig. 5.2, we

show the contours intersecting at only one point; this is the only case we have observed

in practice, and we assume that it is true in the following. Let H ∈ Q× Γ ×R×P ,

then the appropriate (λ1, λ2) can be obtained using the algorithm described below.

Step 1 (case a, d): Let λ2 = 0, find the largest λ∗
1 such that C(H(λ∗

1, 0)) ≤

C0. If T (H(λ∗
1, 0)) ≤ T0, H(λ∗

1, 0) is the solution. Otherwise,

Step 2 (case b, d): Let λ1 = 0, find the largest λ∗
2 such that T (H(0, λ∗

2)) ≤

T0. If C(H(0, λ∗
2)) ≤ C0, H(0, λ∗

2) is the solution. Otherwise,

Step 3 (case c):

i. Let λl
1 = 0, λr

1 = λ∗
1, λb

2 = 0, λt
2 = λ∗

2 (where λ∗
1 and λ∗

2 are given in steps 1

and 2).

ii. Let λm
1 = (λl

1 + λr
1)/2, find λ∗

2 within [λb
2, λt

2] to satisfy T (H(λm
1 , λ∗

2)) ≤ T0.

iii. If C(H(λm
1 , λ∗

2)) > C0, then let λl
1 = λm

1 , λt
2 = λ∗

2, and go to step 3ii.

Otherwise,

iv. If C(H(λm
1 , λ∗

2)) < C0−δ (δ is a relatively small number), then let λr
1 = λm

1 ,

λb
2 = λ∗

2, and go to step 3ii. Otherwise,

v. Let the solution be H(λm
1 , λ∗

2).

In the proposed solution, when one Lagrange multiplier is fixed, the dual prob-

lem becomes a one-dimensional problem, which can be easily solved by standard

2If we consider the convex hull of the primal problem (i.e. we take the convex hull of the constraint
set); then if Slater’s condition is satisfied, this problem will have no duality gap.
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convex search techniques, such as the bisection method [136]. Note that in cases (a)

and (b), one of the constraints is inactive. Case (d) indicates that different combi-

nations of (λ1, λ2) may result in the same minimum distortion. Next, we consider

evaluating the dual function in (5.7), given appropriate λ1 and λ2.

5.4.2 Minimization of Lagrangian

In (5.4), for given Lagrange multipliers, minimizing the resulting Lagrangian

itself is still complicated due to the fact that the loss probability of one source packet

depends on the operational parameters chosen for all the other packets. Hence, we

solve the minimization problem by an iterative descent algorithm that is based on the

method of alternating variables for multivariate minimization [141]. To be precise,

for each RS code γ ∈ Γ (i.e., we do an exhaustive search for γ), the RS block size

is N(γ), which is also the number of total transport packets in a frame. Then by

adjusting one set of operational parameters for one packet at a time, while keeping

constant those for the other packets until convergence, we can minimize the La-

grangian, L(µ, γ,ν,η, λ1, λ2) in (5.6). In particular, let xk = {µk, νk, ηk} denote the

vector of the source coding, intra-FEC channel coding, and power level selected for

the k-th packet, and x = {x1, x2, ..., xN} denote the parameters selected for the N

packets3. Let x
(t) = {x

(t)
1 , x

(t)
2 , ..., x

(t)
N }, for t = 0, 1, 2, ..., be the parameter vector

selected by optimization at step t, where x
(0) corresponds to any initial parameter

vector selected for the N packets. This can be done in a round-robin style, e.g., let

tn = (t mod N). If i 6= tn, let x
(n)
i = x

(n−1)
i . Otherwise, for i = tn, the following

3Note that for k > M , there is no associated source coding parameter µk defined, because these
packets are parity packets. However, the number of source bits in those parity packets is determined
by the maximum of the source bits in the source packets.
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optimization is carried out

x
(t)
i = arg min

x(t)
L(x

(t)
1 , ..., x

(t)
i−1, xi, x

(t)
i+1, ..., x

(t)
N , λ1, λ2). (5.9)

The optimal operational parameter vector x
(t) is updated until the Lagrangian L(x(t),

γ, λ1, λ2) converges. Convergence is guaranteed because the Lagrangian is non-

increasing and bounded below [62,135]. In fact, in our simulations, we have observed

that it only takes two to three iterations for the Lagrangian to converge. The com-

putational complexity mainly comes from the calculation of (5.3), which depends on

the block size of the RS code, N(γ). Note that the above iterative algorithm gen-

erates a set of optimal parameters of (µ,ν,η) for a particular γ. The final optimal

parameters (µ, γ,ν,η) corresponds to the minimum Lagrangian with one particular

γ and its corresponding optimal parameters of (µ,ν,η).

If the special case, i.e., formulation (5.5), is considered, we can accurately

(since the global optimal solution is guaranteed) and efficiently minimize the resulting

Lagrangian by using DP due to the limited inter-packet dependencies4. For simplicity,

let Ck and Tk denote the transmission energy and transmission delay for packet k,

respectively. The Lagrangian corresponding to formulation (5.5) can be expressed as

L(µ,ν,η, λ1, λ2) =
∑M

k=1 J(k), where

J(k) = E[Dk] + λ1Ck + λ2Tk.

From (5.1) and (2.7), the cost of each packet J(k) is a function of µk, νk, ηk and

E[DL,k]. As shown in (2.15), if we employ the error concealment strategy described

4Note that due to the use of inter-packet FEC in (5.4), where the expected distortion for one
packet depends on the parameters selected for all the packets in the same frame, DP is not applicable
in (5.4).
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in Sect. 2.3.6, the cost of the k-th packet can be described as

J(k) = J(µk−1, νk−1, ηk−1, µk, νk, ηk).

The dual can then be evaluated via dynamic programming. The time complexity5 of

this scheme is O(M · |Q × R × P|2) [136]. Note that if a simpler error concealment

scheme is used, i.e., the lost MB is recovered from the MB with the same spatial

location in the previously reconstructed frame, the cost for packet k is in the form of

J(k) = J(µk, νk, ηk),

resulting in a time complexity of O(M · |Q ×R× P|).

5.5 Experimental Results

In our simulations, we choose an H.263+ codec to perform source coding, and

consider the QCIF Foreman test sequence at a frame rate of 30 fps. In all experiments,

we set RTT= 4TF , which is long enough to preclude retransmissions in this setting.

We use an RCPC code with generator polynomials (133, 171), mother code rate

1/2, and puncturing rate G = 4. This mother rate is punctured to achieve the 4/7,

2/3, and 4/5 rate codes. At the receiver, soft Viterbi decoding is used in conjunction

with BPSK demodulation. We present experiments on Rayleigh fading channels, and

the channel parameter is defined as SNR = a Eb

N0
, where a is the expected value of

the square of the Rayleigh distributed channel gain. In the simulations, the bit error

rates for the Rayleigh fading with the assumption of ideal interleaving were obtained

5Note that here we only discuss the time complexity for evaluating the dual given particular
Lagrange multipliers. The total time complexity depends on the number of times needed to find the
correct Lagrange multipliers.
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experimentally using simulations, as shown in Table 5.1. The method for simulation

can be found in [77,78].

SNR (dB) 2 6 10 14 18 22

cr=1/2 1.4 × 10−3 2.2 × 10−5 2.1 × 10−6 2.4 × 10−7 6.4 × 10−8 2.8 × 10−9

cr=4/7 1.1 × 10−1 5.3 × 10−4 4.1 × 10−5 1.1 × 10−5 3.8 × 10−6 1.3 × 10−6

cr=2/3 3.2 × 10−1 7.4 × 10−3 1.7 × 10−4 3.5 × 10−5 1.2 × 10−5 4.2 × 10−6

cr=4/5 4.2 × 10−1 4.0 × 10−2 6.6 × 10−4 1.1 × 10−4 3.6 × 10−5 1.2 × 10−5

Table 5.1: Performance of RCPC over a Rayleigh fading channel with interleaving
(cr denotes channel rate).

5.5.1 Video Transmission over Hybrid Wireless Networks

We first evaluate the performance of the proposed PFEC on a hybrid wire-

less network, which consists of both wired and wireless links. We fix the transmis-

sion power in this study. This is mainly due to the high computation complexity

in calculating (5.4) if all those operational components are included. In addition,

this simplified case allows us to better analyze the potential of the proposed PFEC

approach in providing UEP. For the transport-layer inter-packet FEC, we choose

Γ = {(9, 9), (11, 9), (13, 9), (16, 9)} as the available RS coding set. Longer blocks

not only complicate the computation of (5.3), but also introduce longer delays. The

transmission rate is set as RT = 360 kbps in all simulations of this subsection.

Product FEC vs. Link-Layer FEC

In this experiment, we compare the performances of two UEP systems: i) the

UEP product code FEC (UEP-PFEC) and ii) pure link-layer FEC (UEP-LFEC). The

goal is to illustrate the advantage of using PFEC. Both systems are UEP optimized
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using (5.4), where the PFEC system allows transport-layer RS coding but the LFEC

system does not. The two systems have the same energy and transmission delay

constraints.

We illustrate the performance of the two systems in Fig. 5.3, where we plot

the average decoded PSNR for various average SNR values in the wireless link and

packet loss rates α in the wired link. As shown in Fig. 5.3, with the above simulation

setup, when α is small, LFEC is close to PFEC. However, as the wired link gets worse,

PFEC starts to outperform LFEC by up to 2.5 dB. This improved performance is

due to the use of cross-packet protection in the transport layer. Table 5.2 shows how

link-layer FEC rates are selected in the two systems. As can be seen, as the channel

SNR improves, less link-layer protection is needed, i.e., higher channel rates are used.

Second, compared to the LFEC approach, the PFEC approach uses lower rate codes

of link-layer FEC because of the overhead from the transport-layer FEC. In addition,

we can see in the table that the link-layer FEC rates do not follow the change of α.

This implies that the link-layer FEC is apparently less efficient than transport-layer

FEC in reacting to packet losses in the wired link, because the link-layer FEC does

not provide inter-packet protection. Another observation from Fig. 5.3(a) is that

when α = 0, which corresponds to the case where the wired link is error free, the

inter-packet FEC in the transport layer becomes unnecessary and thus the optimized

PFEC is equivalent to LFEC.

UEP vs. EEP

In the second experiment, we illustrate the advantage of UEP by comparing

the performance of two PFEC systems: i) UEP product FEC (UEP-PFEC) and ii)
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Figure 5.3: (a) PSNR vs. α (b) PSNR vs. average channel SNR, for PFEC and
LFEC.
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Link-layer FEC rates Link-layer FEC rates
α SNR (dB) in percentage in UEP-PFEC in percentage in UEP-LFEC

cr=1/2 cr=4/7 cr=2/3 cr=4/5 cr=1/2 cr=4/7 cr=2/3 cr=4/5

6 28.9 68.9 0.7 1.5 94.8 5.2 0 0
8 26.7 5.2 68.1 0 63 8.9 28.1 0

0.1 10 3 0 89.6 7.4 28.9 0 71.1 0
12 0.7 0 80.8 18.5 7.4 0 91.1 1.5
16 0.7 0 23.7 75.6 0 0 80 20
6 54.1 45.9 0 0 91.1 8.9 0 0
8 17.8 10.4 71.8 0 47.4 11.9 40.7 0

0.2 10 2.2 0 97.8 0 23.7 0 76.3 0
12 2 0 98 0 3 0 94 3
16 1.5 0 11.8 86.7 0 0 60 40

Table 5.2: Link-layer FEC rates in percentage in the UEP-PFEC and UEP-LFEC
system (cr denotes channel rate).

EEP product FEC (EEP-PFEC). Both systems use a product FEC and are optimized

within (5.4). The difference is that the EEP system has fixed link layer FEC, while

the link layer FEC in the UEP system is optimally employed. For the two systems, we

plot in Fig. 5.4 the average decoded PSNR under different average channel SNR. It

can be seen that UEP-PFEC achieves the upper bound of all EEP-PFEC systems, and

outperforms the best of all EEP systems by around 0.2 dB at all channel conditions.

The gain comes from the higher flexibility of the UEP-PFEC approach, where link-

layer coding parameters can be optimally assigned to different packets to achieve UEP

for video packets that are of different importance.

5.5.2 Video Transmission over Wireless Links

In this study, we consider video transmission over a single wireless link. This

can be regarded as a special case of hybrid wireless networks where the wired link

is error and delay free. In the study above, we have shown that when the wired
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Figure 5.4: PSNR vs. average channel SNR (α=0.1), for UEP and EEP.

link has no errors (α = 0), transport-layer inter-packet FEC is not necessary; thus

it is omitted, which makes the computations much more efficient. The goal of this

subsection is to study the effectiveness of channel coding (intra-packet FEC) and

power adaptation in achieving the optimal UEP. We focus on the trade-off of the two

adaptation components.

Performance Comparison of JSCPA and RERSC Systems

In this experiment, we compare the performance of two systems: the proposed

framework in (5.5) with fixed channel coding rate, which is referred to as JSCPA (joint

source coding and power adaptation) system, and an RERSC (reference error resilient

source coding) system which uses a fixed channel coding rate and transmission power.

The transmission power levels can be adapted depending on the CSI and source
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content in the JSCPA system, but is fixed in the RERSC system. We refer to the

RERSC system as the reference system, and evaluate it under different channel SNR

(referred to as reference channel SNR) to generate the energy constraints for the

JSCPA system. Thus, the two systems have the same transmission delay constraints

and use the same amount of transmission energy.

We illustrate the performance of the two systems in Fig. 5.5(a), which shows the

average decoded PSNR for the Foreman sequence under different channel SNR when

RT = 360 kbps, and Fig. 5.5(b), where we plot the average decoded PSNR versus

transmission rate when the reference channel SNR is 12 dB. As shown in Fig. 5.5,

by adjusting the power levels, the JSCPA system achieves a significant gain over the

RERSC system. When the channel SNR is small, e.g., 8 dB, the gain can be as large

as 6 dB in PSNR. The gain comes from the higher flexibility of the JSCPA approach,

where the power level can be optimally assigned to different packets to achieve UEP

for video packets that are of different importance. In addition, from Fig. 5.5, we can

see that under some settings, JSCPA achieves little gain over RERSC [e.g., when the

channel SNR is 12 dB and the channel coding rate used is low, as shown in Fig. 5.5(b)].

This observation can help us assess the effective components in designing a practical

video streaming system. Table 5.3 shows how transmission power is optimally selected

for transmitting video packets in the proposed JSCPA system. The values inside

the parentheses denote the percentage of packets with transmission power level 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. Note that the power level parameters 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are

simplified substitutes for the actual transmission power values. The actual values are

proportional to those parameters.
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Figure 5.5: JSCPA vs. RERSC (a) PSNR vs. average channel SNR with RT = 360
kbps (b) PSNR vs. transmission rate with reference channel SNR be 12 dB (cr denotes
channel rate in the legend).
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Reference SNR (dB) 6 12 20

Channel rate=1/2 (2.4,18.5,73.9,5.1,0) (12.6,32.4,33.9,19.6,1.4) (62.3,0,12.9,0,24.8)
Channel rate=4/7 (18,0,14.3,66.1,1.6) (2.3,29.9,56.4,11.0,0.3) (10,35,39.2,13.4,2.3)
Channel rate=2/3 (40,0,0,13,47) (0.7,13.9,66.1,18.7.0.6) (11.6,10.8,69.1,6.9,1.6)
Channel rate=4/5 (45.8,0,0,0,54.2) (2,4.1,41.8,47.3,4.9) (8.2,31.5,43.8,15.3,1.3)

Table 5.3: Power level allocation of power level (1,2,3,4,5) in percentage in the JSCPA
system (the reference power level is 3).

Performance Comparison of JSCCPA and JSCPA Systems

In the second experiment, we compare the performance of the JSCCPA system

as in (5.4) and the JSCPA (joint source coding and power adaptation) system, in

which the channel coding parameter is fixed. Note that the two systems have the same

transmission delay and energy constraints, which are obtained from the corresponding

reference RERSC systems. For the two systems, we plot the average decoded PSNR

for the Foreman sequence under different channel SNRs when RT = 360 kbps in

Fig. 5.6(a) and at different transmission rates when the reference channel SNR is 12

dB in Fig. 5.6(b). It can be seen that the JSCCPA approach achieves the upper bound

of all JSCPA approaches. The gain comes from the higher flexibility of the JSCCPA

approach, where channel coding parameters can be optimally assigned to different

packets to achieve UEP. Table 5.4 shows how channel coding rates are selected by

the JSCCPA system. As can be seen, as the channel SNR improves, less channel

protection is needed.
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Figure 5.6: JSCCPA vs. JSCPA (a)PSNR vs. average channel SNR with RT = 360
kbps (b) PSNR vs. channel transmission rate with the reference channel SNR be 12
dB (cr denotes channel rate in the legend).
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Reference SNR (dB) 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Channel rate=1/2 96.2 67.7 41.2 19.6 6.7 4.7 1.0 1.6
Channel rate=4/7 3.8 31.9 57.3 69.6 61.3 35.0 17.8 5.6
Channel rate=2/3 0 0.4 1.5 10.8 31.3 57.7 73.9 69.6
Channel rate=4/5 0 0 0 0 0.7 2.6 7.3 23.2

Table 5.4: Channel coding rates in percentage in JSCCPA system.

5.6 Conclusions

We have studied cross-layer resource allocation for energy efficient video com-

munications over a hybrid wireless/wire-line network. The network resources are op-

timally allocated according to the joint source-channel coding and power adaptation

framework, where various error control components, such as error resilient source cod-

ing, transport-layer FEC, link-layer FEC, power adaptation and error concealment,

are jointly considered. Our focus is on the channel coding and power adaptation.

We first demonstrated the outstanding performance of the proposed PFEC

which can provide optimal UEP for video streams. Next, through simulations on

a hybrid wireless network, we showed that transport-layer FEC is not necessary if

the wired link has no error, based on our simulation setups. We also demonstrated

the advantage of jointly adapting the link-layer FEC and transmission power to the

varying wireless channel conditions. In addition, as another contribution, the pro-

posed algorithm, which is based on Lagrangian relaxation, can be used to tackle other

discrete optimization problems with two constraints.



Chapter 6

Joint Source Coding and Packet

Classification for Video

Transmission over DiffServ

Networks

Differentiated Services (DiffServ) is one of the leading architectures for providing

quality of service in the Internet. In this chapter, we consider the problem of trans-

mitting video over a DiffServ network, where the available error control components

include error resilient source coding, channel coding, QoS support in the transport

network and error concealment. We focus on the joint consideration of error resilient

source coding at the video encoder and differentiated QoS for each packet through

network-layer packet prioritized transmission. The encoding parameter selection and

packet classification are both used to manage end-to-end delay variations and packet

126
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losses within the network. Our goal is to minimize the total end-to-end distortion

while meeting cost and delay constraints, or, alternatively, to minimize the total cost

given the distortion and delay constraints.

6.1 Introduction

DiffServ is a Layer 3 (IP layer) approach for supporting QoS by discriminately

allocating resources to aggregated traffic flows according to service classes. Specif-

ically, each packet is assigned a priority tag (a DS “code-point”), indicating a QoS

class to which the packet belongs. Upon arriving at a router, a packet is queued and

forwarded based on its assigned class. As a consequence, a router can provide different

“per hop behaviors” to each aggregated traffic class. These per hop behaviors lead

to an end-to-end statistical differentiation between the QoS of each class [14,15,104].

The DiffServ network considered here uses pricing to achieve efficient network

resource utilization. This is based on the assumption that the service level can be pre-

specified in the service level agreement (SLA) between the ISP and the users [14,15].

In this setting, a cost is associated with each service class as specified in the SLA.

By adjusting the price for each service class, the network can influence the class that

a user selects. Typically, transmitting a packet with a higher priority service class

results in a higher cost but a better QoS (lower delay and loss probability). The sender

has to classify each packet according to its importance in order to better utilize the

available network resources.

Several related approaches have been discussed in the literature. In [128],

an adaptive packet forwarding mechanism is proposed for a DiffServ network where
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video packets are mapped onto different DiffServ service levels. However, the frame-

work in [128] does not incorporate video source coding decisions. The authors in [129]

present a rate-distortion optimized packet marking technique to deliver MPEG2 video

sequences (only INTRA frames were used in this work) in a DiffServ IP network. Their

goal is to minimize the bandwidth consumption in the premium class while achieving

nearly constant perceptual quality. This work is extended by taking into account

inter-frame motion compensation in [130]. Neither [129] nor [130] considers the selec-

tion of source coding parameters. In [62] and [9], cost-distortion optimized multimedia

streaming over DiffServ networks is studied. Although the proposed framework in [62]

and [9] is very general, it is based on pre-encoded media. Thus, the selection of en-

coding parameters is not considered. In addition, error concealment is not included.

The work presented in this chapter builds on the earlier work in [29], which considers

cost-distortion optimized streaming in a simpler setting. The main results of this

chapter have been published in [131,143].

We study the problem of joint adaptation of source coding and packet prior-

ity assignment in the resource-distortion optimization framework. In this work, we

consider the random network delay for each packet; this delay is managed through

selecting the source coding parameters and packet priority. More specifically, finer

quantizers lead to higher video reconstruction quality but longer delay (given the

same QoS class), which results in higher loss probability. In addition, the packet QoS

class also needs to be selected in a way to properly balance cost, delay, and video

quality. For example, packets that are hard to conceal but can be easily encoded

should use coarser quantizers and a higher QoS class. Packets that are easily con-

cealable can be sent using a lower QoS class. For packets that are hard to encode,
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the best choice may be a finer quantizer and a higher QoS. The goal is to minimize

the end-to-end distortion subject to cost and delay constraints, or alternatively, to

minimize the overall cost given end-to-end distortion and delay constraints. Such a

goal is achieved through joint selection of source coding parameters and QoS classes

to optimally balance the received video quality and the overall cost.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 6.2, we describe the

encoder buffer behavior model used in this work for DiffServ. In Sect. 6.3, we present

problem formulations for both the minimum distortion approach and the minimum

cost approach. Section 6.4 provides a detailed description of the algorithm used to

solve the optimization problem. Simulation results and discussion are reported in

Sect. 6.5. We draw conclusions in Sect. 6.6.

6.2 Preliminaries

6.2.1 DiffServ Traffic Classes

Each video packet is classified into one of the available DiffServ traffic classes

before being transmitted over the network. There are several parameters associated

with each class. First, each class has a specified packet loss probability and a packet

delay distribution. These parameters may be specified in a service level agreement

(SLA) between the Internet service provider (ISP) and the users [15,128] or estimated

via feedback from the network (e.g., using RTCP). Also, each class is associated with

a price per bit transmitted. These prices can also be prespecified in an SLA and are

used by the service provider to achieve efficient network resource utilization.

Each class also has a “rate” constraint limiting the amount of traffic that can
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be sent in the class. This can again be specified in the SLA and enforced at the

ingress routers. Alternatively, the rate constraint could be estimated via feedback

from the network as in TCP-Friendly protocols [8,62]. In the experiments in Sect. 6.5

we use a model-based TCP-friendly congestion controller, where the throughput per

class is estimated using a stochastic TCP model based on the steady-state packet loss

probability and round-trip time [8,61,62]. Such rate constraints limit the throughput

per class over a specified time-scale. A user can ensure that its traffic confirms to this

constraint by using a traffic regulator, such as a Token Bucket algorithm.

In order to develop a tractable optimization model, we assume that all encoded

video packets (for every class) are transmitted FIFO from a single buffer. To model

the rate constraint in this setting, we assume that a higher level controller specifies an

effective rate, R(π) for each class π. When a packet containing B bits is transmitted,

the next packet cannot be sent until B/R(π) seconds later (independently of the class

of the next packet). Thus, in this context R(π) should not be interpreted as the rate

constraint for class π, but as a parameter that is adjusted by a congestion controller

to ensure that any rate constraint is satisfied over a longer horizon. The actual

transmission time of the packet will be B/Rl, where Rl is the link transmission rate

which is typically much greater than R(π). Thus B/R(π) − B/Rl is the time during

which the transmitter is idle (this models, for example, the time the transmitter

must wait for a token to be available with a Token Bucket regulator). During a given

interval of time, this ensures that the average rate of packets in class π is upper

bounded by R(π), where this bound is approached if every packet is in class π. When

packets are sent from multiple classes over a time-interval, then the upper bound

R(π) may not be met, due to the transmission of packets from the other classes. If
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the rate constraint for a given class is not met, then the higher level controller can

adjust the effective rate for that class for future frames (depending on the time-scale

over which the rate constraint is defined).

An alternative model would be to view the system as having one transmission

buffer for each class, where each buffer is served at the effective rate for that class.

Though, in principle, the following framework can be extended to this setting, there

are two difficulties with this approach: First, the packets in the actual system are

all transmitted over the same link, which a multiple buffer model does not capture.

Second and more importantly, the complexity of the resulting optimization problem

increases exponentially with the number of queues and quickly becomes intractable.

The single buffer model greatly simplifies the problem and also has the benefit of

ensuring that all packets are more evenly spaced out over time. Also, we emphasize

that we are discussing the optimization model. The actual system need not transmit

packets in this manner, as long as the model provides a bound on the resulting

performance.

6.2.2 Encoder Buffer Behavior Model

As discussed in Sect. 6.2.1, when leaving the encoder buffer, packets are trans-

mitted at the link transmission rate, Rl, but the transmitter is required to idle accord-

ing to the effective transmission rate of the given service class. Thus, from the point

of view of the controller, we model packets from each QoS class, πk, as being actually

transmitted at the effective transmission rates, R(πk). Thus, a packet containing Bk

bits has an effective transmission time of Bk/R(πk), as shown in Fig. 6.1. 1

1Note, in calculating the delay, we assume that the idle time occurs before the actual packet
transmission. The model could easily be modified for the case where the idle time follows the packet
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Figure 6.1: Model of packet transmission behavior in the encoder buffer. The length
of each block corresponds to the transmission time of the packet.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the buffer delay calculation for each packet. The top arrows
indicate the time at which a packet arrives at the encoder buffer, the lower arrows
indicate the time at which the packet departs (including transmission time).

Next, based on this model, we specify the maximum allowable network delay

for each packet, τ(k), i.e., if the network delay ∆Tn(k) > τ(k), the packet will be

lost due to excessive delay. Let w(k) be the waiting time in the encoder buffer for

the k-th packet before it is transmitted. The encoder buffer delay (waiting time plus

transmission delay) for the k-th packet ∆Teb(k) can be written as

∆Teb(k) = w(k) +
Bk(µk)

Rk(πk)
, (6.1)

where Bk(µk) and Rk(πk) are the packet length in bits and the transmission rate in

bits per sec for packet k respectively. The k-th packet has a particular class πk ∈ Π

transmission.
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and coding parameter µk ∈ Q, where Π and Q are the set of available service classes

and source coding parameters, respectively. Based on the discussion in Sect. 2.1.2,

from (2.3), the maximum allowable network delay for packet k is then

τ(k) = Tmax − w(k) −
Bk(µk)

Rk(πk)
. (6.2)

As shown in Fig. 6.2, the waiting time for the k-th packet can be recursively calculated

as

w(k) = w(k − 1) +
Bk−1(µk−1)

Rk−1(πk−1)
− Tp, (6.3)

where the constant Tp is the processing time for both encoding and decoding a packet.

6.3 Problem Formulation

The first problem we consider is how to provide the best video quality (mini-

mum end-to-end distortion) for given cost and delay constraints. We refer to this as

the “minimum distortion problem”. This problem can be formulated as

min
{µ∈Q,π∈Π}

M
∑

k=1

E[Dk(µ,π)]

s.t.
M
∑

k=1

ck(πk)Bk(µk) ≤ C
(i)
0

M
∑

k=1

Bk(µk)/Rk(πk) ≤ T
(i)
0 ,

(6.4)

where ck(πk) is the cost per bit of the k-th packet, M is the number of packets in a

frame, C
(i)
0 and T

(i)
0 are the total cost constraint and transmission delay constraint

for the i-th frame, respectively. We use µ = {µ1, µ2, ..., µM} and π = {π1, π2, ..., πM}

to denote the coding parameters and QoS classes for all the packets in a frame,
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respectively. The transmission delay constraint can be obtained from a higher-level

rate controller, and may vary from frame to frame depending on how difficult it is

to encode. Assuming T
(i)
rc is the corresponding transmission delay budget for the i-th

frame, T
(i)
0 can be recursively obtained as

T
(i)
0 =











T
(0)
rc if i = 0

T
(i)
rc + T

(i−1)
0 −

∑M
k=1

B
(i−1)
k

(µk)

R
(i−1)
k

(πk)
if i ≥ 1

, (6.5)

where B
(i−1)
k and R

(i−1)
k denote the bits and transmission rate for the k-th packet in

frame i − 1 (Notice that for simplicity, we have not been using the frame index for

Bk and Rk in the remaining of the chapter.) Therefore, the smaller the transmission

delay for a frame, the greater the time left for the next one to reach the receiver

before the deadline set by the rate controller.

An alternative way to provide the most efficient service at a given cost af-

fordable to the client is to minimize the expected end-to-end distortion with given

cost constraint and transmission delay constraint. This problem is referred to as the

“minimum cost problem”. Formally we consider

min
{µ∈Q,π∈Π}

M
∑

k=1

E[ck(πk)Bk(µk)]

s.t.
M
∑

k=1

E[Dk(µ,π)] ≤ D
(i)
0

M
∑

k=1

Bk(µk)/Rk(πk) ≤ T
(i)
0 ,

(6.6)

where C
(i)
0 and T

(i)
0 are the cost constraint and transmission delay constraint for the i-

th frame, respectively. Similar to the minimum cost approach, T
(i)
0 can be recursively

obtained from (6.5) to meet the deadline for each frame set by rate controller. Note

that (6.6) is a dual problem of (6.4), thus can be solved in the same fashion.
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6.4 Solution Algorithm

In this section, we present a solution approach for the minimum distortion prob-

lem in (6.4) based on Lagrangian relaxation and deterministic dynamic programming.

The minimum cost problem can be solved in the same fashion.

6.4.1 Lagrangian Relaxation

First, by introducing Lagrange multipliers λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0 for the cost and

delay constraints, respectively, the constrained problem (6.4) can be converted into

the unconstrained Lagrangian problem as,

min
{µ,π}

L(µ,π, λ1, λ2) =
M
∑

k=1

{E[Dk] + λ1ck(πk)Bk(µk) + λ2Bk(µk)/Rk(πk)} (6.7)

The solution of (6.4) can be obtained, within a convex hull approximation, by solving

(6.7) with the appropriate choice of Lagrange multipliers, λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0. This

can be accomplished by using a variety of methods such as cutting-plane methods,

sub-gradient methods [142], or our proposed algorithm in Chapter 5. The solution

usually has high computational complexity to tackle such an optimization problem

with two Lagrange multipliers.

Alternatively, according to Theorem 1 (see Appendix A), by using only one

Lagrange multiplier λ ≥ 0 for the cost constraint, (6.4) can be converted to

min
{µ,π}

M
∑

k=1

{E[Dk(µ,π)] + λck(πk)Bk(µk)}

s.t.
M
∑

k=1

Bk(µk)/Rk(πk) ≤ T
(i)
0

(6.8)
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With an appropriate λ ≥ 0, (6.4) can be solved within a convex hull approximation

by solving (6.8). Since the objective function in (6.8) is a typical Lagrangian with

one Lagrange multiplier, the appropriate λ ≥ 0 can be found by using the bi-section

iterative search or other fast search algorithms, according to Theorem 2 and 3 (see

Appendix A) [37, 136]. It is worth noting that although (6.8) involves only one

Lagrange multiplier, it does not mean that (6.8) is always easier to solve than (6.7)

[Actually, in most cases, (6.8) is harder to solve than (6.7).] This is because extra

dependency may be introduced by the constraint in (6.8) compared with (6.7), which

complicates the optimization. However, if the extra dependency due to the constraint

can be reduced, the advantage in solving (6.8) instead of (6.7) may be significant.

For simplicity, let D(k), C(k), and T (k) denote the expected distortion, cost

and transmission delay, for packet k, respectively. The Lagrangian in (6.8) can be

expressed as L(µ,π, λ) =
∑M

k=1 J(k), where J(k) = D(k) + λC(k).

Next, we consider evaluating J(k) = D(k)+λC(k). Note that this Lagrangian

is not separable because the distortion, D(k), depends on the encoding modes and

QoS classes chosen for the previous packets. From (2.9), (2.7), and (6.8), the cost of

each packet J(k) is a function of πk, µk, τ(k) and E[DL,k]. As shown in (6.2), τ(k) is

a function of w(k). In addition, w(k) is recursively calculated from (6.3). Therefore

we have

J(k) = J(µ1, π1, ..., µk−1, πk−1, µk, πk), (6.9)

i.e., the cost of each packet depends not only on its own coding and priority decision

but also on the decisions for all previous packets. Ignoring the delay constraint, opti-

mizing
∑M

k=1 J(k) can be done via dynamic programming as in the previous chapters.
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However, because of the dependencies involved, this essentially results in an exhaus-

tive search through all quantizers and priority choices. The time complexity of such a

search is O(|Π×Q|M) [136]. Although tree pruning techniques may be used in some

cases, e.g., if the unconstrained problem satisfies monotonicity, the complexity reduc-

tion is still very limited [37]. In addition, the dependency caused by the transmission

delay constraint makes the DP problem more complicated, i.e., fewer branches can

be pruned during the tree construction.

In the next section, we present a different DP algorithm, in which the packet

waiting time w(k) is used as part of the state description. This allows us to reduce

the dependencies in both the objective function (the Lagrangian) and the constraint

function in (6.8), making the proposed algorithm much more efficient.

6.4.2 DP Solution

As shown in (2.7), the error concealment scheme introduces dependencies be-

tween packets. Specifically, for the particular error concealment scheme discussed in

Sect. 2.3.6, E[DL,k] depends on the prediction mode (INTRA/SKIP or INTER) and

QoS class πk−1, for the previous packet, through the calculation of ρk−1 and E[DC,k],

as shown in (2.15). With the introduction of the packet waiting time w(k), the cost

of the k-th packet can be described as

J(k) = J(µk−1, πk−1, µk, πk, w(k)). (6.10)

If we evaluate the objective function with respect to w(k), evaluating the Lagrangian

J(k) in (6.10) will be much more efficient than in (6.9), due to the reduced dependen-

cies. Note that E[DL,k] does not depend on which quantization parameter is used for
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the previous packet. This characteristic can be employed in an efficient tree-pruning

algorithm.

Next, we discuss the dependency introduced by the transmission delay con-

straint in (6.8). Recall that now we are evaluating the DP problem with respect to

the system state, w(k). Let s(k) be the accumulated transmission delay

s(k) =
k
∑

j=1

T (j), for k = 1, ...,M. (6.11)

The constraint (6.8) can be rewritten in terms of s(k), using the fact that s(k) =

s(k − 1) + T (k). Thus, the accumulated transmission delay up to packet k depends

on which path is selected from state 1 to state k − 1 only through s(k − 1) and the

transmission delay for packet k, T (k). The constraint in (6.8) is then rewritten as

s(k) ≤ T0, for k = 1, ...,M, (6.12)

where for simplicity, we have ignored the frame index, i.e., T0(i) = T0. Recall that in

our solution, the system state includes the packet waiting time. Equation (6.3) can

now be written as

w(k) = w(k − 1) + T (k − 1) − Tp = w(1) +
k−1
∑

j=1

T (j) − (k − 1)Tp

= w(1) + s(k − 1) − (k − 1)Tp, for k = 2, ...,M + 1.

(6.13)

Therefore, w(k) and s(k−1) have a one-to-one correspondence, and so the dependency

in the constraint in (6.8) can be removed by using w(k) as part of the system state.

Based on (6.13), (6.12) can be expressed in terms of w(k) as

w(k + 1) − w(1) + kTp ≤ T0, for k = 1, ...,M. (6.14)
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From the above observations, we propose a DP solution of (6.8) based on the use of

w(k) as part of the system state. Our approach is based on a similar technique used

in [127].

Since w(k) ∈ [0, Tmax] is real-valued, the resulting state space is infinite. For

computational complexity consideration, we quantize w(k) into a set of NW values,

W = {w0, w1, ..., wNW−1}, with wi = (iTmax)/(NW − 1). Finer quantization of w(k)

leads to a better approximation of the optimal solution, at the cost of more computa-

tions. The effect of this approximation is to restrict the set of feasible choices for each

system state. Therefore, the resulting solution will be a conservative approximation

to the optimal solution. The optimization problem can now be re-formulated as

min
{u(k)∈U(w(k))}

M
∑

k=1

Jk =
M
∑

k=1

J(µk−1, πk−1, µk, πk, w(k))

s.t. U(w(k)) =

{

u(k) ∈ Π ×Q : 0 ≤
Bk(µk)

Rk(πk)
+ w(k) − Tp ≤ Tmin

}

,

(6.15)

where Tmin = min (Tmax, T0 + w(1) − kTp) and U(w(k)) is the set of feasible choices,

for the k-th packet at state w(k).

Figure 6.3 depicts the directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the state diagram. In

this diagram, three stages corresponding to packets k-1 to k+1 are shown. At each

stage, the possible system states2 are represented by an encoder buffer waiting time

(NW =4 in this example). Each branch in the graph corresponds to a choice from

U(w(k)) for the packet from which the branch starts. For each choice of u(k) ∈

U(w(k)), the cost incurred for packet k is given by (6.15). Note that for a given

branch, e.g., the branch starting from w3 at packet k and ending at w2 at packet

k + 1, the cost associated with this branch is unknown until the encoding mode µk−1

2To be precise, the system state at the k-th stage includes µk−1 and πk−1, but we suppress this
to simplify our discussion.
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Figure 6.3: DAG of state diagram.

and QoS class πk−1 of packet k−1 is known. The optimization is achieved by choosing

the path through the trellis with the minimum cost among all feasible paths.

Due to the special structure of the objective function of (6.15), the relaxed

problem can be solved using techniques from forward DP (i.e., the Viterbi algorithm).

From the DP recursion, the M -dimensional optimization problem, which has time

complexity O(|Π × Q|M), is reduced into M 3-dimensional optimization problems,

where M is the number of packets in a frame [136]. Notice that in (6.10), for each

w(k), there are at most |Π × Q| possible choices for (µk−1, πk−1) and also |Π × Q|

choices for (µk, πk). Thus, the complexity in evaluating (6.15) is O(M · |W|·|Π×Q|2).

In addition, because the cost associated with a branch depends only on the prediction

mode and QoS class of its previous packet, the solution can be further simplified by

using the following tree pruning algorithm, as described next.
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6.4.3 Proposed Tree Pruning Technique

First, we start from the first packet in a frame. Assume the initial system

state, which is the waiting time for packet 1, is w2. Then given all feasible choices

u(1) ∈ U(w(1)), costs of all possible branches can be decided. We next move to the

second packet. For all feasible choices u(2) ∈ U(w(2)) for the second packet, costs of

all possible branches can also be decided, because the prediction mode of each state for

packet 2 is already known. Then the costs for any feasible path starting from packet

1 ending at packet 3 can be calculated, which is the sum of the costs of the given

path. Note that we cannot employ a regular tree pruning at this stage [by regular, we

mean eliminating all choices of w(3) but the one emanating from each state of w(2)],

since the costs the next branch emanating from packet 3 depend on which path ends

at w(3). However, as discussed above, the future costs depend only on the prediction

mode chosen at this state and not on the quantization parameter. Therefore, for

all feasible branches u(2) ∈ U(w(2)) ending at the same state, we can prune out all

choices except the one with minimum cost associated with INTRA/SKIP mode and

the one with minimum cost associated with INTER mode for each QoS class. For

simplicity, only one branch with INTRA/SKIP and one with INTER mode are shown

in Fig. 6.4. Therefore, after pruning at this stage, the diagram will look like what is

shown in Fig. 6.4. The branches with the same line style belong to one path. For

each state of packet 3, there are at most 1 + |Π| incoming paths, one associated with

INTRA/SKIP mode for packet 2, and |Π| with INTER mode for each QoS class for

packet 2.

We then move forward to step 2, where we perform tree pruning between packet

k and packet k +1. Assume pruning is already done between packet k−1 and packet
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Figure 6.5: Tree pruning, step 2: move forward, prune branches between packet k
and k+1.
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Figure 6.6: Tree pruning, step 3: move backward: prune branches between packet
k − 1 and k.

k, i.e., for each state of packet k, there are at most 1 + |Π| incoming paths. Then for

each feasible choice u(k) ∈ U(w(k)), |Q × Π| costs need to be calculated. Similarly,

because the cost calculation of the future branch depends only on the prediction mode

for packet k, we perform tree pruning at this stage. For each state for packet k + 1,

at most 1 + |Π| paths for packet k are left after tree pruning, one associated with

INTRA/SKIP mode for packet k, and the other |Π| with INTER mode for each class

for packet k.

In the last step, we go back to check all the branches between packet k − 1

and packet k. Some branches left over from previous tree pruning may not be parts

of the survived paths. Thus we prune out all these invalid branches between packet

k − 1 and packet k. Figure 6.6 shows the remaining paths after pruning has been

completed for packet k and k + 1.
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In going through the above steps, starting from the first packet and moving

toward the final packet in a frame, we always keep at most (1 + |Π|) · |W| paths at

each stage of the DP algorithm. The optimal solution is thus obtained by forward

DP, where the time complexity3 is further reduced from O(M · |W| · |Π × Q|2) to

O(M · (1 + |Π|) · |W| · |Π ×Q|).

6.5 Experimental Results

In this section, we report experimental results that demonstrate the perfor-

mance of the proposed formulation. The packets can be transmitted at different

priorities specified as Π = {1, 2, 3, 4}, whose parameters are defined in Table 6.1.

Each class has a different transmission rate and loss probability. We choose these

parameters using a model-based TCP-friendly congestion controller as in [8,62]. The

network delay is modeled by the shifted Gamma distribution shown in (2.10). The

costs for each class are set proportional to the average throughput of the class, which

takes into account the transmission rate, probability of packet loss, and network delay

distribution. As for the quantizer set Q, we consider quantization steps {8, 12, 18, 24}

for INTRA mode, {4, 6, 8, 10} for INTER mode, and SKIP mode. We set Tmax = 333

milliseconds and NW = 300.

6.5.1 Reference Systems

To illustrate the advantage of jointly selecting the source coding parameters

and QoS class, we use a reference system where only one QoS class is available. In

3Note the pruning itself has a complexity of O(M · |W × Π ×Q|).
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class 1 2 3 4

probability of packet loss 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.001
transmission rate (kbps) 210 280 350 420
cost(microcents per kilobits) 25 50 75 100
γ (milliseconds) 40 30 20 10
n 2 2 2 2
α (1/milliseconds) 1/40 1/30 1/20 1/10
mean delay(milliseconds) 120 90 60 30

Table 6.1: Parameters of four service classes.

this reference system, source coding decisions are made to minimize the expected

end-to-end distortion subject to the transmission delay constraint, as shown below.

min
{µ∈Q}

M
∑

k=1

E[Dk(µ, πref )]

s.t.
M
∑

k=1

Bk(µk)/Rk(πref ) ≤ T
(i)
0 ,

(6.16)

where πref is the reference QoS class. The transmission delay constraint for the i-th

frame, T0(i), is recursively obtained as in (6.5). Since our focus here is not on rate

control, we set Trc(i) = 1/F seconds for all frames.

6.5.2 Experiments

In this subsection, we compare the proposed DiffServ approach, with multiple

QoS classes (6.4), to the reference system (6.16), which uses only one QoS class. We

consider four reference systems, each of which uses only one of the four service classes.

Each reference system generates a different optimized distortion D0(i), as well as the

corresponding cost C0(i) and delay T0(i). The results from reference systems are used

as constraints [C0(i) and T0(i) for the minimum distortion approach; D0(i) and T0(i)
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for the minimum cost approach] for the corresponding DiffServ system. In other

words, we are comparing the four reference systems with four different optimized

DiffServ systems, with matching constraints in each case.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of DiffServ approach with reference system: (a) Minimum
distortion approach (b) Minimum cost approach.

Next, we report our experimental results mainly based on the QCIF Foreman

sequence with a frame rate 30 fps. The results in using other sequences are briefly

reported at the end. First, we compare the proposed minimum distortion approach,

with multiple service classes, to the reference systems. We illustrate the performance

of the two systems in Fig. 6.7(a), which shows the average decoded PSNR for the

Foreman sequence (300 frames) averaged over 50 random channel error realizations

(We obtained almost identical results by considering the expected PSNR calculated

at the encoder.) The DiffServ approach outperforms the corresponding reference

systems by 1.06 dB, 0.76 dB, 1.31 dB, and 0 dB of average PSNR, respectively. We
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also compare the proposed minimum cost approach, with multiple service classes, to

the reference systems. This is shown in Fig. 6.7(b), where the average cost per frame

for the Foreman sequence is plotted. In this case, for the same distortion and delay,

the minimum cost approach has a cost saving of 23%, 18%, 20%, and 0%, over the

corresponding reference system, respectively. In our preliminary work [29], we have

observed similar performance gains using different parameters. Of course, different

choices of the parameter sets in Table 6.1 may result in different gains.
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Figure 6.8: One channel realization of minimum distortion approach (solid lines) and
reference system (dotted lines), with reference (a) class 1, (b) class 2, (c) class 3, (d)
class 4.

Next, we show the temporal behavior of these approaches for one channel error

realization. Figure 6.8 shows the PSNR per frame for one channel error realization of

the minimum distortion approach and its corresponding reference systems. Figure 6.9

shows the cost per frame for the minimum cost approach and its corresponding refer-

ence systems. In Fig. 6.10, the number of packets that the DiffServ approach allocates
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Figure 6.9: One channel realization of minimum cost approach (solid lines) and ref-
erence system (dotted lines), with reference (a) class 1, (b) class 2, (c) class 3, (d)
class 4.

to each service class is shown for each reference system.

As shown in these figures, the proposed DiffServ system, which jointly adapts

the source coding and packet classification, can significantly outperform an approach

which uses a fixed service class, except when the fixed class is class 4. When the

reference system is class 2 or 3, the performance gain is mainly due to the flexibility

in choosing the service class per packet. As shown in Fig. 6.10, the DiffServ approach

allocates a significant number of packets to each of the available service classes for

systems 2 and 3. If the reference system is class 1, the DiffServ approach still provides

significant gains. As shown in Fig. 6.10, nearly all packets are still assigned to class

1, although a few are assigned to the higher service classes. Even this slight flexibility

in priority assignment enables the DiffServ system to improve performance. This is
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Figure 6.10: Distribution of packet classification in the DiffServ system: (a) Minimum
distortion approach (b) Minimum cost approach.

because the packets that are assigned to higher QoS classes have smaller transmission

delays. As a result, the encoder buffer occupancy is reduced, and the probability of

packet loss due to excessive delay has less effect than if all packets are transmitted

at the slowest rate (class 1). Under this situation, the transmission delay constraint

is not always active in the optimization problem (6.4).

Unlike reference system 1, 2, and 3, the DiffServ approach does not provide any

gain over reference system 4. In this case, the reference system transmits all packets

at the highest QoS. Hence, the corresponding constraints are such that there is no

advantage in sending a packet at a lower service class; this will only result in longer

transmission delay and higher probability of loss. Therefore, as shown in Figs. 6.8-

6.10, the DiffServ approach ends up with the same solution as reference system 4.

Similar gains are obtained when the Akiyo, Container, Coastguard, and Mother and
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daughter sequences are tested, as shown in Table 6.2.

PSNR gains (dB) Cost savings
Sequence minimum distortion approach minimum cost approach

class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4

Foreman 1.06 0.76 1.31 0 23% 18% 20% 0%
Akiyo 0.92 1.91 0.82 0 31% 14% 12% 0%
Container 0.76 0.76 1.22 0 36% 16% 10% 0%
Coastguard 0.62 0.75 0.80 0 21% 19% 24% 0%
Mother and daughter 0.68 0.63 0.75 0 32% 11% 10% 0%

Table 6.2: Average PSNR gains and cost savings of the proposed DiffServ systems
compared with the corresponding reference systems (All sequences are in QCIF for-
mat, at 30 fps. Akiyo sequence has 100 frames, and each of the others has 300
frames.)

To conclude, the gains illustrated in the above experiments are mainly due to

the use of multiple QoS channels in the proposed system. Specifically, for packets that

are hard to conceal but easily encoded, the encoder tends to use coarser quantizers

and higher QoS. These packets usually correspond to high motion areas that can be

predicted from the previous frame. If such a packet is lost, it may be hard to conceal

since the associated motion vector is lost. For packets that are hard to encode, the

encoder may want to use a finer quantizer to reduce the quantization error and send

them with higher QoS as well. The associated cost in this case is relatively high.

These packets are usually hard to predict from the previous frame, and are therefore

difficult to conceal as well. Packets that are easier to conceal can be sent using a lower

QoS class. For these packets the cost is relatively low. In this way, the encoder can

select different quantizers and QoS classes in order to optimally balance the received

video quality and the overall cost.
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6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied the problem of real-time video transmission over

DiffServ networks, where the resource allocation involves the video encoder and net-

work layer. Specifically, the optimal cross-layer resource allocation is achieved by

jointly considering error resilient source coding and packet classification to maxi-

mize the network resource utilization. The optimization results in UEP for different

packets, giving more protection to the most important parts of the bitstream, thus

achieving the best video quality. Unlike the previous chapters, we consider the random

network delay in this work, where the end-to-end packet delay is adjusted through

provisioning the fullness of the encoder buffer to achieve optimal packet scheduling.



Chapter 7

Cross-Layer Resource Allocation

for Scalable Video Transmission

In this chapter, we consider cross-layer resource allocation using scalable video. Specif-

ically, in the Internet, we consider the problem of joint source-channel coding based

on the H.263+ codec [21]. We also present formulations for scalable video transmis-

sion over DiffServ networks and show some preliminary results. In wireless networks,

we study energy efficient wireless transmission based on the MPEG-4 FGS (Fine

Granularity Scalability) codec [144].

7.1 SNR Scalable Coding

Scalable coding is a coding method that produces an encoded sequence capable

of easily accommodating different bit rates. In order to generate a scalable bitstream,

two bitstreams, commonly named Base Layer (BL) and Enhancement Layer (EL),

152
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are produced. The EL may be composed of multiple layers. Due to the layered

representation, scalable coding is also called layered coding. The BL can be decoded

independently from the EL, and produces a low quality reconstruction of the video

sequence. Based on the BL, the more EL decoded, the higher quality reconstruction

can be achieved. Generally speaking, scalability consists of temporal, spatial, SNR

scalability and any their combinations. In this work, we focus on SNR scalability.

Scalable coding has inherent error resilience benefits, as different parts of a

scalable encoded stream have unequal contributions to the overall quality. When this

property is exploited in transmission, e.g., in a DiffServ network or when prioritized

FEC is employed, scalable video can maximize the perceived quality. Specifically, the

base layer bitstream can be transmitted with higher priority, guaranteeing a basic

quality of service, and the enhancement layer bitstreams can be transmitted with

lower priority, refining the quality of service. This approach is commonly referred to

as layered coding with transport prioritization [89]. Such an approach is especially

beneficial in the multicast and broadcast scenarios, where the constraints, such as

bit rate, display resolution, network throughput, and decoder complexity, cannot be

foreseen at the time of encoding. Rate scalable representations are therefore necessary

to allow adaptation to varying network throughput and different requirements of

receiver end users without requiring computation at the sender [1].

The wavelet representation provides a multi-resolution/multi-scale expression

of a signal with localization in both time and frequency. One of the advantages of

wavelet coder in both still image and video compression is that it is free of blocking

artifacts. In addition, it offers continuous data rate scalability.

During the last decade, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and subband
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transform have gained increased popularity in image coding due to the breakthrough

work of Shapiro [145], Said and Pearlman [146], JPEG2000 [147], and others. Re-

cently, there has also been active research applying the DWT to video coding [148–

155]. Among the above studies, 3D wavelet or subband video codecs have gained spe-

cial attention due to their inherent feature of full scalability [148,149,154,155], whereas

the coding efficiency is not satisfactory because of the inefficient temporal filtering.

A recent breakthrough comes from the technique of combining lifting techniques with

the 3D wavelet or subband coding [156, 157], which brings the standardization of

wavelet-based video coding on the corner.

The coding efficiency of 3D wavelet-based video coders still cannot compete

with the state-of-the-art DCT based coding. In addition, 3D codecs usually require

much more memory and introduce longer delay than 2D technologies. For these

reasons, in this work, we consider two popular DCT-based video coding standards

that support scalability: the H.263+ standard and the MPEG-4 FGS standard.

7.1.1 H.263+ SNR Scalability

In the H.263+ standard, Annex O supports SNR scalability [21]. Basically,

there are several types of frames associated with SNR scalability in H.263+, including

EI (enhancement I) type and EP (enhancement P) type. If the enhancement layer is

upwardly predicted from the lower layer, it is referred to as an EI picture. It is also

possible to create a modified bi-directionally predicted picture using both the prior

EI picture and the current lower layer picture. This type of picture is termed as an

EP picture. For both EI and EP pictures, upward prediction from the reference layer
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Figure 7.1: H.263+ SNR scalability

picture does not allow motion compensation. Only the forward prediction uses mo-

tion compensation. Therefore, to be reconstructed, EP pictures need motion vectors,

which can be obtained from motion estimation based on its temporal reference pic-

tures in the same layer (EI or EP). Note that the macroblock syntax of EI frames is

the same as that of P frames, and the macroblock syntax of EP frames is the same as

that of B frames. As for EI frames, an MB can be encoded by INTRA, UPWARD, or

SKIP; while for EP frames, an MB has the encoding modes of INTRA, FORWARD,

UPWARD, BIRECTIONAL, or SKIP. The dependency relationship of these types of

pictures is shown in Fig. 7.1.

7.1.2 MPEG-4 FGS

Fine Granularity Scalability and Fine Granularity Scalability Temporal (FGST)

Scalability have been proposed and adopted by MPEG-4 standard as a desired func-

tionality, especially for streaming video applications [158]. The major difference be-

tween FGS and traditional layered technique is its capability to achieve a smooth

transition between different bit rates. In MPEG-4 FGS, the BL behaves as a nor-

mal baseline MPEG-4 compressed bitstream. In the EL, the difference between the
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Figure 7.2: MPEG4 FGS and FGST

reconstructed BL and the original frame is first transformed using DCT. The DCT

coefficients are bit-plane coded, where each quantized DCT coefficient is considered

as a binary number of several bits, and is sent in an order starting from the most

significant bit-plane (MSBP) to the least significant bit-plane (LSBP). Note that to

reduce drift problem, the EL does not employ motion estimation/compensation. As

shown in Fig. 7.2, if the channel capacity is greater than the bit rate of the BL, Rmin,

there is no drift.

Due to its structure, the EL can be truncated into any number of bits within

each frame to provide partial enhancement proportional to the number of bits decoded

for each frame. In addition, to further support a wide range of bit rate with a scalable

bitstream, there is a need to combine FGS with temporal scalability so that not only

quantization accuracy can be scalable, but also temporal resolution. This technique

is called FGST, as shown in Fig. 7.2. Thus, FGS can provide flexible rate adaptation,
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complexity scalability, and easy resource adaptation, which make it suitable for real-

time video streaming. An good overview of applications enabled by MPEG-4 FGS

technology is given in [159].

7.2 Scalable Video Transmission over the Internet

In this section, we study the problem of joint source-channel coding for scalable

multicast video transmission over the Internet based on the H.263+ codec. In using

the resource-distortion optimization framework, we jointly consider error resilient

source coding, prioritized FEC, and error concealment.

Before presenting the formulations, we need to define the distortion for scalable

video. The overall distortion for a frame is defined as the sum of the distortions per

layer, where the distortion of the first layer is defined in a normal way as in (3.3) and

(2.7), and distortion at the higher layer is defined as the differential improvement due

to the inclusion of the specific layer in the reconstruction. Therefore, in the absence

of packet losses, only the distortion of the first layer is positive and the distortions

of all the other layers would be negative, since inclusion of these layers reduces the

overall distortion. Of course, it is possible that the distortion introduced by higher

layers may become positive in the presence of packet losses due to badly reconstructed

enhancement layers [74].

7.2.1 Problem Formulation

For simplicity, in this work, we consider transmitting a two-layer video to

multiple users through the Internet. Within this scenario, two problem formulations
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are presented as follows.

Formulation 1: The first formulation is based on the assumption that the

minimum bandwidth of users is known at the sender. The minimum bandwidth could

arise from the bandwidth of the last hop of a subscribed user, its low computation

capability for decoding, or its low display precision. In this case, the streaming

system first needs to adapt the BL to the minimum bandwidth, ensuring that all the

subscribed users can obtain a usable quality video. The rest of the bandwidth will then

go to the EL. Let subscript “b” and “e” denote BL and EL respectively. We use µ
(b) =

{µ
(b)
1 , µ

(b)
2 , ..., µ

(b)
M }(µ(e) = {µ

(e)
1 , µ

(e)
2 , ..., µ

(e)
M } ) and ν

(b) = {ν
(b)
1 , ν

(b)
2 , ..., ν

(b)
M }(ν(e) =

{ν
(e)
1 , ν

(e)
2 , ..., ν

(e)
M } ) to denote the source coding and channel coding parameters for the

M source packets in the BL (EL) for a frame, respectively. With transmission delay

constraints T
(b)
0 and T0 for the BL and whole frame, respectively, the transmission

delay constraints can be written as

T (b) =
M
∑

k=1

B
(b)
s,k(µ

(b)
k )/RT +

N(ν(b))−M
∑

k=1

B
(b)
c,k(ν

(b)
k )/RT ≤ T

(b)
0

and

T (e) =
M
∑

k=1

B
(e)
s,k(µ

(e)
k )/RT +

N(ν(e))−M
∑

k=1

B
(e)
c,k(ν

(e)
k )/RT ≤ T0 − T (b)

where B
(b)
s,k and B

(e)
s,k are the source bits for the k-th packet in the BL and EL, re-

spectively; B
(b)
c,k and B

(e)
c,k are the parity bits for the k-th packet in the BL and EL,

respectively; N(ν(b)) and N(ν(e)) are the total number of source and parity packets

in the BL and EL, respectively; and RT is the transmission rate.

In order to clearly represent the formulation, we merge the additional trans-

mission delay of the parity packets into their corresponding source packets, as shown
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below,

T (b) =
M
∑

k=1

B
(b)
k (µ

(b)
k , ν

(b)
k )/RT ≤ T

(b)
0

and

T (e) =
M
∑

k=1

B
(e)
k (µ

(e)
k , ν

(e)
k )/RT ≤ T0 − T (b)

where B
(b)
k and B

(e)
k are the total bits for the k-th packet that include the parity bits

associated with this source packet, in the BL and EL, respectively. Thus, we have

B
(b)
k (µ

(b)
k , ν

(b)
k ) = B

(b)
s,k(µ

(b)
k )/R

(b)
c,k(ν

(b)
k )

and

B
(e)
k (µ

(e)
k , ν

(e)
k ) = B

(e)
s,k(µ

(e)
k )/R

(e)
c,k(ν

(e)
k )

where R
(b)
c,k and R

(e)
c,k are the channel coding rate1 associated with the k-th source

packet in the BL and EL, respectively. The problem is then formally formulated as,

min
{µ(b),µ(e),ν(b),ν(e)}

M
∑

k=1

E[D
(b)
k (µ(b),ν(b))] +

M
∑

k=1

E[D
(e)
k (µ(b),µ(e),ν(b),ν(e))]

s.t. T (b) =
M
∑

k=1

B
(b)
k (µ

(b)
k , ν

(b)
k )/RT ≤ T

(b)
0

T (e) =
M
∑

k=1

B
(e)
k (µ

(e)
k , ν

(e)
k )/RT ≤ T0 − T (b).

(7.1)

By Assuming that the minimum available bandwidth among users is Rmin, the trans-

mission delay constraint for the BL can be calculated by T
(b)
0 = RminT0/RT .

Formulation 2: In the second formulation, we consider the case where the

subscribed users have a minimum requirement for their received video quality. Instead

of using all the estimated bandwidth for a single layer video, a safer way is to satisfy

1The channel coding rate is defined as the number of information bits per channel bit.
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the minimum quality requirement by the BL, leaving the rest bandwidth for the EL to

improve the perceived video quality as much as possible. This is because a single layer

video is usually much more sensitive to the varying channels, where packet loss may

cause dramatically decreased quality. However, when layered video is transmitted

with prioritized FEC protecting the BL better than the EL, it is very possible that

the BL can reach the end user with little packet loss, so that the minimum quality

requirement can be satisfied. Formally, the problem is formulated as,

min
{µ(b),µ(e),ν(b),ν(e)}

M
∑

k=1

E[D
(b)
k (µ(b),ν(b))] +

M
∑

k=1

E[D
(e)
k (µ(b),µ(e),ν(b),ν(e))]

s.t. E[D(b)] =
M
∑

k=1

E[D
(b)
k (µ(b),ν(b))] ≤ D

(b)
0

T (b) + T (e) =
M
∑

k=1

B
(b)
k (µ

(b)
k , ν

(b)
k )/RT +

M
∑

k=1

B
(e)
k (µ

(e)
k , ν

(e)
k )/RT ≤ T0

(7.2)

where D
(b)
0 is the distortion constraint for the BL, which corresponds to the minimum

quality requirement imposed by the application.

7.2.2 Implementation Issues

In order to clearly illustrate the concept, a different packetization scheme is

used in this work, where each packet has only one MB and every MB is therefore

independently decodable. Systematic RS codes are used to perform FEC. Packetiza-

tion scheme 1 described in Sect. 4.2.1 is employed in simulations, thus the channel

coding rate is fixed for all the packets in a layer of a frame (although it can still vary

from frame to frame).

For error concealment in the BL, the lost packet is concealed using the motion

vector of its preceding packet if available. Otherwise, the zero motion vector is used
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to perform the concealment. When a packet in the EL is lost, the decoder always

uses the “upward” concealment to replace the lost packet by the corresponding MB

in the BL of the same frame.

The expected distortion for the BL is calculated the same way as in (2.7). Due

to the different coding structures and error concealment strategies used for the EL,

we derive the detailed expressions for the expected distortion at the EL based on the

ROPE algorithm [84] given by Appendix B.

7.2.3 Sub-Optimal Solution

In this section, we present a solution approach for (7.1) and (7.2) based on

Lagrangian relaxation and deterministic DP.

With the use of Lagrange multiplier λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0, (7.1) can be converted

into an unconstrained problem shown as below,

min
{µ(b),µ(e),ν(b),ν(e)}

M
∑

k=1

E[D
(b)
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M
∑
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M
∑

k=1

B
(b)
k (µ

(b)
k , ν

(b)
k )/RT + λ2

M
∑
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B
(e)
k (µ

(e)
k , ν

(e)
k )/RT ,

(7.3)

which is

min
{µ(b),µ(e),ν(b),ν(e)}

M
∑

k=1

{

E[D
(b)
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(e)
k (µ

(e)
k , ν

(e)
k )/RT

}

.

(7.4)

The same as above, formulation 2 in (7.2) can be converted into an unconstrained
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problem as shown below:

min
{µ(b),µ(e),ν(b),ν(e)}
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(7.5)

which is

min
{µ(b),µ(e),ν(b),ν(e)}

M
∑

k=1

{

(1 + λ1)E[D
(b)
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k )/RT
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(7.6)

Note that the Lagrangians above are not separable, due to the dependency

within each layer and between the layers. There are two explanations for such de-

pendency: 1) in the BL, the distortion for the k-th packet, E[D
(b)
k ], depends on the

encoding modes and FEC parameter chosen for the previous packets; 2) in the EL, the

distortion E[D
(e)
k ] depends on the encoding parameter for the corresponding packet

in the BL. In addition, there are two Lagrange multipliers involved, which makes the

problem even more complicated. Due to those reasons, we propose a sub-optimal

solution to tackle the problem of (7.1). Instead of directly solving (7.4), we break

up the dependency and sequentially minimize the two terms of summation, as shown

below,

BL: min
{µ(b),ν(b)}

M
∑

k=1

{

E[D
(b)
k (µ(b),ν(b))] + λ1B

(b)
k (µ

(b)
k , ν

(b)
k )/RT

}

EL: min
{µ(e),ν(e)}

M
∑

k=1

{

E[D
(e)
k (µ(b),µ(e),ν(b),ν(e))] + λ2B

(e)
k (µ

(e)
k , ν

(e)
k )/RT )

}

.

(7.7)
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The good news is that in each of the optimization problems above, there is only one

Lagrange multiplier involved. In addition, because the encoding of BL itself does not

depend on that of EL, and a better BL usually leads to a better quality of the overall

frame, (besides, a better BL leads to a better reconstruction of the next frame, which

is a property not fully captured by this formulation), it is reasonable to believe that

the sub-optimal solution would be very close to the optimal one, but with greatly

reduced computational complexity.

Next we discuss the solution of (7.7). As the expressions for the BL and EL

are in the same form, they are solved in the same way. Thus we only discuss one, and

the subscript “b” and “e” are ignored. In addition, for simplicity, the channel codes

for one layer are fixed for all the packets in this layer. Then the problem we need to

solve is shown as below,

min
{µ,ν}

M
∑

k=1

Jk(µ,ν) = min
{µ,ν}

M
∑

k=1

{E[Dk(µ,ν)] + λBk(µk, νk)/RT} (7.8)

The above unconstrained minimization problem is equivalent to

min
{ν}

M
∑

k=1

Jk(µ
∗|ν) = min

{ν}

{

min
{µ}

M
∑

k=1

Jk(µ,ν)

}

, (7.9)

which can be solved in two steps: optimal mode selection given the source bit rate

constraint, and optimal bit allocation between the source coding and channel coding

given the total transmission bit rate constraint.

After an error concealment strategy is chosen, the mode selection for each

MB only depends on the encoding of its previous MB. Therefore, dependency is

constrained within one row. With Kr and N denoting the number of MBs in a row
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and the number of rows in a frame, respectively, (7.9) can be decoupled into

min
{ν}

{

min
{µ}

M
∑

k=1

Jk(µ,ν)

}

= min
{ν}

{

N
∑

r=1

min
{µ}

Kr
∑

k=1

Jk(µ,ν)

}

, (7.10)

where minimization is independently performed within each row. This relaxed prob-

lem can be efficiently solved using DP. The same as formulation 1, a sub-optimal

solution of formulation 2 is presented below:

BL: min
{µ(b),ν(b)}

M
∑

k=1

{

(1 + λ1)E[D
(b)
k (µ(b),ν(b))] + λ2B

(b)
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(b)
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k )/RT

}

EL: min
{µ(e),ν(e)}

M
∑
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{
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k (µ

(e)
k , ν

(e)
k )/RT

}

.

(7.11)

which can be solved in the same way presented for the formulation 1, since it has the

same form as (7.7).

7.2.4 Experimental Results

The simulation is based on the H.263+ SNR scalable codec [21]. The test

sequence is QCIF Foreman with frame rate 30 fps. The channel transmission rate is

360 kbps (not to be confused with the channel capacity – the theoretical maximum

transmission rate at which information passes error free over the channel; channel

transmission rate is obtained from the estimated channel capacity), with 180 kbps for

the BL and 180 kbps for the EL.

This experiment is to calculate the R-D bound of the proposed scheme, which is

obtained based on the assumption that the encoder has accurate estimation of channel

capacity. The BL and EL bitstreams are transmitted to the same network, thus they

present the same probability of packet loss before error recovery. To illustrate the
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Figure 7.3: One realization of the four schemes (transmission rate: 360 kbps; channel
capacity: 306kbps).
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Figure 7.4: R-D bounds of the four schemes (transmission rate is 360 kbps, with 180
kbps for the BL and the EL respectively for a double layer video).
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Channel capacity (kbps) 216 270 288 306 324 360

Protection ratio at BL 0.50 0.33 0.28 0.21 0.15 0
Protection ratio at EL 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.02 0

Table 7.1: Protection ratio for scheme 4 (transmission rate: 360 kbps, with 180 kbps
for the BL and the EL respectively).

effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we consider the classical approaches as the

reference systems, where source coding is performed without taking into account

channel errors and thus channel coding is used. Four schemes are compared: i)

classical optimized non-scalable scheme (without taking into account the channel error

and without using channel coding); ii) classical optimized double-layer scheme; iii)

proposed optimized scheme applied on single-layer video; and iv) proposed optimized

scheme applied on double-layer video.

Figure 7.3 shows a realization of the above four schemes in terms of PSNR

versus frames, where the transmission rate is 360 kbps, and the channel capacity 306

kbps. Figure 7.4 depicts the R-D bounds of the four schemes. It can be seen from

Fig. 7.4 that scheme 3 and 4 outperform schemes 1 and 2 by 0-8.5 dB and 0-6.5 dB,

respectively. Scheme 3 has higher PSNR than that of scheme 4. This makes sense

because when the encoder can be tailored accurately to the channel, non-scalable

methods can achieve better performance than scalable ones due to the redundancy of

layered approaches at the source coding and the overhead of packet headers. However,

this does not mean that non-scalable methods are superior to scalable ones, because

when the encoder cannot adapt to the channel accurately, the scalable method is more

robust to a wide range of channel variations, which we will show later in this chapter.

Another observation from this experiment is that, although we did not explicitly use
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UEP for the BL and the EL, the optimization automatically results in UEP. As shown

in Table 7.1, the protection ratio for the BL is always higher than that for the EL.

It is achieved by using error concealment at the decoder, which renders the EL more

robust to the packet loss than the BL. This is because if a packet in the EL is lost, it

can be concealed from the BL of the same frame, while if a packet in the BL is lost,

it can only get concealment from the previous frame. In addition, as the channel gets

worse, the encoder will allocate more resources to protect the bitstream.

7.3 Scalable Video Transmission over DiffServ Net-

works

As discussed before, scalable video has inherent error resilience benefits when

the layered source bitstream can be applied with prioritized transmission. FEC is

one method supporting prioritized transmission at the application layer. DiffServ is

another method implemented in the network layer to support prioritized transmission

from the transport network. FEC depends on the accurate estimation of the channel

state, because inaccurate estimation will result in inappropriate protection levels,

which usually leads to poor performance, e.g., over-protection or under-protection.

However, in DiffServ, the SLA assures the user of the channel information, such as

bandwidth, probability of packet loss, delay, etc. Therefore, in this case, the benefits

of layered coding can be realized through marking packets from different layers with

different QoS level.

Parallel to formulation 1 and 2 above, we have the formulations for scalable
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video transmission over a DiffServ network as below:

min
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(7.12)

where π
(b) = {π

(b)
1 , π

(b)
2 , ..., π

(b)
M } and π

(e) = {π
(e)
1 , π

(e)
2 , ..., π

(e)
M } are the vectors of

service class parameters for the M packets in a frame for the BL and EL respectively,

C0 is the cost constraint, and T0 is the transmission delay constraint.

For simplicity, in this study, we assume that only two service classes are avail-

able: a premium one and a regular one. We next present the simulation results based

on formulation 1.

7.3.1 Experimental Results

This experiment is to compare the performance of the double-layer video de-

liver to the single-layer video delivery in a channel with wide range channel capacity

variations, based on the assumption that the estimated channel capacity may be dif-

ferent from the true capacity. This usually happens due to the delay in the feedback

for estimation and time-varying channel states. For simplicity, we assume that an

ideal DiffServ network is employed to perform UEP for BL and EL. Under this as-

sumption, assuming the channel capacity is C, the packet loss probabilities can be
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Figure 7.5: Scalable vs. non-scalable video (double layer video is tuned to the esti-
mated rate of 270 kbps)

calculated as ρ(b) = max{0, 1 − C/R(b)}, ρ(e) = max{0, min{1, 1 − (C − R(b))/R(e)}}.

That is, if C is greater than R(b), then the loss rate of the BL, ρ(b), is zero, and the

packet loss only occurs in the EL. No channel coding is used in this experiment.

In Fig. 7.5, we plot the simulation results in terms of average PSNR vs. channel

capacity. For double layer video, we calculate the overall PSNR. The source coding

is optimized to the estimated channel capacity, which is 270 kbps in the experiment,

using the proposed framework (7.12). Single layer videos are encoded at different

rates, as shown in the figure. Each curve corresponds to one realization of one encoded

bitstream at different channel capacities. The sharp dropping appears when the

channel capacity is lower than the generated source bit rate, which corresponds to

over estimation. It is clear that double layer video usually degrades more gracefully

than single layer video with a wide range of channel capacities, due to its flexibility
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in allowing bit rate allocation to BL and EL and in performing UEP.

7.4 Scalable Video Transmission over Wireless Net-

works

In this section, we study the cross-layer resource allocation problem for energy

efficient wireless video communications based MPEG-4 FGS video. This work inves-

tigates the transmission of FGS video over wireless links, using power management

to provide UEP for the video bitstream.

With regard to related work, UEP between the BL and the EL using different

techniques, such as ARQ and FEC, has been studied in [160]. The application of

UEP within the EL of FGS bitstream is first considered in [161], where the frame-

grained loss protection (FGLP) framework is introduced. Based on that framework,

a “degressive” protection algorithm (DEP) is presented in [96] for the optimal pro-

tection of the EL using FEC. In [162], an R-D optimized UEP problem is studied

for Progressive FGS (PFGS) over wireless channels using prioritized FEC for the BL

and the EL. A similar problem is studied in [46] to minimize the processing power

for PFGS video with given bandwidth and distortion constraints.

In this work, we consider the transmission of an MPEG-4 FGS video sequence

over a single wireless channel for a single user. For simplicity, we assume that the BL

is already encoded and can be transmitted without errors. By optimally allocating

transmission power to the different packets in the EL, our objective is to minimize

the end-to-end distortion with given transmission power and bit rate constraints.
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7.4.1 Problem Formulation

Assume that the BL is always correctly received and its resultant distortion is

D(b). In this case, the total distortion is D(b) −E[∆(e)], where E[∆(e)] is the expected

distortion improvement introduced by jointly decoding the BL and all the correctly

received EL packets. If we assume that each packet can be successfully decoded only

if this packet and all the previous EL packets are correctly received, we can write

E[∆(e)] as:

E[∆(e)] =
L
∑

l=1

l
∏

i=1

(1 − ρ
(e)
i )∆l, (7.13)

where L is the number of packets in the EL, ρ
(e)
i is the loss probability for the i-th

packet, and ∆l is the distortion improvement introduced by successfully decoding

packet l and all its previous EL packets.

With the given maximum amount of energy E0 for the frame, our goal is

to determine how to allocate the available power in a way to minimize the overall

distortion, shown as follows,

min
{P (e)

l
}

{

D(b) − E[∆(e)]
}

s.t. E
(e)
tot = E0,

(7.14)

where Etot is the total energy used for transmitting the EL. It can be written as

E
(e)
tot =

L
∑

l=1

B
(e)
l P

(e)
l

RT

(7.15)

where B
(e)
l is the number of bits in the l-th packet, P

(e)
l is the power used for trans-

mitting it, and RT is the channel transmission rate.
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7.4.2 Solution Algorithm

By introducing a Lagrange multiplier λ ≥ 0, the solution of the constrained

minimization problem can be found by solving the following unconstrained minimiza-

tion problem:

min
{P (e)

l
}
J = min

{P (e)
l

}

{

D(b) −
L
∑

l=1

l
∏

i=1

(1 − ρ
(e)
i )∆l + λ

L
∑

l=1

B
(e)
l P

(e)
l

RT

}

. (7.16)

Note that to reach the optimal solution, the first derivative of the cost function J

with respect to P
(e)
l must equal zero. After some simple manipulations, for j < L,

the following relationship must hold:

(

∂ρ
(e)
j

∂P
(e)
j

)−1

(1 − ρ
(e)
j ) =

(

∂ρ
(e)
L

∂P
(e)
L

)−1

(1 − ρ
(e)
L )

B
(e)
L

B
(e)
j

[

1 +
L
∑

l=j+1

L
∏

h=l

(1 − ρ
(e)
h )−1 ∆l−1

∆L

]

for j = 1, ..., L − 1.

(7.17)

The left side in the above expression represents the information related to the j-

th packet, which depends only on the power of the following packets, (j + 1) to L.

Readers are referred to [163] for the details of the derivations.

The average transmission power used by a modulation scheme directly affects

the probability of packet loss. We assume that the relationship between the prob-

ability of loss for the l-th packet ρ
(e)
l and the transmission power P

(e)
l is known at

the transmitter. This relationship can be defined using an analytical model of the

wireless channel or can be determined from empirical measurements. Based on the

channel model described in [73]:

ρ
(e)
j = 1 − e−k/P

(e)
j , (7.18)
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we can derive the following expression from (7.17):

(

P
(e)
j

)2

=
(

P
(e)
L

)2 B
(e)
L

B
(e)
j

[

1 +
L
∑

l=j+1

L
∏

i=l

ek/P
(e)
i

∆l−1

∆L

]

. (7.19)

Thus P
(e)
j (j = 1, ..., L−1) can be recursively calculated once P

(e)
L is known, as shown

above. In other words, for a given value of P
(e)
L , we can recursively calculate P

(e)
j

in terms of P
(e)
j+1, ..., P

(e)
L , and therefore obtain the resultant total energy based on

(7.15). The minimization problem (7.14) can then be solved by finding the value of

P
(e)
L that satisfies the energy constraint. A closed form solution is difficult to compute

analytically. Alternatively, a numerical method such as the bisection method can be

used.

Extensive experimental results using different types of packetization at different

channel transmission rates were presented in [163]. Simulations using the proposed

optimal power allocation algorithm outperformed the schemes based on equal energy

scheme and various empirical models by 0.24 dB to 1.48 dB based on the QCIF

Foreman test sequence.

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we extended our work in the previous chapters to scalable

video, i.e., we studied cross-layer resource allocation for scalable video transmission

in various network infrastructures. Specifically we studied i) JSCC for Internet video

transmission based on the H.263+ scalable codec; ii) JSCC for DiffServ video trans-

mission based on the H.263+ scalable codec; and iii) optimal power allocation for
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energy efficient wireless video transmission based on the MPEG-4 FGS codec. Sim-

ulation results showed that our schemes are able to adaptively allocate the available

network resources based on the transmission parameters and the layered source char-

acteristics, and consequently achieve better video quality.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

This dissertation is concerned with error control for real-time video transmission us-

ing the approach of cross-layer resource allocation. Specifically, we have focused on

the end system design. By assuming that the encoder can access the network resource

allocation parameters in the underling layers, our proposed resource-distortion frame-

work can be used to optimally allocate resources across layers in order to achieve the

best video quality.

In Chapter 3, we proposed a general resource-distortion optimization frame-

work to study the problem of joint source and network coding. This framework jointly

considers the available error control components in different network infrastructures

such as error resilient source coding, channel coding, power adaptation, packet clas-

sification, and error concealment to achieve the best video quality. The framework

focuses on the end system design for video transmission systems, and performs cross-

layer resource allocation to those layers that can be controlled and specified by the end
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system. Based on this framework, network resources can be optimally and dynami-

cally allocated in a way so that the end system is adaptive to the changing channel

conditions. Thus this framework is dependent on accurate CSI estimation and re-

quires increased protocol layer interaction. For actual applications of the framework,

three special cases have been extensively studied.

In Chapter 4, we studied cross-layer resource allocation for real-time video

transmission over the Internet. In this scenario, the available error control com-

ponents are error resilient source coding, channel coding and error concealment.

Among those error control components, we focused on application layer channel cod-

ing. We first studied application layer packetizations in providing FEC. Then we

introduced retransmission into the framework, and studied the performance of dif-

ferent channel coding scenarios such as pure FEC, pure retransmission, and hybrid

FEC/retransmission. We have shown that FEC and retransmission each can be opti-

mal depending on different network round-trip-time, channel loss rates, and channel

transmission rates. The application of hybrid FEC/retransmission produced better

results than the applications of only one of the two error control methods.

In Chapter 5, we studied cross-layer resource allocation for real-time video

transmission over energy efficient wireless networks. In this case, based on the as-

sumption that the physical layer is accessible and the transmitter power levels can

be specified by the encoder, the available error control components are error resilient

source coding, transport-layer FEC, link-layer FEC, power adaptation, and error con-

cealment. The study was carried out in a joint source-channel and power adaptation

(JSCCPA) framework, which is a special case of the resource-distortion optimiza-

tion framework. Our focus was on the channel coding and power adaptation. We
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first showed the superb performance of the proposed product FEC which can pro-

vide optimal UEP for video streams. Next, through simulations on a hybrid wireless

network, we showed that transport-layer FEC is not necessary if the wired link has

no error, based on our simulation setups. In addition, we showed the advantage of

jointly adapting the link-layer FEC and transmission power to the varying wireless

channel conditions. The study showed that although both channel coding and power

adaptation can be used to achieve prioritized protection, each has its effective work-

ing region. This observation can help assess the effectiveness of different adaptation

components in practical system design. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm, which

is based on Lagrangian relaxation, can be used to tackle other discrete optimization

problems with two constraints.

In Chapter 6, we studied joint source coding and packet classification for real-

time video transmission over DiffServ networks, which support QoS and thus provide

transport prioritization. The network delay is modeled by a random process and the

end-to-end packet delay is managed through provisioning based on the fullness of the

encoder buffer. By jointly adapting the source coding and packet classification, the

optimization results in UEP for different packets, giving more protection to the most

important parts of the bitstream, thus achieving the maximum video quality at the

receiver end. In addition, the solution algorithm presented in this chapter, which is

based on Lagrangian relaxation and system state discretion, can also be applied to

tackle a discrete optimization problem with two constraints, as an alternative to the

algorithm presented in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 7, we extended the formulations presented in Chapter 3 to scalable

video. We first studied the problem of joint source-channel coding for transmitting
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scalable video over the Internet based on an H.263+ SNR scalable codec. By jointly

optimizing the source coding parameters and the FEC, the optimization results in

UEP for the BL and the EL, achieving prioritized FEC for layered coding. In addition,

we studied the problem of optimal power allocation to different video packets based

on MPEG-4 FGS codec for energy efficient wireless video transmission.

A number of future directions naturally grow out of the work reported in this

dissertation. Specifically, we are interested in the following studies.

First, a series of other important considerations should be included into the

general framework. For example, rate control, an important part of multimedia

communication system design, has not yet been incorporated into our framework.

Although rate control is usually designed separately from source coding and error

control, it may improve the overall performance if it is designed jointly with the other

parts of the system. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, rate control in the

context of DiffServ networks is still an open problem.

Second, under the current standard practice, video packets corrupted by bit

error are rejected at the application end in the framework during wireless transmis-

sion. Recent studies, however, have shown that passing corrupted video packets to

the application end may achieve significant gain [45]. Thus, further research should

be conducted in this direction.

Third, the work on hybrid FEC/retransmission showed that delay-constrained

retransmission can greatly outperform FEC under certain network conditions. This

suggests that link-layer ARQ mechanism may need to be adapted based on each

application’s latency and reliability requirements, as well as the traffic load, indicating

that link-layer ARQ should also be brought into the optimization framework [111].
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Fourth, the channel models used in the simulations assumed uncorrelated chan-

nel errors. For example, packet loss in the Internet is modeled as a Bernoulli random

process. Besides, we assumed i.i.d. fading for the wireless simulations. Those models

do not reflect the bursty nature of errors caused by network congestion and correlated

fading. Two-state or higher order Markov chains, however, are more realistic alterna-

tives. Such a direction is currently under consideration in our recent work [164], where

the effect of correlated channel fading on the optimization framework is studied.

Fifth, the work in this dissertation primarily focuses on optimal resource allo-

cation for a single user in a unicast scenario. However, the framework can be extended

to multiuser and multicast video transmission systems. In that scenario, studies of

scalable video transmission become more important. Our work in Chapter 7 high-

lighted the major considerations of optimal cross-layer resource allocation problems

for scalable video transmission over the Internet, wireless networks, and DiffServ net-

works. But the detailed studies remain to be done. In addition, issues such as fairness

as well as distributed versus centralized resource allocation must be addressed in the

multicast setting.

All the above-mentioned directions fall into the area of cross-layer design. As

a long-term research direction, we plan to expand the proposed framework from end-

system design to include network design. We also plan to apply the framework to

wireless ad hoc networks, where, due to the mobility of wireless nodes and limited

energy of each node, cross-layer design will be a more critical issue.
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Appendix A

Lagrangian Relaxation Method

Enclosed in this appendix are some theorems applied by the Lagrangian relaxation

method. Those theorems form the basis of the proposed algorithm in Chapter 5.

Theorem 1. Let SH be a finite set and H ∈ SH be a member of that set. Then, for

any λ > 0, the optimal solution H∗(λ) to the following problem

min
{H∈SH}

D(H) + λC(H)

subject to: T (H) ≤ T0

(A.1)

is also an optimal solution to the problem below

min
{H∈SH}

D(H)

subject to: C(H) ≤ C(H∗(λ))

T (H) ≤ T0

(A.2)

Proof. (By contradiction) Assume that the above theorem is false. This implies that

there exists an H ∈ SH such that D(H) < D(H∗(λ)), C(H) < C(H∗(λ)), and
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T (H) < T0. Hence D(H)+λC(H) < D(H∗(λ))+λC(H∗(λ)), subject to T (H) < T0.

This is a contradiction since H∗(λ) is the optimal solution to (A.1).

Theorem 2. (λ Theorem): In (A.1), if C(H∗(λ1)) > C(H∗(λ2)), then

λ2 ≥ −
D(H∗(λ1)) − D(H∗(λ2))

C(H∗(λ1)) − C(H∗(λ2))
≥ λ1 (A.3)

Proof. By the optimality of H∗(λ1) and H∗(λ2), respectively, we have

D(H∗(λ1)) + λ1C(H∗(λ1)) ≤ D(H∗(λ2)) + λ1C(H∗(λ2)) (A.4)

D(H∗(λ2)) + λ2C(H∗(λ2)) ≤ D(H∗(λ1)) + λ2C(H∗(λ1)) (A.5)

From (A.4), we have

−
D(H∗(λ1)) − D(H∗(λ2))

C(H∗(λ1)) − C(H∗(λ2))
≥ λ1 (A.6)

From (A.5), we have

λ2 ≥ −
D(H∗(λ1)) − D(H∗(λ2))

C(H∗(λ1)) − C(H∗(λ2))
(A.7)

Theorem 3. C(H∗(λ)) of (A.1) is a non-increasing function of the Lagrange multi-

plier λ.

Proof. (By contradiction using Theorem 2) or,

For any λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0, by the optimality, we have (A.4) and (A.5). Adding them

results in

(λ1 − λ2)(C(H∗(λ1) − C(H∗(λ2)) ≤ 0 (A.8)



Appendix B

Distortion Calculation for H.263+

Scalable Video

This appendix gives the detailed algorithm for calculating the expected distortion

when using H.263+ scalable codec. Since the base layer is encoded/decoded indepen-

dently of the enhancement layer, the distortion calculation for the base layer is the

same as described in Sect. 3.4.1, based on the ROPE algorithm [84]. Next we derive

the expressions for calculating the expected distortion of the enhancement layer only.

The parameters used here are defined in Table 3.1, with added “(b)” and “(e)”

representing BL and EL, respectively. The overall expected distortion levels of pixel

i at the EL of frame n are given by

E[d
(n)
i (e)] = E[(f

(n)
i − f̃

(n)
i (e))2 − (f

(n)
i − f̃

(n)
i (b))2]

= E[f̃
(n)
i (e)2] − E[f̃

(n)
i (b)2] + 2f

(n)
i E[f̃

(n)
i (b)] − 2f

(n)
i E[f̃

(n)
i (e)]

(B.1)

Note that in order to calculate the expected distortion, the first and second order

expected values of each pixel, E[f̃
(n)
i (b)], E[f̃

(n)
i (e)], E[f̃

(n)
i (b)2], and E[f̃

(n)
i (e)2], are
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required. These values have different expressions with different modes. The expres-

sions of E[f̃
(n)
i (b)] and E[f̃

(n)
i (b)2] with different modes have been defined in (3.4),

(3.5), and (3.6), respectively. The expressions of E[f̃
(n)
i (e)] with INTRA, SKIP, FOR-

WARD, UPWARD, and BIDIRECTIONAL modes are, respectively, shown below.

The second order expected pixel value, E[f̃
(n)
i (e)2], can be calculated in the same

fashion.

INTRA: E[f̃
(n)
i (e)] = (1 − ρk(e))E[f̂

(n)
i (e)] + ρk(e)E[f̃

(n)
i (b)] (B.2)

SKIP: E[f̃
(n)
i (e)] = (1 − ρk(e))(f̃

(n−1)
i (e)) + ρk(e)E[f̃

(n)
i (b)] (B.3)

FORWARD: E[f̃
(n)
i (e)] = (1 − ρk(e))(ê

(n)
i (e) + E[f̃

(n−1)
l (e)]) + ρk(e)E[f̃

(n)
i (b)]

(B.4)

UPWARD: E[f̃
(n)
i (e)] = (1 − ρk(e))(ê

(n)
i (e) + E[f̃

(n)
i (b)]) + ρk(e)E[f̃

(n)
i (b)] (B.5)

BIDIRECT: E[f̃
(n)
i (e)] = (1 − ρk(e))(ê

(n)
i (e) + E[f̄

(n)
i (e)]) + ρk(e)E[f̃

(n)
i (b)] (B.6)

where f̄
(n)
i (e) is the average of two predictions using forward and backward prediction.

Accurate calculation of this term requires computing and storing all inter-pixel cross-

correlation values for the two reference frames in the video sequence. This amount

of computation and storage is usually infeasible; thus model-based cross-correlation

approximation methods are usually preferred [165].


